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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background . rl}OjJO 

;to J L jJ C 
This study ,exam nes l income distributional impacts of the economic 

I • j j.. ",J ) ... 

! ~djustIJlent policy} tprasure~, that t anzania has adopted since the early 1980s. 
The adjustment policies were in response to adverse sho~ks in the world 
economy and to undesirable domestic economic policies which tended to 
w<,lrsen economi9 ~erf<?rman<;e )'2~ 9fllan~e of payments deficits. Our focus is 
,on structurall}djustm,ent policies. I Since~the adjustment policies have usually 
been in terms of packa,g~s, ill is,more appropriate to discuss about structural 
adj ustrnent ,progran1ffies. 

r 
A .. "struyt\ITal adjustment progran1ffie" may be defined as a "set of policy 
,measures that attempts to permanently change relative prices of tradable goods 
in the economy in order to reallocate, or help along reallocation of produ~ion 
factors in accordanc~ with the new set of external and domestic conditions" . 
(Edwards, S. an'dWijinb~rgen, Van S. (1989), pg. 1482). The new economic 
conditions are the macroeconomic disequilibria which come as a result of a 
combination of exogenous or in,ternational shocks (such as the terms of trade 
shocks due to oil piice hlke' in the lat~ 1970s) aq.d inconsistent domestic 

, , \ 

macreconomic policies which pr()f{oke severe" and .unsustainable disequilibria 
in the long' run, ,\ ~ ~ 

As Streeten (t987) n9tes, among the objectives of structural 'adjustment are the 
reduction df' elimination of balanCe of payments deficits,the resumption of 
higher rates of economic growth~ and the achievement of structural changes 
that will prevbii future payments and stabilisation problems. 

/1 

structural 'adjustment progran1ffies can be grouped into two major categories, 
depending on what is considered to be the major source of the shocks: 
domestic policy failure or shocks emanating from the world economy. Thus, 
we can have adjustment policies that are implemented as a response to 
domestic (macro or micro) policies that become unsustainable or undesirable 
in the long run. 

We J:iegin with a brief discussion of foreign-disturbances- induced 
progran1ffies. The most common exogenous shock has been terms of trade 
changes such as the oil price hike of the 19110s and the decline in primary ,- - -



coJ11n1odity prices in the 1980s. The other shock was the interest rate hike in
the late 1970s and early 1980s.

Responses to international shocks differed across countries. In the case of the
oil price hikes, some countries decided to reduce the rate of growth of oil
consumption while others resorted to foreign borrowing and/or asking for
more grants in order to maintain the pattern of consumption and finance new
and on-going investments.

Apart from the adverse terms of trade shocks discussed above, there were also
positive terms of trade disturbances. In Tanzania, this happened in 1976
where there was a coffee price boom. The analysis of economic consequences
of a positive terms of trade shock is similar to what is referred to as the "Dutch
Disease". However, the discussion of the Dutch Disease is outside the scope
of this study.2 The Dutch Disease model abstracts from the role of government
in changing the relative prices and allocating resources in an economy. Given
the nature and levels of government intervention in Tanzania, the application
of the Dutch Disease model in the country becomes less relevant and in

appropriate.

The second type of structural adjustment programmes is a response to
domestic policies that become unsustainable or undesirable in the long run.
We may further subdivide this broad group of adjustment programmes into
those which are in response to balance of payments crises and those which aim
at reducing microeconomic distortions or impediments to trade. The policy
measures for correcting balance of payments deficits have usually included
devaluation of the domestic currency and removal or reduction in (trade) taxes.
These policy measures affect not only the domestic relative prices but also the
levels and distribution of household incomes. The discussion on the general
macroeconomic policies, including devaluation and tariffs, is presented in
Section 2. .Per capita household incomes are discussed in Section 3.

Apart from changing domestic relative prices and the structure of household
~
incomes, the economic policies Tanzania has adopted also affected the
performance of the economy in terms of production and private final
consumption expenditure. This then prompts us to examine the performance
of the overall economy and how household incomes have changed over time.
The focus of the analysis is on macroeconomic and trade policies during the

time period 1976-1990.

£
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incomes, the economic policies Tanzania has adopted also affected the 
performance of the economy in terms of production and private final 
consumption expenditure. This then prompts us to examine the performance 
of the overall economy and how household incomes have changed over time. 
The focus of the analysis is on macroeconomic and trade policies during the 
time period 1976-1990. 
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In an attempt to guarantee that gains of trade occur to the domestic economy, 
countries (both developed and developing) fmd themselves titillated to imposc=. 
tariffs and quantitative restrictions on imports. In Tanzania; the role of tariffi 
and quantitative restrictions as trade policy instruments has been changing 
ever since the country gained independence in 1961.3 As Ndulu and Semboja 
(1992) noted, tariff protection was dominate prior to 1970 but was 
overshadowed by the prominence of quantitative restrictions during the mid-
1970s upto the mid-1980s. With more liberal policies since the mid-1980s 

. which introduced other economic policy instruments including own-funds 
import scheme, open general license scheme (OGL) facility, price decontrol 
and exchange rate adjustments reduced the importance of non-.tarifI barriers to 
trade and enhanced the role of tariffs in influencing prices and providing 
protection to domestic industries. However, the importance of tariffs as a 
policy instrument is being dampened by duJ;y evasions and exemptions. "In ' 
1986, for exampl~, duty exemptions (measured as the difference ' between 
actual collections and what should have been collected if no exemptions were 
granted) exceeded actual collections by 88 percent. Because of the high tariff 
rates (of 100% or above) on "luxury" goods, these goods were either not 
declared as being imported or declared only after exemption had ' been 
guaranteed. In 1986, tariff collection on this category of imports was orily 10 
percent. However, tariff rate measured as the ratio of actual tariff revenue 
collected to total imports for each sector was, on average, only 6% in the year 
1976. (See Table 6.1 in Sec~on 6 of this study). 

The liberalization policies introduced in the mid-1980s called for reforms in' , 5\ ' 
. the tariff structure as welt. Tanzania's tariff structure was very complex during 

the years upto 1988. , There were 18 different rate categories with tariff rate' 
ranging from 0% to 200%. However, beginning mid-1988, the number of 
rate categories and tariff rates started to be reduced. Imports of interm~ 
and <capital goods were charged at a basic rate of 60010 and higher rates ~ 
applicable to "luxury" goods. In June 1990, the number of rate categories 
were reduced to five, namely, 0%, 20%, 30% 40% and 60%. The tax rate 
categories were further reduced to three in the 1992/93 budget. Thus as from 
mid-1992, the new tariff categories were 0%, 10% and 30%, the latter being 
the maximum rate. (URT (1992), Speech by the Minister for finance). 

TIUl effects of tariffs and tariff-equivalent quantitative restrictions are wen' 
known in the trade and welfare literature. (See for examplCj' Dems et aI. 
(1982): 197-200). Tariffs have several desirab~~ and undesirable effects: . 
While the governm:ent collects tariff revenue, the change in relatiYe prices d:ue'" 

3 
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to the tariff will have a production effect whereby producers shift away from 
the production of exportables to the production of importables. A tariff also 
has the effect of reducing the volume of trade as the quantity demanded of 
imports is reduced due to higher domestic import prices. 

Tariff and tariff-equivalent quantitative restrictions tend to reduce welfare as 
the community moves to lower indifference curve. The welfare loss can be 
decomposed into two components; a production effect and a consumption 
effect. The production effect indicates the cost to the society of producing 
inefficiently while the consumption effect (or reduc~d consumption) is the 
result of consumption at distorted prices. 

The welfare effects of tariffs and quantitative restrictions is the subject matter 
of this thesis. In examining the welfare effects of the trade and trade related 
policies in Tanzania, it is important to also consider the effects on. the 
performance of the economy over time. I 
Tanzania experienced rapid economic growth during the mid-1960s to mid-
1970s during which time the overall Gross Domestic Product (GDP) wS:S 
growing at an average of 4.7% while the per capita GDP grew at 1.5 % in 
constant prices. (World Bank (1991), Vol. I pg. 3). The economy began to 
slow down in the second half of the 1970s when the growth of both the overall 
and per capita GDP declined. During 1976-80, the overall GDP was growing 
at an annual average rate of 2 % while the per capita GDP grew at -0.3 
percent.4 The one and a half decade after 1976 was also marked with severe 
balance of payments problems. The current account deficit as a percentage of 
GDP was, on average, only 1.3% during 1973-75 but rose to more than 10 
percent during 1978-80.5 As we shall see in the next Section, the current 
account deficit has been increasing since 1977 when it was at its minimum 
relative to GDP and grew to eight times the 1977 level in 1980 while reaching 
a peak in 1988 when it was eleven times the 1977 level. 

The economic decline was due to a combination of external shocks and bad 
weather (droughts and floods) coupled with inadequate policy responses to the 
shocks. The external shocks included terms of trade shocks due to the fourfold 
increase in the price of oil during 1973-1974 and the other oil price rise in 
1979-~ 980 and due to the decline in primary commodity prices in the mid-
19808. The positive shock on coffee prices during 1975-78 were squandered 
in a massive increase in the government sector which registered an all time 

4 
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high growth rate of more than 12% per annum in 1978 and 1979, in constant 
prices. (URT (1991): 30) 

The policy responses to the shocks have more ,often than not be~n at the behest 
of and pressure from the donor cO'mmunity, especially the ,International 
Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank. (Bagachwa, M.S.D. (1991): 47). 
The common policy prescriptions pave ,included depreciating the real 
exchange rate and reducing distoriionary trade taxes. Depreciating the .real 
exchange rate' (or devaluation) may enable the country adjust to. an adverse 
terms of trade shock while the reduction in trade taxes will enhance economic 
efficiency and competitiveness in the world market 

- , 
" 

As already noted above, the poor perfomiance of the economy and the 
government's macroeconomic policies also affected housegold inco,mes . . ,The 
study on trends in real self-employment inco~es lin Tanzania d~ne by Bevan; 
et al. (1988) indicated an alarming downward b:eI).d in incomes and living 

\ 1 . It·· 
standards of both the rural and the urban populations consequent to the 

• • 1 ) ll. ' I ~ 
mfllfunctlOnmg of the economy. , . 

I, ,-, 

In comparing household "udget surveys of 1969, 1976177, 1979/80 and 
1982/83 Bevan et 'af. (1988j foui,l.d that there WilS a 4rastic decline in the IJIfa). 
living standards attnM table to a decline in' leash incomes form faim sources. 

J H ' ' j ' ':"11 . . 
Between 1976177 and' 1982/8~ real per capita ~al incomes halved. They also 

1 / ', · )t , " .• 

found that in the rural at~as subsistence farming , tended to replace cash 
farming while! hdn~flirin earned 'incomes tend_ed to replace wage;:. employment. 
This implies that farming and wage e~ployment had become less rewarding in 
the rural areas. According to the same study again, it is claimed that 
Tanzania's urban real per capita incomes fell by between 43-54 % during 
1969-1984. The. fall in real wages forced the urban households to increasingly 
engage themselves in self employment (farming, trading and informal 
manufacturing) so as to supplement their real wages. Should 're trust the story 
by Bevan et al. (1988). Their fmdings are too pessimistic to be trustworthy. 

According to the study by Bevan et al. (1988), per capi~ rural incomes in 
1976177 were TSHs 2974.00 in 1982/83 prices using official consumer price 
index. During 1982/83 per ' capita incom.es in rural Tanzania were TSHs 
1549.00 (Bevan et al. (1988): 71--7'i.'). This ~ould imply that between 
1976i77 and 1982/83 the growth <;>f th~ rural iil'comes was -10.30 % per 
annUm! Such a growth rate is amazing and incredible. It is difficult to see 
how one can trust such results while na~i9naI accounts reveal that the annual 

~ ' .,. 
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grow!h of the overall real per capi,ta GDP between 1 76/77 an~ 1982/~3) W~ll 
,nnl 1-.73 % (rather than anywhere closer to the - 0.3 ~% reported by Bevan 
e/ al . (1988). Coming to urban incomes, Bevan et a1 \ 1988) foJ nd that real 
per capita incomes in urban Tanzania during 1983/84 were TSHs ~ 141.00 in 
1982/83 prices' using the official CPI. The corresportding in~gfn~s for f976 77 

J ' : r 'j ~ 0 tJ (J .( 

\ 

were TSHs 7305 ;00 (Bevan et al. (1988): 76-77). }- :.}I ' 

This then would imply that reat income in urban Tanzania w~[e gr~ , ing at an , 
annual rate of :9.03 %! Needless to say, such a growth rate is nowhere closer 

~ 

to the annual growth of -1 .73 % for the overall real per capita GDP. 
I • 

These findings on pet capita incomes throws a challenge to 'u; to examine 
whether there has been any change in houseFold income.t> since the early 
1980s. We shall coinpare the findings from mIT household surveys for 
1989/90 with those by Bevan et al. (l988 8( 1989). I 

In -order to improve the performance of the eco~omy, the Government 
introduced a 'number of macro-economic adjustment policies. These policies 
included the National Economic 'Survival Programme (NESP) and the 
Structural Adjustment Programme (SAP) launched in 1981 and 1982 
respectively. The NESP and SAP were followed by two Economic Recovery 
Programmes (ERP I and ERP II) launched in 1986 and 1989 respectively. The 
policy instruments employed by the Government have included devaluation, 
tariffs, foreign exchange and import quotas. The ~djustIllent policies exercised 
by Tanzania have had different imracts on t~e v51W£e qf trade (imports and 
exports), domestic production and consumption. I 

. 9 1 j 

1.2 Statement of the Problem 
, • I 

The1problem that this study addresses itself to is to aftalyse the effectiveness of 
macroeconomic policies and changes in relativ{ prices in iml?roving econ~mic 
performance and household incomes in Tanzania. • 

1 " 

There is evidence from several studles (such as those) reviewed above that the 
Tanzanian ecodomy has been w~rsening ince:the late 1970s. Production, real 

~ \ 
per capita private consumption; wages and incomes have been fluctuating and 
declining. The balance of payments has also been in crisis as shown by, 
among others, the negative trade' and current,Jlccount balances. The economic 
crisis the country is facing requires an empirical study. which will analyse the 

6 



workings of the economy and suggest how' the pe~forma~ce of it can be 
improved. v'" '. (. j , 

1.3 Significance of the Study 

The significance of this study lies in the fact that the utmost \)bjedive of it y 
economic activity (in Tanzania) should be to improve the welfare of the peo Ie 
and maintain it to the highest possilJle revel: ' Th'i~ as' may well b~l~xpected, 
requires a well functioning I econoqty In the ~S>edse 'Of achieving the ' balance 
between demand and, supply both at the nUcrof' or iiousel;old leve'ls and' the 
macro level as well as reducing balanc of payments deficits. PoGcy 
intervention may adversely affect the e6'onomy and welfare of the people. 
This study is thus a positive contribut~n in 'tb: effohs1to analyse the economic 
crisis the country is facing and suggest ways tlfhowt~ improve the welfare of 
the people. 

1.4 Objective of the Study 

The general objective of this study is to examine the welfare implications of 
macroeconomic policies in Tanzania: Specifically, we want to examine the 
impact of trade libenuiilition (tha~ i~! the red~ction ~~f tariffs 1ID.&-quantitative 
restrictions) on sectoral production, per capita'- consumption and (the 
distribution of household) incomes. 

1.5 Hypotheses ·f · 

Our hypotheses in this study are two: 

1. The reduction of import tariffs and tariff-equivalent quantitative 
restrictions leads to welfare gains in the economy. The welfare 
gains are in terms ' of an improvement in Iboth production and 
private consumption. 

• t. t. :. 

2. Changes in relative prices due to trade and the overall 
macroeconomic policies affect the distribution and levels of 
household i~comes. If the prices change in favour of agrioulture 
(which is the main source ofincome for the majority of die poor) 
relative to other sectors, incomes of the poorer section of the 
population will increase and thus leading to more equitable income 
distribution in the country. I' 

g 
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The two hypotheses will be tested using the tradable-no~tradable model as 

well as a trade-focused computable general equilibrium (CGE) model to be 

described below. We shall also use household survey data to shed light on 

changes in rural and urban household incomes. 

1.6 Outline ofthe Study 

Afteti tliis introductory ' Section, Section 2 describes the structure of the 

Tan%aIlian economy and uses a tradable-nontradable model to analyse the 

. macroeconomic and sectoral impacts of the adjustment policy instruments 'in 

the :oountry. In Section 3 we present a description and analysis of rural and 

urban household incomes. In Section 4 we construct and describe a trade

·focusedmultisector computable general equilibrium (CGE) model the data for 

the implementation of which is provided in Section 5 which also gives the 

.social accoUnting matrix (SAM) of Tanzania. In Section 6 we discuss 

s~ulation results of the Tanzania CGE . model. finally, in Section 7, we 

., provide the summary of the main results and conclusions of our study . 
.. , . 

, 2 • . MACROECONOMIC POLICIES AND ECONOMIC 

RFORMANCEINTAN~ 

Cl.t tntrodnction 

For economic and political reasons, Tanzania and many other countries have 

instituted economic policies which become unsustainable in the long run. 

Such policies have included the use of trade taxes or import tariffs and 

qpantitative restrictions to trade. Trade and the general macroeconomic 

pOlicies affect 110t only production, consumption and the volume of trade, but 

also change the domestic relative prices. Changes iIi relative' prices, in turn, 

may affect the distribution of incomes among households. 

In this Section, we shall review the macroeconomic policies Tanzania has 

adopted and e~ the macroeconomic and secotral impacts of the policies. 

The focus is on ~e economic impacts of the country's trade policies. 
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Issues of trade policies (or protection) are closely linked with industrialization
and overall development strategies. In Tanzania, trade policies have been part
of the long-term strategic statements: the Long-Term Plan: 1964-1980 and the
Basic Industrialization Strategy (URT (1964) & (1976) respectively). These
policy statements were latter translated into five-year plans for operational
purposes. The three five-year plans: 1964-1969, 1969-1974 and 1976-1981,
emphasized, among others, import substitution industrialization as well as pre-
export processing.

It is widely accepted that liberal and outward trade policies are more beneficial
to an economy than restrictive, inward-oriented policies. Despite this view,
doubts about liberalization remain strong in many circles (Havrylyshyn, O.
(1990): 1-24). The pessimism on the gains from trade liberalization results
from, among others, the dearth of empirical research to quantify the efficiency
and welfare gains from ~e liberalization. While studies based on partial
equilibrium models seem to suggest weak relationship between trade policy
and welfare gains, general equilibrium models show a higher relationship
between the two. The partial equilibrium models for developing countries
include those by Harrison (1989) for Cote d'Ivoire, Chen (1977) for East Asia,
Elias (1978) for Latin America and World Bank (1987) for 12 countries. The
results form these studies are mixed -some suggesting a weak and others a
stronger relationship between trade liberalization on the one hand, and

\ ,
capacity and efficiency utilization on the other.

Estimates of welfare costs of trade policies has been mostly done using general
equilibrium (CGE) models. CGE models are perhaps the most comprehensive
methodology for analyzing the economic effects of trade policies. Bertola and
Faini (1987), for example, found for Morocco that without the existing tariff
barriers, imports might have been 10 to 20 percent higher than the levels with
the tariffs (Havrylyshyn, (1990): 18:'19).

Some of the skepticism about liberal, outward looking trade policies is due to
political and ideological view that the short-term cost of adjustment may be
too high to sustain politically. This political skepticism on trade liberalization
may not be justifiable if tariffs and quantitative restricpons re~ult in acute
shortages of both consumer and producer goods that the people demand.

Along with the industrialization strategies in Tanzania went the .-policy of
infant industry protection. The protection was first through importtaritfs in
order to discourage competitive imports. With the growth of 8Q~t
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(public enterprises) participation in the industrialization and other economic
activities, protection was further extended to include duty exemption on
imported raw materials, machinery and spare parts (Ndulu and Semboja

(mimeo».

The protectionist policies coupled with (the resulting) inefficiencies in the
production process and poor macroeconomic performance prompted the
Tanzanian government to design and implement adjustment programmes in an
attempt to alleviate the economic crisis. The adjustment programmes adopted
by the government were the National Economic Survival Programme (NESP)
and the Structural Adjustment Programme (SAP) launched in 1981 and 1982
respectively. These were latter followed by two Economic Recovery
Programmes (ERP I and ERP II) launched in 1986 and 1989 respectively. The
adjustment programmes were done in consultation with and under pressure
from the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the World Bank and donor
community (Bagachwa, M.S.D. (1991): 47).

Trade liberalization is a policy strongly advocated in the economic recovery
programmes. The reduction of tariffs and quantitative restrictions went along
with other policy measures such as adjustments in the exchange rate, own fund
import scheme, open general license facility (OGL), export promotion policies
and tariff reforms. Tariffs and tariff.reforms in Tanzania were discussed in the
introductory Section.

2.2 Macroeconomic Performance During 1977-1990

The economy of Tanzania has been in crisis since the late 1970s. There were,
however, some signs of recovery in the late 1980s and early 1990s. The crisis
manifests itself in, among others, fluctuating and falling real per capita gross
domestic product (GDP) as well as increasing balance of payments deficits as
depicted in Tables 2.1 and Table 2.2 respectively. I

I

Looking at some macroeconomic indicators in Table 2.1, we see that despite
the declining trends in overall and per capita GDP in real terms, money supply
has virtually always been increasing and at a rate higher than the growth in the
GDP. It was only in 1984 that there was a decline in money supply. The
growth in money supply was accompanied with increasing rates of inflation.

In Table 2.1, it is also shown that inflation, ~&en increasing at a fast rate;
from a minimum annual growth of less than 10% during 1977-78 to a
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maximum of36.1 'Yo in 1984 and thereafter steadily declining, to 25.9 % and 
19.7 % in 1989 and 1990 respectively. In that table, we also see that actual 
interest rates were, except for 1977 and 1978, always belowlthe increase in 
price levels. This means that there was incentive for agents to borrow more. 
This, in turn, tended to increase credit and, therefore, money supply. Nominal 
wages were increasing during 1977-90, but in real terms the wages were 
falling except in 1978 and 1988 when inflation increased at a slower rate than 
the growth in nominal wages. 

As can be seen in Table 2.3, although exports as a percentage 'of GDP 
increased during economic recovery programmes, the ability of exports to pay 
for the import bill has been declining. Exports as a percentage of GDP 
declined from 17% in 1977 to a mere 4% in 1985. However, with far reaching 
economic reforms introduced in the mid 1980s, export performance showed a 
comeback, rising from 13% in 1986 to 20 and above percent in the late 1980s 
and early 1990s. The export-to import ratio declined from an all time peak of 
83% in 1977 to a stagnating and fluctuating level of around 30% in the late 
1980s and early 1990s. This seems to suggest that most of the import bill in 
the country has tended to be financed by foreign aid or depleting the countries 
foreign reserves. The failure of the country to pay for its import bill using its 
own foreign reserves and export earnings plunges the country to mounting 
debts the consequence of it being even worse balance of payments deficits 
overtime. 
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Table 2.1: Money Supply, Prices and Gross Domestic Product in Tanzania (Percentage Growth)
1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

Domestic Credit 5.56 46.4"1 37.90 24.16 22.80 20.83 15.61 19.42 33.64 20.68 50.31 38.04 33.36 19.68
Credittagovemment -10.42 59.51 72.93 36.87 27.75 25.95 17.80 18.39 31.97 0.86 9.29 45.12 16.31 -9.78
Money supply .19.71 6.69 52.86 27.89 15.40 18.97 12.23 -0.13 23.05 41.71 31.61 38.77 26.02 34.78
Overall GDPfca 0.40 1.21 3.42 2.92 -0.50 0.59 -2.36 3.36 2.63 3.26 5.09 4.23 3.34 3.59

Per capita GDPfc a 0.61 -1.29 0.23 -0.84 -3.52 -2.56 -5.34 -0.17 1.56 0.77 0.68 1.17 1.66 4.09

Consumer Price Index 11.61 6.60 12.g5 30.26 25.65 28.95 27.06 36.14 33.29 32.42 29.95 31.19 25.85 19.70
Interest rates b 8.25 9.50 9.50 9.75 10.00 10.25 9.50 9.50 13.50 13.50 23.50 23.50 25.50 25.50

Nominal Wages 11.44 14.68 12.24 15.78 13.94 12.39 26.93 14.00 21.09 13.30 26.99 41.42 13.27 3~0

Notes: a = GDP figures are in real terms, in 1976 prices
b = Figures are the actual commercial bank medium and long term lending rates

Source: Bank of Tanzania, Economic and Operations Report, various issues
URT, Economic Survey, Various issues
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Table 2 1: Money Supply, Prices and Gross Domestic Product in Tanzania (Percentage Growth) 
1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 

Domestic Credit 5.56 46.4'1 37.90 24.16 22.80 20.83 15.61 19.42 33.64 
Credit to government -1Q.42 59.51 72.93 36.87 27.75 25.95 17.80 18.39 31.97 
Money supply \9.71 6.69 52.86 27.89 15.40 18.97 12.23 -0.13 23.05 

Overall GDPfc a 0.40 1.21 3.42 2.92 -0.50 0.59 -2.36 3.36 2.63 
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b = Figures are the actual commercial bank medium and long term lending rates 
Source: Bank of Tanzania, Economic and Operations Report, various issues 

. URT, Economic Survey, Various issues 
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Table 2 2' Tanzania Balance of Payments Statistics (Million USS) .. - , 
6. 

I 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981'; ,.., 1982 ,. 1'183 ~ 
Exports (f.o.b) I 540.2 495.0 ~73~o. , 505.8 553.7 :' 415.4 379.1-
Imports (c.i .f) ..... , . 648.7 118.~.5 1090.1 ., 1218.6 1161.0 ,- 1f-j'2 .8 .. 814.5 
Trade Balance ., :~ i~ 08.5 -6'11.5 -517.,1 -712.8 -607.3 ~, -697.4 -434.S· . -
Services (net) I 78.2 28.3 . 37.2 - 19.0· 69.9 3U ' '24.4' 
Transfers (net) 1\5.2 171.5 · 176.0 " 128.7 130,2 119.3 . I03.3~ 
Current Account Balance -71.5 -49'1.7 . -303.9 _ -565.1 -407.2 -539.3 . -3.07.3-
Capital Account Balance '\35.6 141.7 225.4 - 22li.8 258n . 193.4 208.0, 
Exceptional Financing 4.3 16.8 16.6 122.9 90.8 177.1 153.) 
Errors and Omissions 68.6 75.5 17.9 37.3 -44.0 59.5 -190.7 
Overall Balance 137.0 -257.7 -24.0 -178.1 -1OJ.7 -109.3 -136.5 .. 
Notes: The net overall balance IS financed by changes m gross reserves, the net position 

vis a vis the IMF and others, including debt rescheduling. 
Source: Bank of Tanzania, Economic and Operations Report, Various issues 

uRT, Economic Survey, various issues. . 
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Table 2.3: Tanzania Balance of Payments as Percentage of GDP 
Year Exports as Export/Import Trade Balance Current Account 

% ofGDP Ratio (%) Delicit as % of GDP Delicit as Of. GDP 1977 17 83 4 2 1978 13 42 19 13 1979 15 53 13 8 1980 11 42 16 12 1981 10 48 11 8 1982 8 37 13 10 
1983 8 47 9 /J . \ 1984 9 44 11 9 1985 4 29 11 6 1986 13 33 26 11 1987 15 31 33 13 1988 17 . 32 36 · . 33 1989 23 32 48 23 1990 20 30 47 21 
Source: Computed from Table 2.2 

Looking at the performance of Tanzania's balance of payments we see that it has 
not been impressive since mid-1970s. This is not surprising given the export 
performance described above. During 1977-90 imports have always exceeded 
exports causing a trade balance deficit ranging form 4 % to 48% of GDP in 1977 
and 1989 respectively (See Table 2.3). The current accopnt,deficit was, however, 
of a lesser magnitude than the trade deficit as a percentage of GDP. The overall 
balance in the balance of payments was fmanced through, among others, changes 
in reserves, the net position vis a vis the IMF and debt rescheduling. 

A number of factors contributed to the .economic and balance of payments crisis 
described above. Among them were the two oil crises in 1973-74 and 1979-80, 
and fluctuating or falling international prices for traditional export commodities, 
the break-up of the East African Community and the war against ldi Amin's 
Uganda in 1978-79 as well as natural factors such as variable weather conditions. 
The falling world commodity prices coupled with increased import prices led to 
the deterioration in the international commodity terms of trade as shown in Table 
2.4. The cost of the 1978-79 war for Tanzania is estimated at USS 500 million, 
which is an equivalent of the country's one year's export eru;nings (Bagachwa and 
Maliyamkono (1990): 4). The break-up of the East African Community~meant 
that Tanzania had to incur new costs to start up infrastruc~ for civil aviation 
and telecommunications. As for the natural disasters, drough~in 1973 -74, ,1,981-
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· 82, and 1983-84 coupled with occasional floods led to massive food imports at the 
cost of US$L5 billion or an equivalent of three years Tanzania's export earnings 
(Bagachwa and Maliyamkono (1990): 5). 

'The combination of the external and natural factors mentioned above together 
with . inadequate policy response. to deal with the crises coupled with inefficient 
institutional and productive structure of key sectors of the economy worsened the 
economic crisis which culminated into severe balance of payment deficits as 
described above. 

2.3 Economic Adjustment Programme 

The earlier major efforts by the government to redress the ailing economy was the 
introduction of the National Economic Survival Programme (NESP) and the 
Structural Adjustment Programme (SAP) launched in 1981 and 1982 respectively. 

· The · NESP, in particular, was hastily prepared in order to ease the foreign 
exchange crisis and improve capacity utilization. The NESP was, however, not a 
comprehensive programme as such but just a set of incoherent targets and could 

· achieve non of its targets. A year latter, NESP was abandoned in favour of the 
SAP (Bagachwa and Maliyamkono (1990)). The SAP, on the other hand, was 
designed so as to improve both the internal and external balances by introducing, 
among other things, trade liberalization measures such as reducing internal and 

· external trade restrictions as well devaluing the TSh. Generally speaking, both the 
NESP and SAP had limited impact on the economy for lack of resources to 
support . them since no agreement had yet been reached with the IMF (Eriksson 
(1991): 9). The two earlier adjustment programmes were latter followed by an 
agreement between the Tanzanian government and the IMF. This then opened the 
door for massive inflow of external funds (loans and grants) from international 
donor community (Eriksson (1991): 9). It is the implementation of the economic 
recovery programmes that has resulted into th~ comprehensive economic reforms 
including the more liberal trade and other economic policies. 

2.4 Theoretical Framework 

In the wake of the economic crisis that the country experienced, the Tanzanian 
government resorted to the use of a number of policy instruments to regulate the 
economy. The instriunents used have included the exchange rate, export taxes, 
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import tariffs and/or quantitative restrictions, as well as money supply and or the
budget deficit.

Macroeconomic policies have to be consistent with each other so as to minimIze
undesirable effects on the economy. In this sense, the policies are said to be
"compatible". With compatible policies, the economy can achieve a sustainable
equilibrium, though not necessarily an optimal one (Bevan et al. (1990): 7).

In order to analyse trade liberalization in Tanzania, we introduce a
macroeconomic trade policy model. The model is based on and is fully described
in Bevan et al. (1990). The focus of our analy~is is on relative prices.

The standard macroeconomic mod~l for open economies is the Salter (1959)
model, which treats exportable and importable goods as single commodity,
"tradable". In that model trade policy is assumed away. The relative price to be
analysed is then the ratio of tradables and non-tradables prices, a price commonly
known as the real exchange rate. This definition of real exchange rate is not
appli<;able to developing countries where trade restrictions are prevalent. In this
case we have to disaggregate the composite commodity tradables into its two
components, exportables and importtbles. These two commodities together with
non-tradables give rise to three relative prices, two of which are independent.

The domestic price forimportables"Pm, is determined by the exogenous world
market Prices, p'm, the export taxes, tx , and the exchange rate. By definition, no-
tradable goods have no world demand or price P xlP m is the domestic terms of..
trade while the corresponding international relative price, P xlP m' is the
international terms of trade. The difference between the domestic and the
international terms of trade is thus due to domestic trade policy.

Trade liberalization is the reduction of trade taxes and quantitative restrictions
which may also be accompanied by devaluation and the consequent increases in
export producer prices. In our model, a devaluation affects only the relative prices
of non-tradables to the two tradable goods. In the domestic terms of trade that is,
P xlP m)' however, the exchange rate cancels out.
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Having discussed what trade liberalization is, it remains to be seen how it has 
been in practice and what impact of it has been on the relative prices, production 
and private final consumption in Tanzania. 

2.5 Trade Liberalization in Practice 

2.5.1 Changes in Relative Pri~es and Macroeconomic Outcomes 

One way to estimate the impact of trade liberalization is to measure changes in 
domestic relative prices of exportables to importables, (PxlPm), of non-tradables 
to importables, PnlPm' and of exportables to non-tradables, PxlPn. 

Changes in these relative prices (as a result of devaluation, trade policy and macro 
economic policy in general) is an important mechanism through which the 
macroeconomic policies are transmitted to the sectoral and micro levels. The 
impact of trade liberalization on sectoral output is the subject of the next su~
section while the effect on household income structures is the focus of the next 
Section. In this section we focus on changes in relative prices and its 
macroeconomic outcomes. 

Looking through Table 2.4 below, we can identify two major phases of trade 
liberalization covering the years 1977-90. The phases are identified on the basis 
of the degree of trade liberalization as indicated by domestic terms of trade, or the 
PxlPm relative price. The first phase covers the years 1977-84 and is characterized 
by the relative PxlPm lying below 100 percentage level. This implies thafthere 
was high level of tariff and quantitative restrictions to trade during this phase. 
The period 1977-84 is also characterized by a relatively rigid nominal exchange 
rate and declining terms of trade. Hence, trade restrictions were kept high despite 
declines in the intemational terms of trade which would otherwise suggest a more 
liberal trade policy to stimulate production and exports. The. protectionist policy 
began to. be abandoned -after 1981 with the adoption of macroeconomic 
adjustment policies. The domestic terms of trade, PxlPm' then rose froni 68 

, .' percentage point in 1981 to 99 percentage point in 1984. 
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Table 2 4' Price GDP and Consumption Indices (1977=100) . " , 
Year p. Pm p. P/Pm P.,IPm P/Pn TOT EXR GOP per , Consumption 

capita "per capita 
1977 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
1978 96 114 105 84 92 91 81 93 99 118 
1979 87 110 112 79 102 78 66 99 99 III 
1980 98 123 131 80 107 75 59 99 98 105 
1981 104 152 149 68 98 70 58 100 95 92 
1982 118 152 170 78 112 69 39 115 92 79 • 

1983 163 186 207 88 111 79 50 150 87 79 
1984 219 221 250 99 113 88 66 218 87 70 

1985 287 258 313 III 121 92 49' 199 89 70 

1986 390 345 375 113 109 104 52 624 89 - 72 

1987 600 571 475 105 83 126 77 1010 90 70 

1988 488 548 633 89 116 77 82 1508 91 98 

1989 634 576 776 110 135 82 82 2320 93 95 

1990 896 629 974 142 155 92 62 2372 96 96 
.. Defmltlons: P x - pnces of exportables - Pnces of major export crops - coffee, cotton, cashewnuts, 

sisal, tea, and tobacco 

Sources: 

Pm = prices of importilhles = GOP deflator for domestic manufacturing used as a proxy 

for importables prices. 
Pn = prices of non-tradaDles = GOP deflator for construction, wholesale and 

retail trade, as well transport and communication is used as a proxy for 
non-tradables prices. 

TOT = International (commodity) terms of trade. 
EXR = Nominal exchange rate defined as TShsll USS. 
Consumption per capita is priyate consumption expen~iture in 1976 prices. 
Consumption in current prices was deflated using co~umer price index. 
GOP per capita is in 1976 prices 
URT (1991 & 1980) Economic Survey 
BOT (1990), Economic and Operations Report 
World Bank (1991), 135, Table 2 
ERBN (1991), Tanzania Economic Trends, Vol. 4, No, 2, Table 10. 

o • 

The second phase of trade liberalization covers ~e years 1984-90 during which 
time the domestic relative price PxlPm was gen~y speaking above 100 

percentage level, rising form 99 in 1984 to 142 in 1990. Tbjs was the period of 
more comprehensive macroeconomic recovery progi'ammes and more drastic 
trade liberalization which was brought about in the first and second economic 
recovery programmes (ERPI and ERPII). 
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The changes in relative price in Tanzania during 1977-90 seem to have favoured
the non-tradable sector. Looking at the P nIP m relative price, we see that it has

been greater .than 100 almost throughout the period, except for 1978, 1981 and
198:7. The price indices for importables and non-tradables, indicate that the prices
had always been increasing throughout 1977-1990, with the increase in non-
tradables prices exceeding that in the importables. This means that trade
liberalization in the country has not gone far enough to allow enough imports to
dampen inflation. This would suggest that there was a shift of resources away
from the production of importab1es into that of non-tradables.

The PxIP n domestic relative price was less than 100 percentage points throughout

1977-90 except during 1986-87. This would suggest that macroeconomic policy
in the country was not contractionary enough to reduce inflation and that the
liberalization and devaluation policies did not go far enough to make exportables
,more attractive to producers than thenon-tradables were. However, part of the
explanation of the declining trend in the PxIPn is the declining internati~nal tennS'

of trade brought about by falling world e~rt prices and increasing international

import prices.

As far as the exc~e rate is concerned, we see that there have been massive
devaluations in the late 1980s, especially beginning in 1986 (see Table 2.4).
Despite the devaluations, the price continued to increase contrary to what
advocates of devaluations would predict. This implies that there is not much
reason to e~ct that devaluation in Tanzania can change relative prices and

.improve the trade balance and balance of payments.

As Edwards and Wijnbergen [(1989):1519] point out, nonnal devaluations can
only be successful if they are accompanied by demand management policies. If,
however, macroeconomic policies remain inconsistent, devaluations cannot
achieve the expected objectives of generating a real devaluation (increase in the
relative price of tradables to non-tradables) or the improvement in the
international competitiveness. With inconsistent macroeconomic policies,
devaluati~ns cannot be expected to lead to an improvement in the devaluing
country's current account and the balance of payments.
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i
The ineffectiveness of devaluation in Tanzania may be due to the lack of iinconsistent macroeconomic policies. The devaluation in 1986, for example, was I

accompanied willi an all time high rate of growth in the money supply since 1977

if we exclude 1979.6

What, then, were the welfare impacts of trade liberalization? To answer this
question, we consider production and consumption gains. In examining the
performance of the overall GDP and private final consumption, we may use the
indices shown in Table 2.4 above. The absolute figures for real GDP and private
final consumption expenditure are shown in Table A2. 1 in the Appendix.

In Table 2.4 it is shown that real per capita GDP and real per capita private
consumption expenditure during the 1980s were lower than the levels in the late
1970s. The index for the real per capita GDP declined from 100 in 1977 to 87
during ,1983-84 after which it started to increase reaching 96 percentage point in

I1990. The index for real per capita consumption showed an increase from 100 in
1977 to 118 in the following year and thereafter declined to 70 percentage point I

during 1984-85 and 1987. During 1988-90, real per capita consumption showed a

comeback.

Given the performance of real per capita GDP and private consumption, we may
say that trade liberalisatiqn and the general macroeconomic policies in Tanzania
have succeeded in haltini the decline in welfare. Welfare started to increase in
the late 1980s due to the more comprehensive liberal trade and macroeconomic:

policies.

2.5.2 Impact on Sectoral Output

Having considered the impact of trade liberalisation at the macro level we now
turn our attention to the sectoral outcomes. our focus is on the performance of real
sectoral GDP measured in 1976 prices. The sectors under consideration are
agriculture, manufacturing, commercial services and public administration. These
sectors constitute more than 90 % of total GDP at factor cost in 1976 prices (See
Table A.2 in the Appendix). We are also interested in examining the growth rates

of real per capita GDP.
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In Table 2.5 we provide percentage annual growth rates of sectoral and per capita 
real GDP. The high level of trade restrictions during 1977-82 seem to have worst 
affeckd the manufacturing sector which was declining at an average annual rate 
of 2.7 per cent. During this time, real per capita GDP was falling at an average 
rate of 1.6 per cent. The sector which registered the highest growth was public 
administration which was growing at annual rate of 7.3 per cent. Commercial 
services and the agricultural sectors were growing at, respectively, 1.6 and 1.1 
percentage points. 

Table 2.5: Annual Rate of Growth of Real GDP at 1976 Prices (perctmtages) 
Year Agriculture Manufacturing Commercial Public 

Services Administration 
1977-1982 1.05 -2.69 1.61 7.33 
1982-1986 4.64 -3 .58 2.44 -2.41 
1986-1990 4.09 6.77 4.03 2.45 
1977 1.15 -6.05 -0.56 6.62 
1978 -1.66 3:37 2.77 12.01 
1979 0.76 3.33 1.60 12.44 
1980 3.88 -4.89 4.83 1.37 
1981 0.99 11.22 -3.27 11.39 
1982 1.35 -3.27 2.29 0.14 
1983 , 2.85 -8.72 -2.29 -0,25 
1984 4 .. 01 2.66 2.96 0.06 
1985 6.00 -3 .89 1.56 1.89 
1986 5.73 -4.05 7.80 -10.81 
1987 4.40 4.52 3.24 0.56 
1988 4.48 ,. 7.06 3.51 3,08 
1989 4.58 7.68 5.44 3,95 

1990 2.91 7,84 3.96 2,24 

Source: Computed usmg natIonal accounts data from URT(1991), 
National Accounts a/Tanzania 1976-1990 

Per capita 
GDP 

-1.61 
-0.75 
1.89 
0.61 

-1.29 
0.23 

-0.84 
-3 .55 
-2.56 
-5.24 
0.17 
\.56 
0.77 
0.68 
1.18 
1.66 
4,09 

• 

The introduction of trade liberalisation policies during 1982-1986 boosted 
agricul~ production and the commercial services sector. During this period, 
agricultUre grew at an average annual rate of 4.6 per cent yvhile commercial 
services grew at 2.4 per cent. The manufacturing sector, continued to decline, 
growing at negative 3.6 per cent while public administration was declining at 2.!4 
per cent. The decline in per capita GDP observed during the previous period was 



virtually arrested by the mid 1980s. Rea} per capita GDP was declining at the rate
of only 0.8 per cent during 1982-1986.

The period 1986-1990 was one of drastic liberalisation polici~s. This was marked
with positive growth rates in virtually all the sectors. The highest growth this
time was recorded in the manufacturing sector which was growing at an average
rate of 6.8 per cent and was followed by agriculture and commercial services
which grew at 4.1 and 4.0 respectively. After the declines in the 1982-86 period,
public administration was now growing at an average rate of 2.5 during 1986-90.
Per capita income also increased, growing at an average annual rate of 1.9 per

cent.

The analysis in this Section has shown that with more liberal economic policies
since mid-1980s, there has been a general tendency for real per capita GDP and
private final consumption expenditure to increase. The liberal macroeconomic
policies were also associated with improved performance or growth in sectoral
production and per capita income. This then seems to conflml our hypothesis that
there are welfare gained associate with trade liberalisation. It remains to be seen
what has been the impact of trade liberalisation on the level and structure of
household incomes in the country. We take up this question in the next Section.

3. THE IMP ACT OF TRADE AND MACROECONOMIC POLICIES ON
RURAL AND URBAN HOUSEHOLD INCOMES.,

3.1 Introduction

Studies on household incomes and income distribution in Tanzania show
inconclusive evidence as regards the reduction of inequality in the country.
Among such studies are those by Wagao (1981), ILO (1982), Semboja (1983),
Bevan et al. (1988 & 1989) and Bukuku (1988). The study by Wagao and
Bukuku used the Gini coefficients to compare income distribution between 1969-
1976 and found that the Gini coefficient for Mainland Tanzania increased.' The
ILO (1982), however, tended to suggest that the Gini coefficient declined,
implying that inequality in income distribution increased between the two years.
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The study by Bevan et al. (1988 & 1989) used relative incomes by quintiles and 
concluded' that income distribution in rural Tanzania during 1982/83 wa,s highly 

. skewed, with the quintile real per capita income being four times the mean income 
while the bottom two quintiles were only ress than 30 % of the overall mean 
income for the four sample regions. The picture during the late 1980s and early 
1990s ,does not seem to differ much from what Bevan et al. (1989) found in terms 
of the: distribution of incomes. 

The objective of this Section is to shed light on both the levels and the distribution 
of itt comes during the 1980s with special emphasis ·on 1989/90, the year of our 
household survey. We shall also describe the link between macroeconomic 
policies in general and changes in real household incomes iJ:1 the rural and urban 
Tanzania Particular attention is paid to trade liberalisation policies. The macro
micro link is provided through the use of the tradable/non-tradable model 
described in the previous SeCtion. The intention is to see how changes in 
domestic relative prices Oroughtabout by changes in tariffs and tariff equivalent 
quantitative restrictions affect the structure and levels of household real in~omes! 
Changes in the levels of households' real incomes also has an impact on income 

. distribution. 

It is worth noting here that the majority of the poor in Tanzania are in the rural 
areas and depend on agriculture as their main source of income. This means that 
trade liberalization may be an important policy instrument in alleviating poverty 
and increase equity in income distribution if trade liberalization consequently 
increases real incomes from agriculture relative to other income sources. It is the 
change in relative (not absolute) incomes that is important in changing the pattern 
of income distribution. This implies that the absolute levels of real incomes may 
increase with or without changing the pattern of its distribution. It is our interest 
to examine as to what has been the trend in both the structure and distribution of 
real per capita incomes in Tanzania in the past decade. 

3.2 Data and nata Reliability 

Our study is based on rural and urban household survey conducted in 1990. The 
rural survey was done for four regions; Dodoma, lringa, Kilimanjaro and 
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Ruvuma. The urban survey was done for Dar es Salaam only. The sample size
was 799 rural households and 287 urban households.8

The concept "household" is taken to refer to a person or group of persons
generally bound by ties of kinship and who normally reside together under a
single roof or under several roofs within a single compound and are answerable to
the same head and share a common source of food. For practical purposes we
also listed guests who had been staying in the house for two or more weeks and

were sharing meals with the other household members.

In order to build confidence on our results, we compare our survey results with
those from other similar studies and with the official per capita GDP wherever

appropriate.

3.3 The Structure of Household Per Capita Incomes During 1989/90

3.3.1 Rural Incomes

The general picture that emerges from the structure of rural incomes is that the
distribution of income is fairly skewed. This is true not only at the regional
aggregates, but also within each region, including Dar-es-Salaam.

In Table 3.1 we present the Sl.ucture of rural incomes by quintile. In that table, it
is indicated that the relative income level of the fifth quintile is 2.8 times the mean
per capita income for the four rutal regions: Dodoma, Iringa, Kilimanjaro and
Ruvuma. The fourth quintile mean per capita income is almost equal to the
overall mean while the otherquintiles fall below the average by between 88 and

35 percentage points.

A glance at Table 3.1 shows that farm incomes are an important source of rural
incomes, accounting for 75.8% of total incomes. Of these farm incomes, 52% is
subsistence, 40% cash crops and 8% is livestock incomes. Of the remaining
24.2% non-farm incomes, own business is the dominant one constituting 48% of
non-farm incomes while wages and remittances constitute 29% and 23% of thesame respectively. .

:
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The mean per~apita income during 1989/90 was TShs 13669, while the medi~ 
income was TShs 8913 in current prices. The nominal per capita GDP for the 
four regions during 1989/90 was TShs 11318 (URT (1991) National Accounts of 
Tanzania, Table 19 pg. 26). Thus, our mean and median per capita income 
deviate by about 21% from the regions' per c~pita GDP. The difference could be 
due to methodology and definition of concepts. However, this is not to claim that 
one study is superior to the other. 

Looking through Table 3.1 , we also see that the proportion of income derived 
from farm subsistence cash crops declines as income increases. Cash crops 
constituted 58% of total incomes accruing to the first quintile while for the se'1ond 
to the fourth quintiles it constituted about 35% and in the fifth it was only 27%!0~ 
the total incomes. 

Table 3.1: Income Structure of Rural Tanzania During 1989/1990 by Quintile (Percentages, 
unless otherwise stated) _ 

Income Category Quintile Overall 
1 2 3 . 4 5 

Farm subsistence 103.3 49.0 38.0 39.0 36.0 . 39.7 
Crop cash 58.0 35.7 35.7 32.5 26.5 ~0.5 

Livestock cash -90.0 1.8 4.6 4.6 11.5 5.6 
Wages 13.6 5.8 7.0 8.5 6.6 7.1 
Own business 12.1 8.3 10.1 11.4 12.5 11.6 
Remittances 3.0 3.0 3.9 4.0 6.9 5.5 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Per capita income 
(TShs, current prices) 1626 5912 8913 14031 37863 13669 
Relative income level 11.9 43 .3 65.2 102.6 277.0 100.0 

Source: , Own survey, 1990. 

The poorest ~t quintile seem to depend on subsistence income more heavily 
than any of the upper quintiles. The propo{tion of incomes derived from 
livestock, however, seems to increase as income increases. The bottom two 
quintiies experienced negative incomes from livestock, probably because of the 
precarious nature of livestock keeping. It seems that the relatively richer 
households were more capable of maintaining the livestock and thus realised 
positive incomes from the business. 
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Dependence on wages and own business seems to be evenly distributed among all
the quintiles with the exception of the firccst quintile which seems to rely more on
wages than the remaining four quintiles. The proportion of income derived from
remittances, however, is more pronounced in the top 'fifth quintile wkh
remittances constituting almost 7% of the total incomes while in the lower
quintiles remittances constitutes 4 or less percentages.

The structure of rural incomes by regions is shown in Table 3.2 below. From the
table we see that farm incomes are most pronounced in Ruvuma where they !
account for 86.2% of the total income, while in the other regions they account for '

less than 70 per cent. Wage incomes were, however, most pronounced in
Kilimanjaro, accounting for 20.8% while in the other thre.e regions wages
constituted less than 5%. Own business constituted 25.3% in Dodoma while it
accounted about 10% in each of the other regions. As for remittances, they were
most important in lringa constituting about 18% of total incomes while in
Kilimanjaro, Dodoma and Ruvuma regions remittances formed, respectively, 6.9,
3.5 and 0.9% of the total incomes. !

The regional aggregates indicate that of the four sample regions, Ruvuma had the ,
highest median per capita income (of TShs 20380) followed by Iringa (TShs i
6542), Kilimanjaro (TShs 5498) and Dodoma (TShs 3232). Relative to the

~average median income for the four regions, Ruvuma is 128.7% above the median
while Iringa, Kilimanjaro and Dodoma regions are, respectively, 26.6, 38.3, and
63.7% below the median income for the four regions. In terms of household
incomes, the position of Dodoma is still at the t>tottom of the four. However, due
to its relatively higher household size, the position of Dodoma is slightly

improved.
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63.7% below the median income for the four regions. In terms of household 
incomes, the position of Dodoma is still at the ltottom of the four. However, due 
to its relatively higher household size, the position of Dodoma is slightly 
improved. 
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Table 3.2: The Structure of Rural Incomes by Region During 1989/1990 (percentages, 
unless otherwise stated) 

Income Category Region Overall 
Dodoma Iringa Kilimanjaro Ruvuma farm subsistence 55.5 56.7 37.8 30.7 3CJ.7 

'Crop cash. 1.0 3.4 19.6 51.9 30.5 
Livestock cash 10.5 8.9 5.1 3.6 5.6 
Wages 4.2 3.4 20.8 2.8 7.1 
Own business 25.3 10.0 9.8 10.1 11.6 
Remittances 3.5 17.6 6.9 0.9 5.5 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Median income per capita 
(TShs, current prices) 3232 6542 5498 20380 8913 
Relative income level • 36.3 73.4 61.7 228.7 100.0 
Household size 6.9 4.5 5.0 5.7 5.5 • Notes: - (number of people) 
Source: OWn survey, 1990. 

• Looking at income distribution by region, we see that inequality in income 
distribution is quite pronounced both at individual reg~onal level and at an 
aggregate level. As is shown in Table 3.3 and 3.4, the aggregate top fifth quintile 
received per capita income which was more than four times the aggregate median 
income. At the level of individual regions, we see that incomes were less skewed 
in Ruvuma region and most skewed in Dodoma. 

One of the measures of income inequality is the inequality ratio which is the ratio 
of the income received by the bottom 40% to the income received by the top 20% 
of the population or the sample households (Todaro, M.P. (1989): 147). The 
closer to one the inequality ratio is, the more equitable the distribution of income 
is. However, the inequality ratio for our four sample regions does not suggest 
equitable income distribution in Tanzania. The overall inequality ratio in 1989/90 
was 0.20 while the ratios for the individual regions were 0.04, 0.06, 0.17, and 0.36 
for Dodoma, Kilimanjaro, Iringa and Ruvuma regions respectively. Thus, income 
distribution was most unequal in Dodoma and relatively more equal in Ruvuma 
Region. 
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1
Table 3.3: Rural Relative Incomes During 1989/1990 By Quintile and Region

Quintile Percentage Inequality
Region Ratio

QI Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5
Dodoma -34.2 55.9 100.0 205.9 552.8 0.04
Iringa 13.2 59.5 100.0 164.7 427.4 0.17
Kilimanjaro -3.9 51.1 100.0 159.9 81.0.9 0.06
Ruvuma 34.2 74.3 100.0 146.7 299.5 0.36
Overall 18.2 66.3 100.0 157.4 424.8 0.20

Source: Computed from table 3.4.

Table 3.4: Rural Quintile Per Capita Incomes During 1989/1990 (By_Region,
TShs in current prices)

Region Quintile
QI Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 ii,oi

Dodoma -1105 1808 3232 6655 17868 ,,'
iIringa 861 3895 6542 10777 27961 ,.

Kilimanjaro -213 2808 5498 8792 44582
Ruvuma 6962 15135 20380 29899 61041

Overall 1626 5912 8913 14031 37863 (..

Source: Own survey, 1990. , :

3.3.2 Urban Incomes During 1989/90

The structure of urban per capita incomes during 1989/90 is shown in Table 3.5
and 3.6. The mean urban per capita income was TShs 22785. GDP per capita for
Dar-es-Salaam during 1989/90 was TShs 29101 (For GDP by region, see URT
(1991), Table 19, pg. 26).

As indicated in Table 3.5, farm incomes in urban areas (or Dar-es-Salaam in our
case) constituted less than one per cent of total incomes during 1989/90. Wages
constituted about 38 % while own business constituted about 62 % of the total
incomes. This would seem to confirm the widely acct:pted view that wage
incomes in (urban) Tanzania are so low that workers have to supplement their
wages with non-wage incomes such as farming activities, petty trade an
manufacturing activities. ,
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3.3.2 Urban Incomes During 1989/90 
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The structure of urban per capita incomes during 1989/90 is shown in Table 3.5 
and 3.6. The mean urban per capita income was TShs 22785. GDP per capita for 
Dar-es-Salaam during 1989/90 was TShs 29101 (For GDP by region, see URT 
(1991), Table 19, pg. 26). 

As indicated in Table 3.5, farm incomes in urban areas (or Dar-es-Salaarn in 
case) constituted less than one per cent of total incomes during 1989/90. Wages 
constituted about 38 % while own business constituted about 62 % of the total 
incomes. This would seem to confIrm the widely acct:pted view that 
incomes in (urban) Tanzania are so low that workers have to supplement 
wages with non-wage incomes such as farming activities, petty trade 
manufacturing activities. 
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Income distribution in urban areas is, however, highly skewed. In 1989/90 the top
20% of the urban population received incomes which were more than 17 times the
median income. The inequality ratio for urban Tanzania was 0.04 suggesting that
urban incomes are more unevenly distributed than rural incomes9.

Table 3.5: Urban Income Structure During 1989/1990 (Percentages)
Income Category By Quintile Overall

QI Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5
Farm subsistence 1.1 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.1 0.1
Farm cash 0.7 1.6 0.1 0.1 .0.2 0.2
Wages 80. I 62.0 68.0 62.2 32.0 38.1
Own business 18.1 36.1 31.5 37.5 67.7 61.6
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Relative income level 20.7 51.5 100.0 229.0 1763.9
Inequality Ratio 0.04

Source: Computed from Table 3.6. .
Table 3.6: Income Structure of Urban Tanzania During 1989/1990

(TShs, current prices)

Income category By Quintile Overall

QI Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5
Farm subsistence 12 10 19 33 23 97
Farm cash 8 43 4 2 195 252
Wages 872 1678 3580 7492 29757 43379
Own business 197 979 1659 4523 62839 70197
Per capita income 1089 2710 5262 12050 92814 22785
Household size 6.4 4.9 4.7 3.3 2.6 4.4

Source: Own survey, 1990.

3.4 Changes in Relative Prices and Structure of Household Incomes

In the previous Section we provided an analysis of the trend in relative prices for
the J1eriod 1977 to 1990. The analysis was in terms of three activities: exportable
goods, importables, non-tradable goods. In order to fit our analysis of our
household incomes into the three goods categorisation, it is worth noting that the
prod,ction of exportables in Tanzania is mostly concentrated in the rural
~~ultural sector while importables (or manufacturing) is mainly an urban
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3.4 Changes in Relative Prices and Structure of Household Incomes 

• 

In the previous Section we provided an analysis of the trend in relative prices for 
the period 1977 to 1990. The analysis was in tenus of three activities: exportable 
goods, importables, non-tradable goods. In order to fit our analysis of our 
household incomes into the three goods categorisation, it is worth noting that the 
prodrction of exportables in Tanzania is mostly concentrated in the rural 
a~ultural sector while importables (or manufacturing) is mainly an urban 
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activity ~ Non-tradables production is, however, dominant' both in the rural and 

urban sector. . . 

It is difficult to classify the components of household incomes in terms 

exportables and importables. We, instead, use urban own business as a proxy to 

importables and rural farm (crop and livestock) cash incomes as a proxy for 

exportables. Non-tradables in rural sector is proxied by incomes dllrived from 

subsistence , activities, own business and remittances. In the urban sector, 

nontradable production is proxied by farm (both cash and subsistence) incomes, 

wages and remittances. Income structures according to this categorization are 

shown in Table 3.7. . 

As discussed in the previous Section, the PxlPm relative price (or domestic terms 

of trade) was generally in favour of importables during 1977-84 and in favour of 

exportables during 1985-90. This would suggest that dUring 1977-84 the 

proportion of incomes derived from importables (or own business in urban areas) 

would be growing faster than incomes derived fromexportables (or rural farm 

c.ash incomes) and the reverse trend during 1985-90 when the relative price was in 

favour of exportables. 

Table 3.7: Trends in Household Income Structures in Tanzania 

(Percentages) 

Income Category 1976177 1982/83 1989/90 

Rural 
\ , 

Exportables 
(crop and livestock cash 19 21 36 

incomes) 

Nontradables 
(Crop and livestock cash 81 79 44 

incomes) 
Total 100 100 100 

Urban 
Improtables (own business) 20 39* 62 

Nontradables 
(Total farm incomes and wages) 80 61* 38 

Total 100 100 100 

Notes: • - the figure refer to the year 1983/84 

1\: 

~.",-,,: 

::>1q.:;;th ~l~;', 

1~"1 ' 1,.:i 
t'Ol 

Source: Bevan et al. (1986); Table 13 for urban incomes in 1976/1977 and 1983/1984. ' 

Bevan et al. (1989); Table 3.8 & 3.16 for rural incomes in 1976/19771Uld 198211983. 

Own survey for rural and urban incomes in 1989/1990. \ , 
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An examination of the trends in household inc9me structure in Table ~. 7t; J ems to 
90nfirm the relationship between the incomes and the PxlPm ~elatjveJ P i 7 d\lr~ng 
the ,late 1970s and the early 1980s. Contrary to what the theory of relative prices 
would predict, during the late 1980s and early 1990s, the proportion of i~come 

• '. J I 

derived from importables increased while that from exportables d~clined. The 
I explanation for this lies in the third sector, the non-tradables. Given, the high 

)\ , 

inflation rate (of 18 per cent during 1989/90), rural households were forced to 
depend more on subsistence activities while tirban businessmen' got the incentive 
to increase the production of the importables to ~e advantage of the higher 
prices for their products. 

~ r • , ~ . J 

It was noted in Section 2 that, except for three year~ <1978, 1981 ,and 1987), ~he 
relative price P nIP m' was generally in favour of th~ n<?,n,-tr da~les , thr?pgbout the 
1977-90. This suggests that incomes from nontradable activitie,s would cons~itute 
a higher proportion of the total incomes received by a single hous~hold: While 
this was always the case for rural household incomes, ,in tp~ \./Iban ~ector ~on
tradables constituted a declining proportion of total incomes. As can be seen frt>m 
Table 3.7, there was a drastic shift away from non-tradables into importables (or 
own business) in the urban sector during the early 1990s. While the proportion of 
income derived from non-tnidables in urban areas was mpfe than 60% in the late 
1970s to early 1980s, it fell to less than 40% during the late .1980s and the early 
1990s. In the rural sector, however, non-q-adables continued to constitute a 
dominant proportion of more than 60% of total incomes. 

The urban households thus seem to respond more to international market 
conditions than to domestic macroeconomic policies. This is underscored by the 
fact that as international terms of trade decline, that is, import prices rising faster 
than export prices, the urban sector responds by increasing the production of 
import competing goods. Attempts by the government to liberalize imports 
through reducing tariffs were offset by devaluations and thus leaving iniport 
prices relatively higher than prices for non-tra~ables. This means that producing 
import competing commodities was relatively more profitable than producing I 
non-tradables. It is thus not surprising to see that the proportion of income 
derived from urban own business (the importables) was highest in the late 1980s 
and early 1990srelative to incomes from nontradable activitie~ 
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The relative ' pri~e Px/Pn, affects mostly the rural sector. Again, it was observed in 

the prevIous Section that, except during 1986-87, this relative price 'was generally 

in favoW: of'riori-tradables throughout 1977-90. This would suggest that the 

proporti.oilof ihcomes derived from nontradable activities would beJhigher than 

incomes I from exportables. This hypothesis seems to be confirmed Hy 'th figures 

given in Table 3.7 where it is shown that non-tradables in rural1Tanzania l had 

always yielded a higher proportion of incomes than the exportable!; activities. r 

3.5 Trends in Rural Income Structure During 1976/77-1989/90 

Changes in the structure of rural incomes may be seen from an examination of 

Table 3.8. In that table it is shown that during 1976177 and 1989/90; the 

proportion of income derived from subsistence activities has been consistently 

falling, from 53.2 in 1976177 to 39.7 in 1989/90. Farm sales increased from 

below 20% in 1976177 and 1982/83 to 36.1% in 1989/90. The proportion of 

wages in total rural household incomes seems to have been fairly constant during 

1976177';1989/90. 

Own business income in rural are~ has been fluctuating between 11.6% in 

1989/90 and 26.3% during 1982/83. With the monetization of the rural sector and 

more liberal trade and general macroeconomic policies, less of rural incomes was 

derived from subsistence activities and 'more rural income was derived from either 

farm sales or own business. 

Table 3.8: Trends in Rural Income Structure During 

1976/1977-1989/1990 (percentages) 

Income Category 1976177 1982/83 1989/90 

Subsistence 53.2 44.9 39.7 

Farm Sales 19.4 17.5 36.1 

Wages 6.4 6.4 7.1 

Own business 19.0 26.3 11.6 

Remittances 2.0 4.8 5.5 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Source: Bevan et a/.(1989); Own survey, 1990 
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3.6 Trends in Rural and Urban Real Per Capita Household Incomes 

The study by Bevan et al. (1988) on household incomes in Tanzania indicate that 
there was a "spectacular" and "disturbing" decline in real incomes in both rural 
and urban Tanzania during 1969-1983 (See Bevan et al. (1988): 61-83). The 
study compared household surveys for the years 1969, 1976177, 1979/80 and 
1982/83 for rural Tanzania while the urban survey incomes were for the years 
1969, 1976177 and 1983/84. The real incomes according to Bevan et al.(1988) 
study are presented in Table 3.9 below. 

Table 3.9: Rural and Urban Real Per Capita Housebold Incomes During 
1969-1983/1984 (In 1982183 prices) 

Year Rural Incomes Urban Inc!>mes 
1969 2194 10567 
197~177 2974 8997 
1979180 1527 
1982/83 .-

1549 
1983/84 4141 

Notes: * = Nommal Rural Incomes were deflated usmg offiCial CPI while urban 
Incomes were deflated using adjusted CPl. 

8ourc,; Bevan el 01.( 1988): 71-81. 

• 

If we should trust the findings by Bevan et al.(1988), then we should also believe 
that between 1969-1976177 real per capita incomes in rural Tanzania grew at a 
positive annual rate of3.8 per cent but during 1976177-1982183 the growth in the 
rural per capita real incomes was -10.30 per cent! Again, according to the same 
study, real per capita incomes in urban areas would have increased at an annual 
rate of -1.99% during 1969-1976177 while during 1976177-1983/84 the 
corresponding growth rate would have been -10.49 per cent! Such a pattern of 
growth rates is both amazing and incredible. While real per capita incomes 
report~d in the 1969 and 1 ?76177 surveys are reasonable (yielding growth rates of 
3.88 and -1.99 per cent for rural and urban incomes respectively), the levels of 
incomes reported in the other surveys are not reliable and cannot be used to make 
any sensible conclusion about the trends in real per capita incomes in Tanzania. 

It is worth comparing the growth rates as would have been reported in the study 
by Bevan et al. (1988) with those reported in the National Accounts of Tanzania 
(URT (1991) for National Accounts Statistics). According to the national 
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!
accounts statistics, real per capita GDP in 1976 prices during 1976/77-1983/~4
grew at an annual rate of -1.87% which,is, needless to say, nowhere closer to -
10.00% (or so) which Bevan et a/.(1988) would like us to believe.

Since the levels of per capita household incomes reported in Bevan et al.(1988 &
1989) studies are incredible, it is not appropriate to compare the le\Cels of our
survey incomes with theirs. Suffice it to say that our household survey incomes

.are much closer to the incomes reported in the national accounts than are the
incomes reported in the Bevan et a/. (1988 & 1989) study.

3.7 Conclusion

From the discussioh of household incomes above, there is no strong reason to
believe that income distribution in Tanzania has tended to be more equitable. Per
capita incomes were, perhaps, as highly skewed during 1989/90 as they were
during the early 1980s. The levels of real per capita incomes have been declining
over time but not as exaggerated as in the Bevan et al.(1988 & 1989) studies.

The composition of incomes has been changing over time, with subsistence
incomes constituting a declining share of total household incomes, while more of
the incomes seem to be derived from own business and fann cash incomes.

From the analysis of the household incomes, we may say that economic
adjustment in Tanzania was not (primarily) geared towards the reduction of
inequality. What the economic crises an adjustment to them has meant is that
households had to increase their participation in the market economy and away:
from subsistence activities.

4. A TRADE-FOCUSED CGE MODEL OF TANZANIA

4.1 Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to ana1y~' the economic impact .of trade policies in'
Tanzania. The focus is on tariffs and tariff equivalent quanti~tive restrictions to
trade. The analysis will be carried out using a trade-focused computable general
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equilibrium (CGE) model. In building the model we shall show how the model is 
related to a social accounting matrix (SAM) which, in turn, provides the basic 
data lor implementing the model. 

I 

The performance of the Tanzanian economy is largely affected by changes in the 
world economy as well by its own domestic economic policies. The country has 
experienced a number of external shocks. One. of the shocks has been terms of 
trade shocks as reflected by the sudden falls in international terms of trade from 
year to year (See Table 2.4 in Section, pg. 26). The temis of trade shock was 
mainly due to increases in oilpoees in 1973-1974 and due to decline in world 
prices of primary commodities in the mid-1980s. Domestic trade policies also 
contribute to the shocks. Tariffs. on imports tend to protect the domestic 
production of importables and thus make the economy less competitive in worl,d 
markets as well as drawing resources away from the production of exportables to 
the inefficient production of importables. The tariffs also have other effects. 
Apart from being a source of government revenue, import tariffs tend to reduce ' 
the volume of trade as imports become more expensive in the domestic market. 
The imposition of import tariffs also has welfare 'effects as consumption is 
reduced to a lower indifference curve. One should expect, then, that as tariffs are 
lowered welfare increases. This is one of the hypotheses of this study. 

Various policies have been proposed and implemented in attempts to adjust,to the 
economic shocks. One of the policies employed has been to devalue the domestic 
currency so as to adjust to an adverse terms-of-trade shock or to a Gutback in 
capital inflow. The impact of the devaluation policies in Tanzania was discussed 
in Section 2. 

The other policy response has been the reduction in import tariffs so as to increase 
economic efficiency and thus make domestic production more competitive in the 
world economy. Our interest is to see to what extent these policy responses are 
effective in achieving the desired objectives.of economic adjustment. However, 
~ough changes in relative prices, devaluation and tariff reduction may also have 
an impact on the distribution of income. 

As far as the distribution of income is concerned, we distinguish between the 
"personal" or: "size" distribution and the "functional" or "distributive factor share" 
distribution. In our study and the model to be described below, personal income 
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distribution considers the distribution of income among (capital owning and 

labour) households and the government. Functional income distribution 

considers the distribution of income among the factors: capital, rural and urban 

labour factors . 

In Section 4.2 we describe the equations of the core CGE model for the Tanzanian 

~economy. The data and social accounting matrix for the implementation' of the 

model is provided and discussed in Section 5. 

The CGE model is solved using GAMS (General Algebraic Modelling System) 

J which is a computer programme developed by the World Bank. The results from 

the implemeritation of the Tanzania CGE model are discussed in Section'6 . . 

4.2 A MultisectOl: CGE Model of Tanzania 

The multisector CGE model presented here is based on the Cameroon' model by 

Devarajan (1987 & 1991). The full GAMS presentation of the CGE model of 

Tanzania is presented in Appendi~A6. .1 I ' 

.(., : 

4.2.1 Sector Classification 
,",l j........ r "; -;f1" ,~;~ .. )o'fI~):)1~vl'r.. l 

We have aggregated the sectors presented in the 1976 input-output table of 

, ,:r anzania iinto six main categories. The sectou; are listed below. • . '1 .11." ~h' :; , ; 

i) I Agricult .= 

2) Consugds= 

,. 3).. Intgoods = 

4) " Capitgds = 

5) . Cornmerse = 

. , 
Agriculture r·. i1: '.: .)n·d )~ . h ' .. dlU; 

!;, 1:.:.','· ': .0 

Consumer goods: mining, food and beverages" . . .';'" .;! 

textiles and wood 

Intermediate goods: chemicals, petrol, ,. 

constructiOJ;l; and intermediate imports ' " 

Capital goods: non-metals, metals, transport . .:.; ;!' . 

equipments anq ~~ergy • 
, .;. 

Commercial services: transport and'communication, 

commerc~,. and financial Institutions 
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6) Paoservs = Public administration and other services 
" 

The justification for this classification is that the:impact 'of external shocks and the 
corresponding policy response,s are likely going to differ according to how much 
the sector is linked to world economy or how much\it imports/exports. The 
govemment is unlikely to impose a flat import tariff rate to all sectors but would 
rather tax intermediate and capital goods- differently from, say, consumption 
goods. 

4.2.2 Equations of the CGE Model 

As will be described in the next Section, a social accoimting matrix describes a 
circular flow of income in the economy. Income is derived from production 
activities and the sales of commodities. This income accruM .. to' the fa'etors of 
production and institutions and then flows back to ic'tivities and commodities. 
We now want to describe this circular flow of income in terms of an equation 

:system describing the prices, quantities, 'inCOIn:es/ arid'hp'eildintres 'asW'eH ' as 
market clearing conditions and macroeconomic closUre'," 

4.2.2.1 Price Equations "fI' ./\fI" 

Equations (1) and (2) describe the domestic prices ,of imports and exports 
respectively, On the import side we make 'the "shtalliJ, co'trllirY assumption, that is 
the economy is a price taker in the world market. 'bomestic import prices, p jm, 

are linked to world prices by 
I ~ : t. 

PI" - PW i' (l+t i m)R (1) 

whele pWj m are the exogenously fixed world import prices and tj m is the .tariff rate 
on imports. The world prices are converted into;domes tic currency through R, the 
exchange rate. 

On me export side we retain the small country assumption only for some of the 
sectors while for others we assume a downward demand curve. Hence, world 
export prices (pw, e and PWj e ) are erogenous for the former and endogenous for 
the later. Agricultural exports, for example, may be considered. to ·face erogenous 
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. , 
world prices while mining (which in our model is part of) consumer goods exports 
may be considered as facing endogenous world prices. The link between 
dom~stic and world ~xport prices is given by ( . 

P/ - PW / (l + t / )R (2) 

. 
where ~ i c, is an export subsidy if positive and a tax if negative. 

We define Q i as a sectoral composite commodity comprising of the 
corresponding sectoral imports (M i) and domestic goods (D i) supplied to 
domestic market The prices of these three goods are, respectively, Pi q , Pi m , and 
Pi d. Equation (3) describes Pi q, the price of the composite commodity. 

Pi q= (fLlI • D + pLID...!..M) (3) 
I Q 

Equation (4) desc~bes Pi X, the price of the other composite commodity, X, which 
comprises of dortiestic gross output that is sold in the domestic market D and that 
which is exporte~ E. Equation (5) defines the sectoral unit value added or "net" 
price Pi v which IS the unit outPut price less the c~m;sponding indirect taxes and 
costs of intermedtate inputs per unit output . 

Pi = (fLIl.!.Jl.±.£/.!.El (4) 
X 

Pi v = Pi x (1 - t . X) - L p. q • a;. (5) 
j I J ~ 

Equation (6) giv~s Pi k, the price of capital installed each sector. In this model, we 
assume that capital heterogeneous and its composition differs across sectors. 
Capital is hetero1eneous and its composition differs across sectors. 

Pi k = L ~ j q • ~ij (6) . 

Capital ,u~ed in dne s.ector, is of di~erent c~mposition th;m that in another. 1be 
compositIOn of I capital mstalled m agnculture, example, may have morc 
machinery and fewer buildings as compared to, say the mimufacrur(ng sector. I 
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Given the differences in the sectoral composition of capital, the price of capital, p. 
I k also .differ across sectors. The difference in Sectoral composition of capital is 
described in bij , the capita composition matrix, the columns of which sum to 
unity. 

The assumption of heterogeneity of capital deserves further comment. In ,a static 
economy-wide model the heterogeneity assumption is of less importance since 
within the single period the capital stock is fixed exogenously. · Such a model does 
no generate savings nor investment' or the demand for capital goods in dynamic 
models, however, the heterogeneity assumption becom~ of importance and may 
affect the properties of different growth paths. 

, \ 

/ 
The last price equation describes PINDEX, the aggregate price index, which is 
defmed as the GDP deflator. The PPI> deflator. The GDP deflator is given by 

, I 

PINDEX- GDPVA (1) . 
RGDP • 

which is the ratio of the nominal GDP or GDPV A to real GDP or RGDP. The 
GDP deflator provides the numeraire pric~ levei against which all other relative 
prices in the model are measured. 

4.2.2.2 Quantity Equations 

Quantity equations explain the supply side of the model. demand side. is will be 
considered in the expenditure equations. In our model, real value added X, is a 
Cobb-Douglas function of primary factors (capital and labour) given by equation 
(8). 

The demand for the primary factors is according to equation (9) while demand for 
intermediate inputs, INTP, is given by equation (10) in the form of a Leontief 
fixed input -output coefficient function. Each intermediate input is, in turn, a 
constant elasticity of substitution [CES] aggregation of imported and domestic 
goods as will be described in equation (14). 

(8) 
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WFf*wfdistif=PjV*"if Xi (9)
FDSCjf

!

INTP. = ~ a.. * X. ( 10) II ,(... IJ. J
J

In the three equations above, FDSC if refers to the primary factors where FDSC jl
and FDSC i2 are capital stock and labour respectively. WF f is the average rental
or wages which is the same across all sectors. However, primary factor prices in
developing countries differ from sector to sector and, hence, we need to correct
the prices by multiplying WF f by a factor price distortion parameter, wfdist if, If
there are no factor price distortions in all sectors, the parameter wfdist jf is unity.

"mestic production is defined by a constant elasticity of transformation
;nn of the produce supplied to dome$tic (D) and foreign (E) markets

i'ation (11) below. Equation (12) defines exports as a function of
ejp d) while eqyation (13) describes the world export demand

Jrs in which the economy is assumed to have some market power
-' a downward sloping demand curve.

1
Xi=ajT[YEjP(+(l-Y)DjPjT]PiT-1 (11)

-1
E i = D i [P.L~~i)l Pit (12)

P d-*
i Yi

E j = econj [H-i-~] -'Ii (13)

pwsej

Equation (14) describes the supply of the composite good, as a CES aggregation
of imports (M,) and domestic product (D,) while equation (15) gives the import
demand function as a function of relative price$!i'i dj Pi m).

:.l
Qi = ajC[o;Mj -Pjc+(I-oj)D; -PjC]PjC (14)
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X T [E P T (1 ) D P T] P T - I i=ai Y i i + -Y iii 

.1 
E i = D i [.eL~a.,i)l PiT 

Pi * Yi 

E i = econ i [~i-~]" t'\ i 
pwsei 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

Equation (14) describes the supply of the composite good, as a CES aggregation 
of imports (M,) and domestic product (D,) while equation (15) gives the import 
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:.l 
Q i = a i C [0 i M i-Pi C + (1 - 0 i) D i-Pi C ] Pi C 
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Mi=Di [ e.u~] H P/ 

Pi m (1 - 0;) 
(15) 

It is worth noting here that although the three "goods" (X, D, and E) have the 
same sectoral classification, they are all distinct and with separate own prices. 
The other composite good, Qi, is also distinct from its imports (M) and domestic 
good (D) components and each of them has its own price. This treatment of 
exports and imports avoids the extreme dichotomy between traded goods (where 
domestic and foreign products are perfeCt substitutes) and, non-traded goods. The 
model thus provides for partial insulation of the domestic price system from 
9hanges in world prices of sectoral substitutes since a sector can simultaneously 
export and import some of the sector's substitutes. This is a more realistic 
presentation of the behaviour of developing economies. 

4.2.2.3 Income Equations 
• 

lncome equations provide a sort of a transfer, mechanism by which income from 
f/lctors of production or value added flows to institutions (that is, the households 
l!Jld government). 

pquation (16) defines factor income, Yr F, which is the sum of rentals and wag~s. 
These incomes are, in turn, distributed to I 

Y f F - LWF r· FDSC if· wfdist j'f ,:' , (16) . ' ~r 
ca~ital and labour in the manner ideSCribed in equations (17) and (18) where yH cap! 
and yHlab are capital and labour factor incomes respectively. 

yH IaIO - LYr F 
(,01 

: t) .. ~ I, 

yH ~=yt-DEPREC 

)- . ~I : 
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Equations (19) to (23) detennine the government tax revenues. The government 
receives revenue from tariffs (TARIFF), indirect taxes (INDT AX), and household 
or income taxes (HHT AX), 

ell 
TARIFF - LPW i m. Mi. tim. R (19) 

£. I 

INDTAX - LP i'· Xi· t h h -(20) 
I 

llliTAX- LYh"· th" (21) 

EXPSUB - LPW i e • E i. ~ c (22) 

GR - TARIFF + INDTAX + HHTAX - EXPSUB (23) 

as well as from negative export subsidies (EXPSUB) . Positive EXPSUB is an 
export subsidy while a negative one is a tax. Total government revenue is given 
by equation (23) as the sum of the tax revenues ~~ed in equations (19) to (22). 

Equations (24) to (27) describe the components of savings which include: 
depreciation (DEPREC), household saving (llliSA V), government saving 
(GOVSA V) and total savings (SAVING). 

DEPREC = Ldepr i • Pi k • FDSC il 
i 

llliSA V = LY b" (1- t b") • mps h 
b 

GOVSA V = GR - L Pi· • GD; 
; 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

SAVING = llliSA V + GOVSA V + DEP~C + FSA V .:*,'R (21) 
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Depreciation in a given sector is defined as the product of the depreciatiort rate 
(deprj) , the price of capital (pjk) , and the capital stock (FDSCiI). Household 
saving is the product of household disposable income and marginal propensity to 

' save. Government saving is the government budget deficit or surplus, that is" 
government revenue (GR) less government expenditure. Total saving/ (equation 
27) is the sum of the three domestic savings (HHSA V, GOVSA V, and DEPR) and 
foreign savings expressed in domestic currency (FSAV*R.) . Foreign saving is, the 
current account balance which represents the capital inflow that is required to 
balance international payments. 

4.2.2.4 Expenditure Equations ' 

The expenditure equations complete the circular f low of income by determining 
demand for goods by various actors in the economy. , 

EqUation (28) describes real private consumption (CD,) which is the sum of • 
households I incomes less household taxes and savings times household 
expenditure shares (BH jj) deflated by Piq• 

(28) 

Government demand for final good is given by equation (29) as a product of 
government expenditure shares (J3jG) and real government consumption (gdtot). 

FXDINV = INVEST - LPjq * DSTj (31) 
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Inventory demand or chaI1ges in stocks (DSTi) is given by equation (30) where
dstri is inventory investment ratio. Fixed capital investment (FXDINV), on the
other hand, is given by equation (31) as total investment (INVEST) less inventory
accumulation (the sum of Pjq *DSTj), where DSTj is inventory investment by
sector of destination (Dkj) using an investment destination share (kshrj). The sum
of kshri over all sectors is unity. the investment by sector of destination (Dkj) is
translated into demand for capital goods by sector of origin (Idj) using the capital

composition matrix as described in equation (33).

Equation (34) defines GDP in market prices (GDPV A) while real GDP is given
by equation (35). The nominal and real GDP are used to calculate the GDp
deflator which we specified in equation (7) as the numeraire price to which all'

relative prices in the system are compared.

GDPVA=LPjV * Xj + INDTAX + TARIFF (34)
j

RGDP = L (CD. + GD. * ID. + DST.+ E. -PW.m * M. * R) (35)I I I I " I I

j

4.2.2.5 Market Clearing Conditions and Macroeconomic Closure

The final step in building a general equilibrium model is to define the set of
constraints that the model economy must satisfy. This requires a description of
the market clearing conditions in which prices adjust to clear each market as well
matching each of the equilibrium conditions with an "equilibrating variable". The

I model must satisfy Wakas' Law.

I! 
Equilibrium in the product market is given equation (36) in which the sectoral

!J supply of the composite commodity (Qi) is equal to the corresponding sector's~I 

demand for intermediate,

Q;=lNPj+CDj+GDj+IDj+DSTj (36)
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private and govepun,ent goods as 1"rJI :¥' fiI1Jll demand fOl'investment goods and 
inventory investment demand. The equilibrating variabl ri9. Itpe product market 
are the sectoral prices. There are nine sectoral prices: p jd, Pje, Pj\ p jm, Pjq, PjV , Pjx, pwt, and PWr .Of these nine, only pjd is free to adjust .while ,others depend on 
some combination of taxes, the exchange: rate and w.orld market conditions. 

Factor market equilibrium is'described by equation (37) in which demand for 
primary factors (FDSCjf) equals supply of the factors (fSf)' 

' LFDSCjf ;;' ~Slr.1 : .1 
j ,'>< (37) 1 • 

; 1ne supply of factors is fixed exogenously. In our mo'det s~~to~al capital stock ,~(FDSCjl) is" fixed while labour (FDSCi2) is intersectorally mobIl:'r ,This is a I 
('common assumption in

1 
empirical application to developing CO\ID1fi~1" The 

equilibrating variable for factor markets are the factor prices . . But since v;e ~ve 
fixed sectoral capital stock, factor prices are relevant only to labour markets. The I 

aggregate supply and demapd for capital . fa tor are automatically equalqand t!e • " • • \ :;i, ~ • . J, I I . . market clearmg cOJldltIon m equation (3'Z) for capital IS redundant .and can be . ., 5. "" ~ . dropped. since capital is intersectorally immobile, se.c~oral rentals will got p~ the 
same across sectors and cannot be made to conform to a pattern of distortions 
explained by wfdistil . This means that wfdistjf parameters become endogenous 
variables. 

,"f .'" The macroeconomic eq~librium condition for the balance of payments is defined 
by equation (38) whereby the value of imports (PWjm * Mj) equals the sum of 
exports (PWje * Ej) and foreign savings (FSA V). The exchange rate - which is 
included in the definition of exports (Ej) via Pie - is fixed and the equili,brating 
variable for foreign exchange market is foreign savings (FSA V) which is left to 
adjust. This is a realistic presentation of the Tanzanian economy where the 

~exchange rate is viriuallyfix~d '(sometimes at an overvalued level) and is only . \ , devai"ued after some months (if not years). Fox;,eign savings in the economy thus 
adjusts to both domestic and external macroeconomic and policy conditions. 

(38) 
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I
Equation (39) specifies "neoclassical closure" whereby aggregate investment is
the endogenous sum of all the savings

SAVING = INVEST (39) I

components: private savings, government savings and foreign savings. The
model is thus savings driven.

Given our choice of closures in which wfdistil parameters became endogenous,
we now have an extra equation for this "new" endogenous variable. Thus, rather
than having 39 equations and variables, we, instead, have 40 and 39 equations and
variables respectively. Despite this fact, the core CGE model satisfies Walras'
Law and the market clearing conditions are not all independent. We can drop any
of them without affecting the solution of the model. In implementing the model
we drop the savings-i.lvestment equation.

Having presented the Tanzania CGE model, we are now ready to discuss the
social accounting matrix and the data necessary for the model impleI1lentation.
We do so in the next Section.

5. SOCIAL ACCOUNTING MATRIX OF TANZANIA AND
DATA FOR THE CGEMGDEL

,.,;t
5.1 Introduction

In Section 4, we presented a trade-focused general equilibrium model of Tanzania.
In this Section, we describe the data used in applying the model to the economy.

It should be noted right from the beginning that there is no social accounting
matrix (SAM) for Tanzania to date. The SAM presented in this study was
compiled by the author using the 1976 input-output table and the country's
national accounts. Some of the cell entries could only be derived residually since
in a SAM each row sum must equal its corresponding column sum.
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~ 5.2 A Schematic SAM

i

: In building a CGE model, it is useful to show how the model is linked with ~
, social accounting matrix (SAM) for the economy. A SAM is an organizing

framework which presents in one unified set of accounts a picture of the "circular
flow" of a market economy. The SAM provides a consistent picture of the flow-
of funds accounts of the separate institutions or "actors" in an economy that one
may wish to distinguish. The SAM is a square matrix, the corresponding row and
column sums of which are equal. The defining characteristic of a SAM is that each
row and column reflects a separate account for which expenditures and receipts
must balance. The focus is thus on the nominal flow of funds,. with the rows
representing receipt or income accounts and the columns expenditure or useI accounts. A SAM is built on double entry bookkeeping principle that incomings (or income)

must balance with outgoings (or expenditure) for each sector or account.

The major usefulness of a social accounting matrix is that it brings together the 6

~ accounts of each of the various economic actors whose behaviour is to be

-modelled into a consistent framework. Such a data set, at least for a base year, is
-, required for the implementation of such a model. The SAM provides a
--framework that requires the expanded set of data to be consistent. This
~"'i~ consistency property provides a useful check in reconciling data from disparate

" sources.

The presentation of a SAM depends on what the model is about. This will, in
turn, determine both the choice and level of disaggregation of the various actors in
the economy to be studied as well as whether asset holding or flow of funds are to
be modelled. It will be recalled that our Tanzanian model is trade-focused and is
specified in terms of only current flows and flow-equilibrium conditions. In that
model "there are no assets, no asset markets, no money, no expectations, and no
dynamics". [Devarajan (1990): 642]. This implies that the SAM for such a model
does not need to include assets and financial markets.

A'note of emphasis is in order. As de Melo et al. (1982) [po 162] note, "it should
be emphasized that there is a yet no such a thing as a "standard" SAM. The
definition of the different accounts, the degree of disaggregation, and the.
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accounting conventions used reflect the particular rAodel and set of issues that are
I being considered".

A social accounting matrix consists of various accounts is shown in the schematic
aggregated SAM in Table 5.1 and 5.2.

Starting reading from the "activity" row we see that income is derived from
domestic sales and exports. This income from gross sales is all spent on inputs
into the production process: on intermediate inputs, value added and indirect
taxes. The column sum of the "activity" account gives the economy's total costs
or gross output. The "commodity" column shows total absorption which is the
sum of domestic sales, imports and import tariffs. The "commodity" row shows
the demand for this composite commodity for intermediate inputs, private
consumption, government consumption and investment.

Table 5.1 A Schematic Social Accounting Matrix (SAM)

Activity Commodity Factors HHLDS GOVERNT CAPITAL Rest of
world

Activity Domestic Exports
sales

Commodity Intermediate Private Government Investment

mputs consumption consumption
Factors Value added
HHOLDS
Governt Indirect Income

taxes taxes
Capital epreciation Private Government Foreign

savings savings savings
Rest of Imports
world

Source: Devarajan et al. (199): 4.

The "factors" account shows that income is derived from value added (row sum)
which is then allocated to households via the "allocation matrix". The
"households account" shows that households receive income from the factors they
own through the allocation matrix as well government transfers and divide this
total income between private consumption, income taxes and private savings. The
government, on the other hand, receives its revenues from indirect taxes, import
tariffs and income taxes and spends it on consumption, transfer payments to
households and savings. The row sum of t~r.J:"government" account thus gives
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households and savings. The row sum of t~~"government" account thus gives 



total government revenue while its corresponding column sum gives total 
government expenditure. The "capital" account gives the sum of · private, 
government and foreign savings (row sum) which is equal to investment '(column 
sum). The "rest of the world" account gives the equality between imports (row 
sum) and the sum of exports and foreign savings (column sum). 

5.3 A 1976 Social Accounting Matrix of Tanzania 

In order to collect all the. relevant economic data for the model implementation, 
we have constructed a consistent data base in the form of a ' social accounting 
matrix. The reference year is 1976. 

The choice of 1976 as the base or reference year has been dictated by the 
availability of the latest input-output table which provides most of the data needed 
for the construction of a SAM. 

In order to get a general picture of the most crucial aspects of the economy, we 
present an aggregated SAM of Tanzania in Table 5.2. Most of the aggregate 
entries in the SAM are as given in the input-output table. However, savings, 
income taxes and the distribution of income by households were not given and 
had to be supplemented using other sources such as the national accounts and 
household survey data. 

Table 5 2' A 1976 Aggregated Data SAM of Tanzania (million TShs current prices) . . , 
Activity Commodity Factors HHOLDS Governt 

Activity 36881.82 
Commodity 15415.15 17004.60 5447.20 
Factors 24344.37 
HHOLDS 23095.97 
G<fvernt 2108.10 360.53 1395.90 
Capital 1248.41: 4695.47 -1582.67 
Rest of worlc 5678.20 , 
Total 

Source: 
41866.62 42920.55 24344.37 23095.97 

URT(l986), Input-Output Table o/Tanzania. 
URT(l99 I ), National Accounts o/Tanzania. 

3864.53 

Own estimates of various shares and distributions. 
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Capital Rest of 
world 

5054.60 4984.80 

693.40 

5054.6( 5678.20 

~ ." , .' . . : ~' 

~- 1. ~ .' 

Total 

41866.62 
42920.55 
24344.37 
23095.97 

3864.53 
5054.60 
5678.20 

• 
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A detailed social accounting matrix of Tanzania is shown in Appendix AS. The
detailed SAM contains six sectors which are an aggregation of the 73 sectors

\ given in the 1976 input-output table of Tanzania. The SAM also has six

commodities distinguished by the corresponding sector of origin. The six s~ctors
(or activities) and commodities are: agriculture, consumer goods, intermediate
goods, capital goods, commercial services, and public administration and other

services.

We have distinguished three kinds of factors of production: rural.labour, urban
labour and capital. The distribution of income or value added among these factors
constitute functional distribution of income in the reference year, 1976. However,
not much can be said about or concluded from the figures i~ the table since most
of the (income) figures had to be adjusted (or were derived residually) in order to
balance the SAM. Household survey incomes would provide a better picture.
In our SAM, we consider three institutions: labour household, capital owning
households and the govemment. Using our household survey incomes, we
defined labour households as the poorest 60% of the sample households while the
richer 40% were the capital owning households. These percentages were worked
out using our own 1990 household surveys for rural and urban Tanzania.

Finally, we also have savings (or capital) and the rest of the world accounts. The
definition of each of the cell in the SAM was provided in Section 4 when

describing the various equations.

Having constructed the social accounting. matrix for Tanzania, we can now
proceed with the implementation of the CGE model described in Section 4. The
base year solution and tariff experiment results are discussed in the next Section.

6. RESULTS FROM THE APPLICATION OF THE TANZANIA I
CGE MODEL I

6.1 Introduction

In this Section we present simulation results from the application of the Tanzania
trade-focused CGE model presented in Section 4. The data for the running oftbe
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model was presented in Section 5 where we also discussed the 1976 social 
accounting matrix of Tanzania. 

Our concern· is to analyse the economic impact of the adjustment policies the 
country can adopt. The policy instruments considered in this study are import 
tariffs and tariff -equivalent quantitative restrictions to trade. The theoretical 
implications oftaiiffs were discussed in Section 2 and 4. In theory, the reduction 
in tariff rates will increase welfare in terms of production and consumption. 
However, we wish to see if tariff reduction may, in practice, result in any visible 
welfare gains. We test this for the Tanzanian case by doing tariff reduction 
experiment. 

6.2 The Structure of Trade and Output in Tanzania during 1976 

One of our objective in this study is to analyse the response of exports, imports, 
domestic production and prices to the reduction of tariffs and goveI1llll.ent 
expenditure. Given this objective, it is important to describe the structure of the 
economy during the base year of the study. We do this with the help pfTable 6.1 
which is based on 1976, the reference year for our CGE model. 

Table 6 I' The Structure of Trade and Output in the Tanzanian Economy During 1976 
Million TShs Percentages Annington 

Sector I elasticity 
Domestic Exports Imports Domestic ExpJ ImpJ ImpJ Tariff 
output Output Output D.Sup Rates 

(x) (E) (M) (D) (fIX) (MIX) (MID) (t", ) (rhoc) • 
Agricult 11284.73 1308.94 254.24 9975.79 11.6 2.3 2.5 6.6 2.0000 
Consugds 5971.06 1011.49 984.29 4959.57 16.9 16.5 19.8 12.0 0.6100 
Intgoods 3361.66 222.59 1636.25 3139.07 6.6 48.7 52.1 3.2 0.6225 
Capitgds 1597.52 105.45 875.05 1492.07 6.6 54.8 58.6 9.0 0.2820 
Commerse 11955.91 2059.17 774.11 9896.74 17.2 6.5 7.8 2.3 0.2500 
Paoservs 7695.74 277.16 1"514.79 7418.58 3.6 19.7 20.4 5.1 0.2500 

Total 41866.62 4984.80 6038.73 36881.82 11.9 14.4 16.4 6.3 

Notes: = The sectors are: Agncult (agnculture); Consugds (consumer goods); Intgoods 
(intermediate goods); Capitgds (capital goods); commerse (commercial Services); 

2 = . Domestic .supply is defmed as (Xi - E;). 
• = rhoc is the CES· substitution elasticities between (domestic sales of) 

domestic output and imports. 
Source: Computed form the social accounting matrix in Appendix A5 
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We have categorized the Tanzanian economy into six sectors, all of which are
tradable to some degree. The degree of opennesslO was lowest in agriculture,
where it is about 14% and highest in capital goods sector where it was about
61%.11 Some sectors were net exporters and others net importers. The sectors
which were net exporters were agriculture, consumer goods, and commercial
services. The public administration, intermediate and capital goods sectors were
net importers.

The CES elasticity of substitution is high (or greater than one) in agriculture while
in the rest of the sectors it is less than one. This implies that there is less reason to
expect trade policies (or tariffs) to have a significant impact on the demand for

imports.

6.3 Base Run Solution

The base run solution for our CGE model is the social accounting matrix
described in the previous Section plus all. the other base year data inputs for the
model implementation. In order to check if or data consistency, the parameter
SAM (generated by the model using the input data) should be virtually the same
as the input data SAM.

The base run results gave the same social accounting matrix as the input SAM and
as was expected. This then allowed us to perform the policy analysis we intended
to. These analyses are presented below.

6.4 Macroeconomic Implications of Lower Imports Tariffs

The macroeconomic impacts of lowering tariff rates are presented in Table 6.2. As
noted in the introductory Section, tariffs in the tariff rates categories were up to
200 % for the years before 1988.. With this information in mind, we thus make a
"significant" tariff reduction experiment by lowering the rates by 90 per cent.

A quick look at Table 6.2, shows that there is virtually no impact on the
macroeconomic variables. The percentage change of the selected variables from
their respective base year levels is virtually zero. Thus, at the macro level, there
is not much to be expected from lowering tariff rates. This may not be surprising
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given the low substitution elasticities and high levels of tax ,exemption and 
evasions in Tanzania. !, l' '. ' - , 

Table 6.2: Macroeconomic Implication of Lower Tariffs (Tariff Reduction by 90 %) 

Base levels Percentage Change 
GOP Deflator (PINDEX) 1.00 6.S6E-S 
Tariff Revenue (TARIFF) , ~ 360.53 1'.561;-5 
Indirect Tax Revenue (INDTAX) 2108.10 6 . 86~;:'S 

Household Tax Revenue (HHTAX) 1395.90 6.92E-S 
Total Revenue (GR) 3864.53 ?.32,I;.-S 
Government Expenditure (GDTOT) 5447.20 0 
Real GOP (RGDP) 26813.01 1.170 ~ 

Nominal GOP (GDPVA) 26812.98 6.73E-S 
, 

6.5 Sectoral Implications of Tariff Reduction 

Table 6.3 summarizes the sectoral implications of lowering tariff rates. The 
experiment was, again, to reduce tariff rates by 90%. The table 'indiCates ~at 
lowering tariff rates does not produce visible results. Although there is an 
"increase" in imports and domestic absorption consequent to the 'tariff reduction, 
the "increases" are only "theoretical". The increases are less than one hundredth 
fraction of one per cent! 

Table 6.3: Sectoral Impact of Tariff Reduction by 90 Per cent 

. I 
Quantity Changes Price Changes2 

Sector (%) ;; ~. (%) 

Xi Mi Qi Pt pi
m 

Pi" 
Agriculture -6.6E-7 +L2E-4 +9.1E-6 +S.3E-S 0 S.SE-S 
Consumer goods -6.9E-6 +4.2E-S +6.0E-6 +6.IE-S 0 S.9E-S 
Intermediate goods -4.8E-7 +4.SE-S +L7E-S +6.6E-S 0 4.6E-S 
Capital goods -9.9E-6 + 1.1 E-S +L4E-6 +6.6E-S 0 4.4E-S 
Ctlmmercial services +8.8E-6 -3.3E-4 -L2E-S +8.8E-S 0 9.7E-S 
Public administration -6.6E-7 +L7E-S +2.7E.6 +6.SE-5 0 5.6E-5 

.. 
Notes: I = The quantities are XI (domestic output), MI (IMPOrts) and QI (composite gOods 

supply). 
2 = The prices are p;" pi

m
, and pi

q corresponding to Xi' Mi and Qi respectively. 
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As already noted previously, although tariff rates were quite high during the
1970s, the effectiveness of tariffs as a trade policy instrument was offset by high
levels of tax evasion and exemptions. Quantitative restrictions ';;.;rere the major
means of trade barriers during that time.

6.6 Welfare Gains from Tariff Reduction: A Comparison with Other
Studies

Results from empirical studies on welfare implications of tariff and non-tariff
barriers to trade in developing countries are mixed, some suggesting a strong
while the majority seem to suggest a weaker relationship (See, (or example,
Havrytyshyn (1990) and Krueger, A. (1984)),

In a study of ten Pacific Basin countries by Harrison Kimberley (1985), it is
shown that welfare gains from tariff reduction ranges from -1.75 to 2.65 per cent
of GDP while for non-tariff barriers welfare gains are between -0.38 and 4.81 per
cent of GDP .12 The welfare change was measured by Hicksian equivalent
variation between the reference (or base) year equilibrium and the various
equilibria after (trade) policy change. Welfare for some developing countries
(Indonesia, Philippines, and Thailand) declined as a consequence of reducing
import tariffs.

The trade policy experiments in the Harrison and Kimber study indicated that the
reduction of non tariff barriers to trade yielded kreater benefits than tariff
liberalization to each of the countries except the U.S.A. (Harrison & Kimberly

(1985): 164-165).

In a study for Chile, Taylor and Black (1974) found that the overall changes in
consumption (which can be regarded as a measure of welfare) were generally
small. The experiment was t,o reduce tariffs by 10 and 20%. The highest increase
was 0.84 % of GDP from the levels before the tariff reduction.

6.7 Summary, Policy Relevance and Conclusion

Given the results of our study for Tanzania, it is clear that there are possibilities of
increasing welfare in terms of both improved sectoral production and increased
consumption if trade taxes are reduced. Although the gains fro-1D-1ariIf,reducti6D
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in the country are small, this should not be an excuse for the government to stqp
or slow down the liberalization measures currently being implemented. The
policy of reducing barriers to trade, especially quantitative restrictions, should be
continued and even accentuated.

7. SUMMARY AND C()NCLUSIONS

7.1 Summary

The Tanzanian economy has been in crisis since the late 1970s. The crises were
due to both external factors and domestic policies which tended to be
unsustainable over time due to the consequent worsening of the performance of
the economy. In order to redress the economy, the Government embarked on a
series of economic adjustment programmes which included the National
Economic Survival Programme, the Structural Adjustment Programme, and. the
Economic Recovery Programme I & II.

Among the policy measures implemented were the devaluation of the domestic
currency and trade reforms in the sense of reducing import tariffs and non-tariff
barriers to trade. The general macroeconomic policies and trade liberalization
measures also affect domestic relative prices of exportables, importables and
nontradables. Changes in relative prices may, in turn, affect the levels and
structure of production or incomes and the distribution of incomes among
households.

The objective of this study was to examine the impact of the economic adjustment
policies on the performance of the economy and household per capita incomes.
our interest in household incomes was on the levels, the structure and on the
distribution of real per capita household incomes.

The findings of this study are that, with more liberal economic and trade policies,
there has a been a general tendency for real per capita incomes and consumption
to increase in the late 1980s. This is reflected in the indices shown in Table 2.4

I

for prices, GDP and private consumption expenditure. The growth rates for some
of the variables are shown in Table 2.5 where it is indicated that during 1986-90,
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real per capita GDP increased by 1.9% per annum while the annual growth of real
GDP by sector \\'as also positive, ranging from 2.5% in public administration to
6.8% in manufacturing.

The analysis of household per capita incomes does not suggest an equitable
distribution of income in Tanzania. The inequality ratio for rural Tanzania was
0.20 while for urban Tanzania was 0.04 during 1989/90. For an equitable
distribution, the inequality ratio should be closer to I. There were, however,
changes in the structure of household incomes. With more liberal economic
policies, there has been a tendency for a shift away from subsistence into cash
income generating activities. Subsistence incomes have been constituting a
declining share of total household incomes while more of the incomes are being
derived from farm cash and own business activities.

Results from the application of the CGE model of Tanzania indicate weak welfare
gains from trade liberalization. This could be due to the choice of the base year
and low substitution elasticities between domestic and imported goods. The
reference year was 1976. However, tariff was not an important trade policy
instrument. The effectiveness of tariffs as a trade policy instrument was
dampened by the prevalence of non-tariff restrictions, tax evasions and exemptions.
The analysis of the household survey data and relative prices, however, yielded better
results than the CGE model.

7.2 Conclusion

The review of the theoretical and empirical literature reveals that there are
potential welfare gains from liberal trade and general economic policies. In order
to realize such gains, it is necessary to co-ordinate all economic policies in a
consistent manner. A devaluation, for example, can only be successful in its
objectives if it is accompanied by demand management policies.

Given the potential for welfare gains from liberal economic policies, the
Government of Tanzania should continue and sustain the drive for a more liberal,
market oriented economy. , .i 'IJ£1

.; '1"";.' (11" '-:1"'". ., ."
C.r, ,. " IIi .,J.'~j!::, ~ifj'
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Table A 2.1 Gross DomeStic Product by KiDd of EcoDomic Activity at 1976 Prices (MIDIoD TSbs) 

1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 
Agric 9046 , 9150 8998 9026 9418 9511 9639 9914 

MiDis 214 231 189 200, 189 193 193 174, 
Manu( , 2811 2641 2730 2821 2683 2382 . 2304 2103 
Elect , 219 244 286 318 400 417 420 413 

Coost 884 915 783 879 932 ' 890 930 549 
Seles 2839 2782 2797 2839 2839 2725 2668 26U 

,TI1IIIS 1685 1652 1699 1634 1818 1652 1694 1473 
FiDas 1612 1627 1723 1853 1952 1980 2035 2101 
Pub10 2342 2497 2797 3145 3188 3551 3556 3547 

GDP" 21652 21739 22002 22755 23419 23301 23439 22886 
Nominal GOP;, 21652 25698 28582 32317 37454 43906 52S46 62608 
Per capita 
Consumpln 967 1092 1289 1211 1147 1008 ,864 860 
Per~itaGOP 1312 1320 1303 1306 1295 1249 1217 1152 

DeflJlltlous: Agric - Agriculture, forestry, fishing and Hunting 
, MiDis = Mining and Quarrying 

ManuC - Manufacturing 
Elect - Electricity and water 
'CODSt - Coastruction 
Sales - Wbo1esB1i .nd'R:tai! trade, hotels and restauraIIts 
TI1IIIS ~ ,TranSPOri and communication 
FiDas Finance, Insurance, Real Estate and Business Services 
Pub10 - Public Administration and other serviceS 
GOP" - Gross Domestic Product at factor cost , 

Source: URT (1990), National Accounts of Tanzania 1976-1990, Table' I,4, &: 5, 
Bureau of Statistics, Dar es Salaam 
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1984 
10312 

186 
2159 

439 
660 

2640 
1482 
2229 
3549 

23656 
78143 

762 
1154 

Gil!'- " WIDf I hl.V bl,,"G'l ~ L~Lc..,')I~:; 
..... 

1985 ' 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 
10931 11557 12066 12606 13183 13567 

174 154 149 138 139 165 
2075 1991 2081 2228 2399 2587 

461 S44 548 574 ,508 512 
601 705 1052 1177 858 937 

2662 2958 3112 3236 3549 3747 
1509 1504 1588 1643 1663 1736 
2249 2432 2470 2515 2604 2592 
3616 322,56 3243 3343 3475 3553 

24278 25070 26345 27460 28378 29396 
108083 140793 200377 285152 335505 40.1583 

768 783 769 1067 1034 1048 
1172 1181 1189 1203 1223 1273 

-,~. 
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Tahle .'\2.2: Gross Domestic Product by Kind of Econom ic Activity at 1976 Prices (Percentage) 
J '. .. ::. - .;. 't 

-' "~76 1977 .. ~J978 J: 1979 1280 t98 1 ·1982 1983 19.84 1985·' 1,986 .-1 987 19~8 j 1989 1990 
Agriculture ~ 1.8J 42.·~ :: 3'1;7 r 19.7 ~ .. 2 '..10 . .s.. ~41.1 433 ' 43 .6 35.0: : -46." 45,8 45 .9 . 46.5 46.2 
Mining & Quarrying .... 1.0'- I.f 0 .. 9 

.. 
0.9 6.8 n ," Oi8}. ~ 0"'8 ~.8 0.8 :,O.~ :c 0(6 0.6 ;0.5 05 · · 0.6 .. 'f 

Manufacturing .' 13.0 12.1 ' 12.3 IV 11.5 rro:7 , 9.8 9:2 9.1 ' 8 .S~ . 8.Q. 7, .9 8.1 . 8.S 8.8 -
Electricity & Water .. ~ I.Q V~ 1-;-3 1.4 1.7 1.8 . 1.8 F.8 1.9 ': I.r" ;' 2.~ ~~ 2.1 1.8 1.7 

" 
Construction .< :<t.O· •. ~ ~ .2, . 3.6 l -u.H ;,,·, · 6.-lh· lIfi-H 'i ~"'.O 4.0 2.8 '-2.5 - .: 2-8 ;:. ' 49 . 4 .. 3 3.0 . 3.2 . ..., , 
Wholesale & Retails I}~I 12.8 ,. q.(i I~l ~ c',12.1 11.7 ; 11.4 11.4 11.2 n.<T -11.8 1.1:;'8 11 .8 12.4 12.7 
Transport & commctn 7.8 7.6 1. 7.7 "fll-2 a' U 7.1 7.2 7.2 6.3 6.2- 6 . .11 ~,O 6.0 5.9 .5.9 
Finance & Business /.5 H 7.7 - 8~1 • Q8,3-' « 7'8:.6]<:. , 8.8 8.8 9.3 . 9.3 9.1 

. 
9:3 9.1 9.2 8.8 

Public Admin 10.8 11 .5 la.4· 14.2 13.6 15.2 15.1 15.1 15.0 14.9 J2.~, 12.4 12.2 12.2 12.1 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 ' 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100 .. 0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Source: computed from Table A2.1 
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APPENDIXA4 

GAMS REPRESENTATION OF THE TANZANIA TRADE-FOCUSED CGE MODEL . 
STitie 1976 Tanzania Model: Base and Tariff experiment 
SOtIsymlisf Offsymxref OtIupper -

*tanzania model based on Devaragan, S:, ~wis, J.D. and Robinsilli;'"'S. (1991) 

######################## Set Declaration ##flflfll##lflfllI#NllllllllllfllI#I#Iff### 

A~culture 
C!>nsumer goods 
Intermediate goods 
Capital goods 

Sector I agricult 
consllgds 
intgoods 
capitgds 
paoserw Public administration and other services I 

F Factors of production I Capital 
rurlab 
urblab 

Capital stock. 
Rural labour 
Urban labour 

HH Household Type I lab 
cap 

*## subsets Defmed Below: "Defme Indexes" 

lAG (I) 
IAGN (I) 

1E(l) 
IED(I) 
IEDN(I) 
lEN (I) 

IM(I) 
IMN(I) 

ALIAS (1,1); 

*## for SAM 

AG Sectors I agricuhl 
Non AG Sectors 

Export Sectors 
Sectors with Export Demand EQN 
Sectors with· No Export Demand EQN 
Non Export Sectors 

Import Sectors 
Non Import Sectors 

'~ "" - .. ~ ... , ..., 

HT"I]MT: 

SET ISAM categories 

Labor households 
Capital owning households 

ijl?'l.Wr:rl :L1HI,T • 
1 ;'j ,/ilT'):'{ :=).J«1!.,T • 

,: ;,. IJ'/:;' 
~, I.' (,n ' 

l t THr~(!' 

, , 

I ACTIVITY, COMMODTY, FACTORS, HOUSEHOLDS, 
GOVT, KACCOUNJ', WORLD, TOTAL'I '.' .. 

/TOTAL! 

S9 
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ISAMl(isam) 
ISAM2(isam); 

ALIAS (i~, isam3); ~ l 
PARAMETER SAM (isam, isam) SOCIAL ACCOUNTING MATRIX; 
isarn2 (isam) = NOT isam 1 (isam); 

. . ~ r:"' I~'':" . I " r 
########################### Parameter Declaration #~##########~~~~~###trn 

PA~METERS (l 

*### READ IN PARAMETERS 

*## READ IN FOR INITIALIZATION OF VARIABLES 
EO(i) 
EXRO 
FSAVO 
GDTOTO 
GOVSAVO 
HHSAVO 
HHTAXO , 

EXPORTS 
EXCHANGE RATE 
NET FOREIGN SAVINGS . 
TOTAL VQL~Egf 99VERNMENT<:ONSUt.Wr19}t 
GOVERNMENT SAVINGS 
HOUSEHOLQ,~~ y~QS 
HOUSEHOLD..TM ~VENUE 

tl~ - \, 

INVESTO TOTAL INVESTMENT 
MD (I) IMPORTS 
MPSO(hh) HOUSEHOLD MARGINAL PROPENTITY TO SA V,E " 
PDO(i t r - " . DOMESTICGOODSPRICE " H. 

PED (i ) DOMESTIC PRICE OF EXPORTS 
PINDEXO GDP DEFLATOR 
PMO (i ) DOMESTIC PRICE OF IMPORTS_.: 
XO (i ) DOMESTIC OUTPUT, VOLUME 

\' ~':.!' ;. , '. 

*#READ IN TABLE FOR INITIALIZATION OF V ARIALBES 
* TABLE FCTRESl(i ,f) FACTOR DEMAND BY SECTOR ' 
* TABLE FCTRY (i, f) FACTOR INCOME BY SECTOR 

*.## READ IN PARAMETERS AS RATES' SIiARESr ELASTICITIES. 

DEPRECIATION RATES DEPR(i) 
DSTR(i) 
ETA (i) 
GLES(i) 
KSHR(i) 
RHOC(i) 
RHOT(i) 
TE(i) 
TH (hh) 
TM(i) 
TX (i) 

RATIO OF INVENTORY INVESTIMENT TO GROSS OUTPUT 
EXPORT DEMAND PRICE ELASTICITY 
GOVERNMENT CONSUMP,TION SHARES 
SHARES OF INVESTMENT BY SECTOR OF DESTINATION 
ARMINGTON FUNCTION EXPONENT 
CET FUNCTION EXPONENT 
EXPORT SUBSIDY RATES 
HOUSEHOLD TAX RATE .... 
TARIFF RATES ON IMPORTS 
INDIRECT TAX RATES 
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*# READ' IN TABLE OF PARAMETERS 
* TABLE B{i ,1)" ! . CAPITAt'COMPoSfttb'N MATRIX 

~~'1SJ8AT· 
(J ' ;.I.3.JaAT * 

* TABLE A(i ,F) INPUT-OUTPUT COEFFICIENTS * l'ABFEICSLES (i ; j) . -HOUSEH0lJID:C@'NSUMPTlONJSHARES 

*## COMPUTED PARAMETE~ FOR INITIA~2lATl0N OF"vARlABLES I (t. 
DO( i ) ' DOMESTIC SALES, VOLUME 
FDO (f)[~ J<H~TOB! I?~ !,J'I~,AG~~@Aa?p~i:·~..:!:j~:0 FSO (f) r '''.:.' FACTOR SUPPLY,.AGGREG~'fE ( I. "9~ I ',. ,-
INTO(i ~ , , INTBRMEI>IATE INPUlliDEMANDfl! ~,_, i' I X "1 
PKO (q , CAPLTAl-_009DS PI?JGI;: BY, E<DTG>R OF D~STIN'ATION 
PQO(i) .P'PGE Q,f :{:0MPOSI'fEG0Q)D Ull \ (1,(1"f,; , ~ , 
PVO (i ;' VALUErAp DED IlRICI; .BY SEc;TOR " , .' . ' 
PWM (L) ,.) , WORL:P~~ARJ(E'(; P.R1CE OF: IMP.ORTS r ' .·1 0~ \' , PWEO n-' WORLD'PRlCE"UF'EXPORT .- .. --- -.--.---- ... 
PWSE (i ) WORLD PRICE OF EXPORT SUBSTITUTES 
PXO(i) AVERAGE1JOTPUt PRlCf; ".I ,~. JJ,:. 1" A ' . 
QO(i) COMPOSITE GOOD SUPPLY, VOLUME 
VARO (i-)-:--yAt~ .tpP'E~lE,13Y SECTOR ; I WFDlSfEl'(i;;f) ;-F I CT0R1PRlGE-SECT0RAL PRQPORTlONALlTY CONSTj\ 1'S 
WFO (f) II .1' hI .FJwrsn~· ~~c;E, ~G.G~GATE AVERAGE I ' 
YFCTRD\.i(f) )1 III f c;r9~,~COME SliMMED OVER SECTOR ) 
YFSEC u (i ) )(1 'F 1C~9J.\,I!:"¢OM~. BY SECTOR ,_ \ 
YHO(hIi)"., . i.. ~?U~ijJ,~LP '1NCq¥E 

H ,fJ('I\)!( !,\ l~ "{'l.,~,:'."·il n: . . 
'---___ ... _~_~~ , ~,'O_" .. __ '.'._ M" .... : ._ • ~ , ~" •.••. ' 

*## COMPUtED PARAMETERS AS RATES, SHARES 
.J 

AC(i) ARMINGTON FUNCTlbN'SHIFT PARAMETER 
. PRODUCTION FUNCTION SHIFT PARAMETER AD(i) 

ALPHA(i,f) 
AT(i) 
DELTA(i) 
ECON(i) 
GAMMA(i) 
PWTS(i) 

FACTOR SHARE PARAMETER-PRODUCTION FUNCTION 
CET FUNCTION SHIFT ~ARAMETER ., -PRICE INDEX WEIGHTS .:' " . I • . 

QD(i) 
RMD(i) 
SUMSH 
SUMHHSH(hh) 
SUMIMSH(i) 
TMREAL(I) -

EXPORT DEMAND.CONSTANT 
CET FUNCTION.8HAREPARAMETER 
PRICE INDEXiwEIGHTS 
DUMMY VARIABLE FOR COMl'UTING AD(i) 
RATIO OF IMPORTS TO DOMESTIC SALES 
SUM OF SHA~ CORRECTION PARAMETER 
SUM OF SHARE FOR HH CLES 
SUM OF SHAImIORD. . . 
REAL TARIFF RATE 

.: '*## TABLES USED FOR LOADING VARIABLERESo,L TS . 

* TABLE SCALRES (*) 
* TABLE SECTRES (* ,i) 
* TABLE FCTRES1(i,f) 

, AGGREGiUERESULTS 
: SECTORAL pRiCE AND. QUANTITY RES I LTS 
L .. ~ ~C'!,O~HEMAND RESULTS 
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* TABLE FCTRES2(* ,f) FACTOR WAGE, SUPPl!-Y AND 'INCOME RES.tJLrnS 

* TABLE HHRES (* ,hb) HG>\:1SEHOLD :SAMI,N.PS AlYD ~C(j)ME RESlJL TSJ ,,; 

, .• qj '.1,0-1 "MI , (I ,/ '.!.: J I 

*################11####### fARA,METR A,SSIG~MEN. 1fI#ffl#.##~P##lI###It###Jt### 

TABLE A(i j) IMPUT~OUTPUT COEFFICIENTS 

agricuIt consugds intgoods capitgds 

agricult 0.032905 0.287215 0.051927 0.051927 

consugds 0.010878 0.112431 0.130602 0.1306021 

intgoods 0 .011429 0.014270 0.014270 0.063347 

capitgds 0.002835 0.037009 0.037009 0.147573 

commerse 0.025433 0.147249 0.147349 0.229369 

paoservs 0.001741 0.001741 0.025883 0.035482 

" 

TABLE B (i j) CAPITAL COMPOSITION MATRIX 

agricu1t consugds intgoods capitgds 

agricult 0.220313 0.287215 0.000000 0.000000 

consugds 0.000000 0.112431 0.000000 0.000000 

intgoods 0.000000 0.014270 0.000000 0.000000 

capitgds 0.779687 0.037009 1.000000 1.000000 

commerse 0.000000 0.147249 0.000000 0.000000 

paoservs 0.000000 0.001741 0.000000 0.000000 

* FACTORS OF PRODUCTION 

* LABOUR IN NUMBER OF FUL~lIME EQUIVALENTS 

* CAPITAL IN 1976 MILLION TsHS 
I j II-

.. , •. .., ,1 . 

TABLE FCTRES1 (i ,f) FACTOR DEMAND BY SECTOR 

capital rurlab urblab 

agricult 8829.44 60546 68276 

consugds 115\.20 31725 35775 

intgoods 3005.54 19345 21814 

capitgds 286.81 26308 29667 

commerse 5814.73 44650 50350 

paoservs 1481.85 51196 57731 

commerse 
0 

'0.09009 
0.039029 
0.242144 
0.295076 
0.084262 

commerse 

0.000000 
0.000000 
0.000000 
1.000000 
0.000000 
0.000000 

TABLE FCTRY (i ,f) FACTOR INCOME BY-8ECTOR IN MILLION TSKS 

capital rurlab urblab 

agricult 9282.47 132.08 396.22 

consugds 1145.6 1 \98.90 596.70 
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paoservs . 
0.043247 ( 

0.053644 
0.048108 
0.030252 
0.135127 . 
0.111621 \ 

paoservs 
0.000000 I " 

0.000000 
0.000000 
1.000000 
0.000000 
0.000000 

I.! / ...... ~ •• , 

(1)11'. 

. (1IAI.FlCI 
(ijWi'YI 
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intgoods 264.69 169.88 509.62
capitgds 86.82 52.08 156.22
commerse 5589.36 426.25 1278.75
pa!,servs 385.42 916.08 2748.22

*## HOUSEHOLD PARAMETERS

TABLE CLES(i,hh) PRIVATE CONSUMPTION SHARES

lab cap
agricult 0.420965 0.420764
consugds 0.225071 0.224965
intgoods 0.040778 0.041239
capitgds 0.007971 0.007966
commerse 0.200481 0.200382
paoservs 0.104734 0.104684

* NOTE, MPS(cap) AND TH(cap) are rcomputed below from value data
* CLES(lab) IS ALSO RECOMPUTED .
TABLE HHPAR(*,hh) MISELLANEOUS HOUSEHOLD PARAMETERS

lap cap
TH 0.0607638 0.0602805 I
MPS -0.1221555 0.3817124

*## PRODUCTION SECTOR PARAMETERS

TABLESECTRES(*,I) SECTORAL QUANTITIES AND PRICES

agricu1t consugds intgoods capitgds CQmmerse paoservs
X 11284.73 5971.06 3361.66 1597.52 11955.91 7695.74

E 1308.94 IO11.49 222.59 105.45 2059.17 277.16

M 254.24 984.29 1636.25 875.05 774.11 1514.79

PX 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

PE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

PM 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
PQ 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
PD 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

PK 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

* NOTE, TAXES ARE MAGNITUDES AND RATES ARE COMPUTED

TI\I3LE TAXR (*,I) SECTORAL TAXES

63

intgoods 264.69 169.88 509.62 
capitgds 86.82 52.08 156.22 
commerse 5589.36 426.25 1278.75 
pal'servs 385.42 916.08 2748.22 

*## HOUSEHOLD PARAMETERS 

TABLE CLES(i,hh) PRIVATE CONSUMPTION SHARES 

lab cap 
agricult 0.420965 0.420764 
consugds 0.225071 0.224965 
intgoods 0.040778 0.041239 
capitgds 0.007971 0.007966 
commerse 0.200481 0.200382 
paoservs 0.104734 0.104684 

* NOTE, MPS(cap) AND TH(cap) are rcomputed below from value data 
* CLES(lab) IS ALSO RECOMPUTED 

TABLE HHPAR(* ,hh) MISELLANEOUS HOUSEHOLD PARAMETERS 
lap cap 

TH 0.0607638 0.0602805 
MPS -0.1221555 0.3817124 

*## PRODUCTION SECTOR PARAMETERS 

TABLE SECTRES (*,1) SECTORAL QUANTITIES AND PRICES 

agricult consugds intgoods capitgds CQmmerse 

X 11284.73 5971.06 3361.66 1597.52 11955.91 

E 1308.94 1011.49 222.59 105.45 2059.17 

M 254.24 984.29 1636.25 875.05 774.11 

PX 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

PE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

PM 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

PQ 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

PD· 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

PK 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 _. 
* NOTE, TAXES ARE MAGNITUDES AND RATES ARE COMPUTED 

TAI3LE TAXR (*,1) SECTORAL TAXES 
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paoservs 

7695.74 

277.16 

1514.79 

1.00 

1.00 

1.00 

1.00 
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agricult \ conspgds intgoods capitgds commerse paoservs iI I 
TX 512.27 30p 7 204.49 103.30 586.05 398.42 I 

TE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

TM .16.76 117.88 ~ 52.05 79.03 -- 17'.88 - 76.93 

TABLE PARM(* i) MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS , 
agricult consugds intgoods capitgds commerce paoservs 

\ , . 

DEPR 0.039753 0.121004 

DSTR 0.007665 -0.001290 

GLES 0 0 

KSHR 0.063364, 0.023763 

PARAMETER SCALRES(*) / 

*#### MACRO TOTALS 

EXR 
PINDEX 
GDTOT 
INVEST 

*#### TAX 
HHTAX 

*#### SAVE 

"iiHSAV 
QOVSAV -

FSAV 

8.324 
1.00 

5447.20 
5054.60 

1395.90 

4695.47 
-1582.67 

83 .301 

L. -
'1 

0.018100 0.258011 

0.011839 0.005446 
0 0.002882 

0.560453 0.099308 

.\ - TABLE -ELASTICITY(*,i } SECTORAL ELASTICITIES ' 
t ____ ._~ ... _ " __ '" _ 

~ --. -.-. -_. -agricult consugds intgoods capitgds commerce 

;' RHOS: ; , 2.000 0.6100 , 0.6225 0.2820 0.2500 

t .. RHOI. ' .. . 2.000 _ 0.6100 . 0.6225 0.2820 , 0.2500 

E1.~~} " 2.000 2.5000 3.0000 3.0000 . 2.0000 

[_ '~I.:" ._ .... 

0.10120 0.028545 
0 0 
o - 0.997118 

0.25311 0 

-

. 

ltu~i1,ljG 

€\.~8s:.11 

paoser-¥s-
~ _ 0. 25..0Q. 

- Jl,?'iO(L 
I 2.0000 
" 

:1. 
t:-: 

6 
U 
-
I 

• ##################t###### END PARAMTER ASSIGNMENT########tiIf#JI#####/I###1I1I1I1I1I1I1I1I ' 

*#################### SPECIFY PARMA TERS FROM TABLE VALUE~I#I,#I1######IIIIIIII#II#II/I/l 

*ti# PARAMETERS FROM SCALRES(*) 
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EXRO SCALRES (UEXR") 
FSAVO SCALRES(UFSA V") 
GDTOTO SCALRES(uGDTOT") 
HHSAVO SCALRES(uGOVSA V") 
HHTAXO SCALRES(UHHT AX") 
'lNVESTO SCALRES("INVEST') 
PINDEXO SCALRES("PINDEX") . 
-*## OTHER TABLE VALUES OF PARAMTERS 

EO(i) = SECTRES("E", i) 
ECON (i) '~J 51y S~CTRES("E", i) 
MO (i)' = SECTRES(UM", i) 
PD~ (i) = SECTRES(UPD", i) 
PEO(i) . r\ ~~~TRES(uPE", i) 
PKO (i) = SECTRES(UPK", i) 
PMO (i) 1= SECTRES(uPM", i) 
PQO (i) = SECTRES(uPQ", i) 
PXO (i) = SECTRES(UPX", i) 
XO (i)' = SECTRES(uX", i) 

TH(hh) 
MPSO(hh) 

TX(i) 

ETA(i) 
RHOC(i) 
RHOT(i) 

DEPR(i) 
DSTR(i) 
GLES(i) 
KSHR(I) 

= HiiPAR(uTH",bh); 
= HHPAR(uMPS",bh); 

. = TAXR(uTX",i) I (PXO(i )*XO(i » 

= ELASTICITY (Ueta",i ); 
= (lIELASTICITY (urboe",i» -I; 
= (1IELASTICITY (uRHOT',i» +1; 

= PARM(UDEPR",i); 
= PARM(UDSTR",i); 
= PARM (UKSHR", i); 
= PARM (UKSHR",i); 

)OQ . 

{)TII{I I 

(i)OVq 
( i)OllW'I 
( i)MW'l 

I JA3.SlMT 

" 

" 
*## NORMALIZE SHARE PARAMETERS TO CORRECT FOR ROUNDOFF ERROR 

* These parameters (c1es, b, kshr, and gles) can be read in as values and converted to shares ~ere. SUMHHSH(hh) . = SUM(i,h,!V); 
CLES(i,bh) = CLES(I,bh)/SUMHHSH(hh); 
SUMIMSHG) = SUM(I, B(ij»; ,~ 
B(ij) = B(ij)/SuMMSHG); 
SUMSH = SUM(i, KSHR(i»; 
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.

KSHR(i ) = KSHR(i )/SUMSH;
SUMSH = SUM(i, GLES(i);
GLES(i) = GLES(i )/SUMSH;

*### DEFINE INDEXES BASED ON READ IN DATA

IAGN (i) = not IAG(i )
IE(i ) = yes$EO(i )
IED(i) = yes$ET A(i)
IEDM(i ) = not IED(i)
IEN (i ) = not IE(i)
1M (i) = yes$MO(i)
IMN(i) = not IM(i)

*## SPECIFY PARAMETERS WHICH DEPEND ON DEFINED INDEX IN OR IE\

TM(imn) = 0.0;
TM(im) = TAXR("TM", im)/(PMO(im)*MO(im) -TAXR("IM", im);
TE(ien) = 0.0;
TE(ie) = TAXR ("TE". ie)/(pEO(ie)*EO(ie); -TAXR("TE",IE»;

*## COMPUTE FROM INIATIAL DATA

DO(i) = XO(i ) -ED(i);
INTO = SUM(i, A(j,i)*PQO(j» -TX(i);
PVO(i) = PXO(i) -SUM(j, A(j,i»*PQO(j) -Tx(i);
PWEO(i) = PEO(i)/«I+TM(i)*(EXRO);
PWM(i) = PMO(i)/«1 +TM(i»*EXRO;
TMREAL(i) ~ TM(i)*PWM(i)*EXRO);
V ARO(i) = PVO(i) + Tx(i);

!

*################### CALffiRAnON OF PARAMETERS FROM DATA ###################1

*i## FACTOR MARKET PARAMETERS

FSO(t) = SUM(i,FCTRESI(i,t);
YFCTRO(t) = SUM(i,FCTRY(i,t);
YFSECTO(i) = SUM(f, FCTRY(i,t);
WFO(t) = YFCTRO(t)/FSO(t);
WFDISTO(i,t)$FCTRES I «i,F) = (FACTRU(i,t)/FCTRESI(i,t)/WFO(t);
WFDISTO(i,t)$(FCTRESI(i,t)EQ 0) = 0.0;

*## HOUSEHOLD INCOME, TAX RATE, AND SAVING RATE
*## INCOME FLOWS USE THE FOLLOWING FOUR COMPONENTS OF INCOME
*## DEPRECO = SUM(i,DEPR(i)*PRO(i)*FCTRESI(i, "capital"»
*## INDTAXO = SUM(i, Tx(i)*PXO(i)*XO(i»
*## EXPSUBO = SUM(ie, TE(ie)*EO(ie)*PWEO(ie)*EXRO
*## TARIFFO = SUM(im, PWM(im)*MO(im)*TM(im)*EXRO

66 .

KSHR(i) 
SUMSH 
GLES(i) 

= KSHR(i )lSUMSH; 
= SUM(i, GLES(i); 
= GLES(i )lSUMSH; 

*### DEFINE INDEXES BASED ON READ IN DATA 

IAGN(i) 
IE(i) 
IED(i) 
IEDM(i) 
lEN (i) 
IM(i) 
IMN(i) 

=notIAG(i) 
=yes$EO(i) 
= yes$ET A(i) 
= not IED(i) 
= not IE(i) 
=yes$MO(i) 
= not IM(i) 

*## SPECIFY PARAMETERS WHICH DEPEND ON DEFINED INDEX IN OR IE\ 

TM(imn) 
TM(im) 
TE(ien) 
TE(ie) 

=0.0; 
= TAXR("TM", im)/(PMO(im)*MO(im) - TAXR("IM", im); 
=0.0; 
= TAXR ("TE". ie)/(pEO(ie)*EO(ie); - TAXR("TE",IE»; 

*## COMPUTE FROM INIATIAL DATA 

DO(i) 
INTO 
PVO(i) 
PWEO(i) 
PWM(i) 
TMREAL(i) 
VARO(i) 

= XO(i ) - ED(i); 
= SUM(i, A(j,i)*PQOG)) - TX(i); 
= PXO(i) - SUM(j, A(j,i»*PQO(j) - TX(i); 
= PEO(i)/«(l + TM(i)*(EXRO); 
= PMO(i)/«1 +TM(i»*EXRO; 
,,; TM(i)*PWM(i}*EXRO); 
= PVO(i) + TX(i); 

*################### CALffiRATION OF PARAMETERS FROM DATA ###################1 

*{ffl FACTOR MARKET PARAMETERS 

FSO(t) = SUM(i,FCTRESI(i,f); 
YFCTRO(f) = SUM(i,FCTRY(i,f); 
YFSECTO(i) = SUM(f, FCTRY(i,f); 
WFO(f) = YFCTRO(f)IFSO(f); 
WFDISTO(i,f)$FCTRES I «i,F) = (F ACTRU(i,f)IFCTRES I (i,f)/WFO(f); 
WFDISTO(i,f)$(FCTRESI(i,f)EQ 0) = 0.0; 
*## HOUSEHOLD INCOME, TAX RATE, AND SAVING RATE 
*## INCOME FLOWS USE THE FOLLOWING FOUR COMPONENTS OF INCOME 
*## DEPRECO = SUM(i, DEPR(i)*PRO(i)*FCTRESI(i, "capital"» 
*## INDTAXO = SUM(i, TX(i)*PXO(i)*XO(i» 
*## EXPSUBO = SUM(ie, TE(ie)*EO(ie)*PWEO(ie)*EXRO 
*## TARIFFO = SUM(im, PWM(im)*MO(im)*TM(im)*EXRO 
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*## NOTE, HOUSEHOLD INCOME IS FROM FACTORS YHFCTRO 
YHO("cap") = YFCTRO("capital") - SUM (i, DEPR(i)*FCTRESI(i, "capital"»; 
YHO(Ulab") = YFCTRO("rurlab") + YFCTRO(uurblab"); 
*## COMPUTE HT(urban) GIVEN OTHER HH TAX RATES AND HHT AXO 
*## WHERE, HHTAXO = SUM (hh, MPSO(hh)*YHO(hh)*(1.0 - TH(bh))) 
TH("cap") = (HHTAXO -TH("!ab")*YHO("lab"»)/YHO(ucap") 

*## COMPUTE MPSO(urban) GIVEN OTHER HH TAX RATES AND HHTAXO 
*## WHERE, HHSAVO = SUM(hh,TH(hh)*YHO(hh)*(1.0 - TH(hh))) 
MPSO(ucap") = (HHSAVO - MPSO("lab")*YHO("lab")*(1.0 - TH("lab"») 

/(YHO("cap")*( 1.0 - 'TH("cap"))); 

DISPLAY WFDISTO, WFO, FSO, YFSECTO, YFCTRO; 
DISPLAY YHO, MPSO, TH; 

*#### CALIBRA mON OF SHIFT AND SHARE PARMETERS ###### 

*## FOR IMPORTS-DOMESTIC COMPSITE 
*## get delta from costmin, xo from absorption, ac from armington 

DELTA(i) 
DELTA(i) 
QO(i) 
RMD(i) 
AC(i)$IM(i) 

= (pMO(i)IPDO(i»*(MO(i)lDO(i)**(1 +RHOC(i»; 
= DELTA(i)l(1.0 + DELTA(i)); 
= (pRO(i)*DO(i) + (PMC(i)*MO(i»Sim(i»lPQO(i); 
= MO(i)/DO(i); 
= QO(i)l(DELTA(i)*MO(i)**(- RHOC(i» 

+ (I - DELTA(i»*DO(i)**(- RHOC(i)))**(-IIRHOC(i)); 
ACOSIMNO = 1.0; 
DISPLAY DELTA, AC, RMO; 

*## FOR EXPORTS 
--tJtiL GET GAMMA FROM ESUPPL Y 

GAMMA(ie) = I/(l + PDO(ie)/pEO(ie)*(ED(ie)lDO(ie)**(RHOT(ie)-l»; 
*## GET AT FROM CET 
AT(ie) = XO(ie)l(GAMMA(ie)*ED(ie)**RHOT(ie) t (I-GAMMA(ie»* 

! DO(ie)**RHOT(ie)**(IIRHOT(ie»; 
display G~MMA, AT; 

*## FlFACTOR DEMAND 
*## G ALPHA FROM PROFIT MAX (ALPHA FOR EACH i SHOULD SUM TO I) 

ALF (i,f) = (WFDISTO(i,f)*WFO(f)*FCTRES1 (i,f)lYFSECTO(i): 
DISPf.A Y GAMMA, AT; , 

t, J'121(J 

i)i 

*## get AD from output and FDO from profitmax 
QD(i) = PROD(f, FCTRESI(i,f)** ALPHA(i,f); 
fD(i) = XO(i)lQD(i); 
FDO(f) = SUM(i,(xo(O*PVO(i)*ALPHA(i,f)I(WFDISTO(i,f)* WFO(f)$WFDISTO(i,f)); -
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DI~PLA Y AD, QD, FDO; 

.## SPECIFY WEIGHTS FOR PRODUCER PRICE INDEX 
Pwts(i) = XO(i)/SUMG,xO(i») 

.#### END OF CALmRA TION #### 

DISPLAY XO, SQO, DO; 
DISPLAY PVO, PDO, PEO, -PWEO, PMO, PWM, TM, TX, TE, PWTS; 

VARIABLES 

_ - I j "I 
####11#11111111#####/#1#### VARIABLE DECLARATION 111I1I1I1I1If1l1fl1l##########II## 

.## PRICE BLOCK 
EXR 
PD(i) 

EXCHANGE RATE 
DOMESTIC PRICES 
DOMESTIC PRICE OF EXPORTS 
GDP DEf1.ATOR 

PE(i) 
PINDEX 
PK(i) 
PM(i) 

-PQ(i) 

PRICE O~ C#ITAL GOODS BY SECTOR OF ~ESTINA'IION 
DOMESTIC PRICE OF IMPORTS 

PV(i) 
PWE(i) 
PX(i) 

PRICE OF COMPOSITE GOODS 
VALUE ADDED PRICE 
WORLD PRICE OF EXPORTS 
AVERAGE OUTPUT PRICE 

. #11. PRODUCTION BLOCK 
D(i) DOMESTIC SALES 

EXPORTS 
IMPORTS 

E(i) 
M(i) 
Q(i) 
XCI) 

-.## FACTOR BLOCK 
FDSC(i,f) 
FS(f) 

·A J 

COMPOSITE GOODS SUPPLY 
DOMESTIC OUTPUT 

FACTOR DEMAND BY SECTOR 
FACTOR SUPPLY 

(1976 '00 TSHS) 
(1976 '00 TSHS) 
(1976 '00 TSHS) 

'I' (1976 '00 TSHS) 
j (1976 '00 TSHS) 

WF(f) 
WFDIST(,f) 
YFCTR(f) 

AVERAGE FACTOR PRICE • 1 
FACTOR PRICE SECTORAL PROPORTIOALITY RATIO 
FACTOR INCOME (1976 '00 TSHS) 

.#11 INCOME AND EXPENDITURE BLOCK 

CD(i) FINAL DEMAND FOR PRIVATE CONSUMPTION (1976 '00 TSHS) 
('00 TSHS) 
(1976 '00 TSHS) 
(1976 '00 TSHS) 
('00 WORLD $) 

DEPREC TOTAL DEPRECIATION EXPENDITURE 
DK(i) VOLUME OF INVESTMENT BY SECTOR 
DST(i) INVENTORY INVESTMENT BY SECTOR 
FSA V NET FOREIGN SAVINGS 
FXDINVFlXED CAPITAL INVESTMENT ('00 TSHS) 
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GOO -FINAL DEMAND FOR GOVERNMENT CONSUMPTION (1976 '00 TSHS) 

'GOTOT ' 
GOVSAV 
GR . 
HHSAV 
lO(i) 

. (,lJL'Il • ( -+ 0 )I" 
TOTAL VOLUME OF GOVENRMENT CONSUMPTION 
GOVERNMENT SAY y~ ( l)J.pq*(j .)MU 
GOVERNMENT REVENUE 

~~T:C~E~~~~~~~~6~8rTIV~1~~n.rn 
INOT AX INDIRECT TAX REVENUE 
INT(i) INTERMEDIATES USES 

f .j.tq \ 
(1976 'OO ,TSHS) . 
COO I SHS)_ ' 
COO TSHS) 
COO TSH~) , 

INVEST TOTAL INVESTMENT " 
MPS(hh) MARGINAL PROPENSITY TO SAVE BY HOUSEH6 LD. TYPE 
EXPSUB EXPORT~SOBSlbYPA YMENTS I r., 

. (1976 OO''rS»S) 
('00 TSHS) " 
COO TSHS) 
(1976 '00 TS~S) 

SAYINGTOTAL SAVINGSI : 1.; 1Jl 
TARIFF . TARIFF REVENUE "r 
HHTAX HOUSEIlI0Lrl TAX REVENUE 
YH(hh) HOUSEHOLD INCOME 

/ ## GOP CALCULATIONS 
RGOP REAL GOP 
GDPVA VALUE.f-OqEP IN MARKET P~CES GOP 

('00 TSHS) 
('00 TSHS) 

('00 TSHS) 
(,OOTSHS) 
COO TSHS) 

f (1976 '00 T+S) 
,, (,00 TSHS) 

• *######################### VARIABLE INITIALIZATION ##########IIII:'lJI,Uh'IIfIUXUXIW:¥:¥IWllli## 

*## USE INTIAL VALUES OF VARIABLES (FROM PARAMETER SPECIFICAtION) 
EXR.L = EXRO;, . . 
FSA V.L = JiSA VO'; 
GDTOT.L = GOTi>TO; 
GOVSAV.L = GOVSAVO; 
INVEST.L = INVESTO; 
PINOEX.L = PINQEXO; 

MPS.L(hh) 
E.L(i) 
M.L(i) 
PO.L(i) 
PE.L(i) 
PM.L(ij' " 
PQ.L(i) 
PX.L(i) 
X.L(i) 
FDSC.L(i,f) 
YFCTR.L(f) 

= MPSO(hh); 
= E0(i); 

'(,, = MO(i); 
= POO(i); 

• J ) = PEO(i); 
= PMO(i); 
= PQO(i); 
= PXO(i); 
= XO(i); 
= FCTRESI(i,f); 
= SUM(i,f); 

; i 

*## COMPUTE INITIAL VALUES FOR OTHER V ARlABLES 
r ## OUTPUT AND PRICE !"" ''; , 
I 
O.L(i) 
Q.L(i) 
PK.L(i) 

= J,{.L(i) - e.l(i)l ; , " 
= (PO,L(i)*D.L(i) + (PM.L(i)*M.L(i»$IM(i»IPQ.L(i) ; 
= SUM(J, PQ,L(j)*b(j,i) ; 
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GOO -FINAL DEMAND FOR GOVERNMENT CONSUMPTION (1976 '00 TSHS) 

'GOTOT ' 
GOVSAV 
GR . 
HHSAV 
lO(i) 

. (,lJL'Il • ( -+ 0 )I" 
TOTAL VOLUME OF GOVENRMENT CONSUMPTION 
GOVERNMENT SAY y~ ( l)J.pq*(j .)MU 
GOVERNMENT REVENUE 

~~T:C~E~~~~~~~~6~8rTIV~1~~n.rn 
INOT AX INDIRECT TAX REVENUE 
INT(i) INTERMEDIATES USES 

f .j.tq \ 
(1976 'OO ,TSHS) . 
COO I SHS)_ ' 
COO TSHS) 
COO TSH~) , 

INVEST TOTAL INVESTMENT " 
MPS(hh) MARGINAL PROPENSITY TO SAVE BY HOUSEH6 LD. TYPE 
EXPSUB EXPORT~SOBSlbYPA YMENTS I r., 

. (1976 OO''rS»S) 
('00 TSHS) " 
COO TSHS) 
(1976 '00 TS~S) 

SAYINGTOTAL SAVINGSI : 1.; 1Jl 
TARIFF . TARIFF REVENUE "r 
HHTAX HOUSEIlI0Lrl TAX REVENUE 
YH(hh) HOUSEHOLD INCOME 

/ ## GOP CALCULATIONS 
RGOP REAL GOP 
GDPVA VALUE.f-OqEP IN MARKET P~CES GOP 

('00 TSHS) 
('00 TSHS) 

('00 TSHS) 
(,OOTSHS) 
COO TSHS) 

f (1976 '00 T+S) 
,, (,00 TSHS) 

• *######################### VARIABLE INITIALIZATION ##########IIII:'lJI,Uh'IIfIUXUXIW:¥:¥IWllli## 

*## USE INTIAL VALUES OF VARIABLES (FROM PARAMETER SPECIFICAtION) 
EXR.L = EXRO;, . . 
FSA V.L = JiSA VO'; 
GDTOT.L = GOTi>TO; 
GOVSAV.L = GOVSAVO; 
INVEST.L = INVESTO; 
PINOEX.L = PINQEXO; 

MPS.L(hh) 
E.L(i) 
M.L(i) 
PO.L(i) 
PE.L(i) 
PM.L(ij' " 
PQ.L(i) 
PX.L(i) 
X.L(i) 
FDSC.L(i,f) 
YFCTR.L(f) 

= MPSO(hh); 
= E0(i); 

'(,, = MO(i); 
= POO(i); 

• J ) = PEO(i); 
= PMO(i); 
= PQO(i); 
= PXO(i); 
= XO(i); 
= FCTRESI(i,f); 
= SUM(i,f); 

; i 

*## COMPUTE INITIAL VALUES FOR OTHER V ARlABLES 
r ## OUTPUT AND PRICE !"" ''; , 
I 
O.L(i) 
Q.L(i) 
PK.L(i) 

= J,{.L(i) - e.l(i)l ; , " 
= (PO,L(i)*D.L(i) + (PM.L(i)*M.L(i»$IM(i»IPQ.L(i) ; 
= SUM(J, PQ,L(j)*b(j,i) ; 
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PWE.L(i) 
PWSE(i)' 
PV.L(i) 

= PE.L(i)/«1.0 + 'J'E(i»·EXR.L) ; 

=PWE.L(i) ; 

= PX.L(i) - SUMO,i)·pq.lG)) - TX(i) ; 

.## VALUE ADDED AND TIIE FLOW OF FACTOR IN~OME 

, , 
FS.L(f) 
WF.L{f) 
WFDIST.L(i,f) 

EXPSUB.L 
TARIFF.L 
INDTAX.L 
DEPREC.L 

YH.L("cap") 
YH.L("lab") 

HHTAX.L 
HHSAV.L 

= SUM(i, FDSC.L(i,f) ; 

= YFCTR.L(f)lFS.L(f); 1 rJ 
= WFPISTO(i,f); 

= SUM(ie, TE(ie)·E.L(ie)·PWE.L(ie»*EXR.L; 

= SUM(im, PWM(im)·M.L(im)·TM(im»*EXR.L ; 

= SUM(i, TX(i)·PX.L(i)·X.L(i» ; 

= SUM(i, DEPR(i)·PK.L(i)·FDSC.L(i, "capital") ; 

= YFCTR.L("capital") - DEPREC.L ; 

= YFCTR.L("rurlab") + YFCTR.L("urblab") ; 

= SUM(hh, TH(hh)·YH.L(hh»); 

= SUM(hh, MPS.L(hh)·yh.l(hh)·(1.0 - TH(hh») ; . 

.## FINAL DEMAND 

INT.L(i) ( - 'SUMO, a(i, j)*X.LG)) ; 

CD.L(i) = SUM(hh, CLES(i, hh)·(1.0 - MPS.L (hh)·YH.L(hh) 

·(1.0 - TH(hh)))IPQ.L(i) ; 

GD.L(i) '. ,. = .GLES(i)·GDTOT.L; 

DST.L(i) ' '''= bSTR(i)·X.L(i) ; 

FXDINV.L = INVEST.L - SUM(i, DST.L(i)·PQ.L(i» ; 

DK.L(i) = (KSHR(i)·FXDINV.L)IPK.L(i) ; 

ID.L(i) = SUMO, B(ij)·DK.LG)) ; 

GR.L = TARIFF.L + INDTAX.L + HHTAX.L - EXPSUB.L ; 

,;) J 

A I ) 

I J 

, lilt' 

III I 

,;J ~.A' I 

I , , ~ ~ y 

"" ,,- 1/ i 

f( !},... I J 

11 4/ j 

/ . ,~ 

(I ,( 

. I 

SAVING.L = HHSAV.L + GOVSAV.L + DEPREC.L + FSAV.L·EXR.L ; 

.## OBTAIN CONSUMPTION AS RESIDUAL, AND RECALCULATE CLES 

CD.L(i) = Q.L(i) - INT.L(i) - GD.L(i) - ID.L(i) - DST.L(i) ; 

CLES(i, " lab") = (CD.L(i)·PQ.L(i) - CLES(i, "cap") 

(1.0 - MPS.L("cap")·YH.L("cap")·(1.0 - TH("cap"»)! 

«1.0 - MPS.L("lab"»·YH.L("lab")·(1.0 - TH("lab"))) ; 

SUMHHSH(hh) = SUM(i, CD.L(i) CLES(i,hh» ; 

"'1 '. '" ' .:'. 
1'1 ' , 

CLES(i,hh) = CLES(I,hh)!SUMHHSH(hh) ; 

.## GDP 
GDPVA.L 
RGDP.L 

PINPES.I,. 

= SUM(i, PV.L(i).X.L(i» + INDTAX.L + TARIFF.L ,;l J; 

= SUM(i, CD.L(i) + DST.L(i) + ID.L(i) + GD.L(i» , 

+ SUM(ie, E.L(ie» - SUM(im, (1.0 - TMREAN im)·M.L(im» ; 

, = GDPV A.LIRGDP.L ; , . q) r u I 

. '!,lId ' IUJ · - "r . 

. ## AL TERNA TIVEL Y, SET PINDEX TO TIIE PRODUCER PRICE INDEX 
't', 
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* PINDEX.L = SUM(i, pwts(i)*PX(i» ; 
l' • 1 (J 

DISPLAY YI(G)lR.L,< XH.L, GDPVA.L, RGDP.L, PINDEX.L ; 
DISPLAY INJf. I.." CO.L, GD.L, ID.L, DST.L, DK.L; 

, 1 I 

*##################### END VARIABLE SPECIFICATION ############/1111111###### 
\JM1/'V}MTI'lOIj Be • *#### TO CHECK FOR DATA CONSISTENCY, DISPLAY INITIAL SAM 

*###jjjfIJ#i#jj#i!;#:I!I!############ SOCIAL ACCOUNTING MATRIX #############11#11111111## 

SAM("ACTIVITY", "COMMDTY") 
.SAM("ACiIjIVITY", "WORLD") 

r ) j' SAM("COMMDTY", "ACTIVITY") 
tJ;I .f( SAM("OOM0D:rY", " ijOUSEHOLDS") 

SAM("COMODTY", "GVOT") 
SAM("COMODTY", "KACCQUNT") 
SAM("FACT@RJl"; "ACTIVITY") , 
SAM("HOUSEHOLI)", FACTORS") 
SAM("GOVT" , ACTIVITY") 

~onSj.M~ 'GOV'f<', "COMMDTY") 
SAM("GOVT.' "HOU~Ef!:0LDS") 

'VOl) '(t S6M~~g~Ol,.Jl'jT', ','FACTORS") 
SAM("KACef:J~lt, HOUSEHOLDS") 

-SAM("KACCOUNT", "y.oVT") 
SAM("KACCOUNT" , "WORLD") 
SAM("WORLD", "COMMDTY") 
SAM("TOTAL", "ACTIVITY") 
SAM("T91'AL", "COMMI;>TY") 
SAM€"TOJ AL", "FACTORS") 
SAM("TOTAL", "HqUSEHOLDS") 
SAM("TOTAL", "GOVT") 
SAM("'F,O 'FAL", "KACCOUNT") 
SAM("TOTAL", "WORLD") 
SAM(isam3, "TOTAL") 

OPTION DECIMALS=2 
DISPLAY ,SAM; , , 
OImON'DECIMALS=3; 

= SUM (i,(PD.L(i)*D .. L(i»); 
= SUM (i,«EXR.L*PWE.L(i»*E.L(i») ; 
= SUM (i,(PQ.L(i)*INT.L(i») : . 
= SUM (i,(PQ.L(i)*CD.L(i») ; 
= SUM (i,(PQ.L(i)*(GL.L(i»» : 
= SUM (i,(PQ.L(i)*(DST.L(i) + ID.L(i»» ; 
= SUM (f, YFCTR.L(i» ; 
= SUM (hh, YH.L(hh» ; 
= INDTAX.L; • 
= TARIFF.L - EXPSVB.L; 
=HHTAX.L; 
=DEPREC.L; 
=HHSAV.L; 
:= GOVSAV.L; 

' = FSAV.L*EXR.L; 
= SUM(i, «PWM(i)*EXR.L)*M.L(i»); 
= SUM(isam2, SAM(isam2, "ACTIVITY"»; 
= SUM(isam2, SAM(isam2, "COMMDTY"»; 
= SUM(isam2, SAM(isam2, "FACTORS"»; 
= SUM(isam2, SAM(isam2, "HOUSEHOLDS"»; 
= SUM(isam2, SAM(isam2, "GOVT"»; 
= SUM(isam2, SAM(isam2, "KACCOUN1}); 
= SUM(isam2, SAM(isam2, "WORLD"»; 
= SUM(isam2, SAM(isam3, isam2»; 

*###############!I################################################IIJlIiIiIiNJJJJltfINJJNN!l1IJ EQUATIONS 
*########### ####################EQUA TlON DECLARA TION####IfIlIlJlI#llIlillll:¥NN/J;'.'III;'u . 

*##PRICEBLOCK 
PMDEF(i) 
PEDEF(i) 
ABSORPTION(i) 
SALES(i) 

DEFINITION OF DOM¥$TlC IMPORT PRICES 
DEFINITION OF DOMESTIC EXPORT PRICES ' 1\ .: 
VALUE OF DOMESTIC SALES 
VALUE OF DOMESTIC OUTPUT. 
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ACTP(i) 
, " PKDF(i) 

• 'PINDEXDEF 

*##PRODUCTION BLOCK 

. ACTIVITY(i) 
PROFITMAX(i, f) 
INTEQ(i) .,. 

CET(i) 
CET2(i) 
ESUPPLY(i) 
EDEMAND(i) 
ARMINGTON(i) 
ARMINGTON2(i) 
COSTMIN(i) 

*##INCOME BLOCK 
YFDEF(f) 
YHKDEF 
YHLDEF 
TARlFFDEF 
INDTAXDEF 
EXPSUBDEF 
HHTAXDEF 

. DEPREQ 
HHSAYEQ 
GREQ 
TOTSAV ' 

*## EXPENDITURE BLOCK 

CDREQ(i) 
GDEQl(i) 
GRUSE 
DSTEQ(i) 
FIXEDINV 
PRODINV(i) 
IEQ(i) 

*## MARKET CLEARING 
EQUlL(i) 
FMEQUlL(f) 
CAEQ 

WALRAS 

I'i) 0( • II in",'}1 . 

DEFINITION OF ACTIVITY PRICES 

DEFINITION OF CAPITAL GOODSlpRICE ' 

DEFINITION OF GENERAL PRlCEl tEVEL 

PRODUCTION FUNctroN .. 'n 

FIRST ORD.ER CONDITIONS FOR PROFIT MAXIMUM 

TOTAL INTERMEDIATE USESnO"l )/')1 j I 

CET FUNCTION 
DOMEST-It SALES FOR NONTRADED SECTORS 

. EXPORT SUPPLY 

• EXPORT DEMAND FUNCTIONS 

. COMPOSITE GOOD AGGREGATION FUNCTION 

COMPOSITE GOOD AGG. FOR NONTRADED SECTORS ! 

EO.C. FOR COST MINIMIZATION OF COMPOSITE G~D 

FACTOR INCOME 
CAPITAL HOUSEHOLD INCOME 

LABOR HOUSEHOLD INCOME 

TARIFF REVENUE 
INDIRECT TAXES ON DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

EXPORT SUBSIDY PAYMENTS 

TOTAL HOUSEHOLD TAXES COLLECTED BY GOVT . 

DEPRECIATION EXPENDITURE 

HOUSEHOLD SAVINGS 

GOVERNMENT REVENUE 

TOTAL SAVINGS 

l' , 

PRIVATE CONSUMPTION BEHAVIOR 

GOVT CONSUMPTION OF COMMODITIES 

GOVERNMENT SAVINGS 

INVENTORY INVESTMENT 

FIXED INVESTMENT NET OF INVENTORY 

INVESTMENT BY SECTOR OF DESTINATION 

INVESTMENT BY SECTOR OF ORIGIN 

GOODS MARKET EQUILIBRIUM 

FACTOR MARKET EQUILlBRfUM 

CURRENT ACCOUNT BALANCE (BILL DOLLARS) 

SAVINGS INVESTMENT EQUILIBRIUM 

0The WALRAS eq"uation is redundant, given that the model satisfies Walras' Law. 

0ln this case, we drop the Savings-Investment balance equation. 

*## GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT 

GD~Y . TOTAL VALUE ADDED INCLUDING INDTAX 

GDPR REAL GDP 
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,;

f
~ *##################It#####If## EQUATION ASSIGNMENT ############################

1" ;;, ; ;, 1
"',, ; ;~

*## PRICE BLOCK'

PMDEF(im).. PM(im) =E= PWM(im)*EXR*(I + TM(im»;

PEDEF(ie).. PE(ie) =E= PWE(ie)*EXR*(1 + TE(ie»;

ABSORPTION(i).. PQ(i)*Q(i) =E= PD(i)*D(i) + (PM(i)*M(i)$im(i);

SALES(i).. PX(i)*X(i) =E= PD(i)*D(i) + (PE(i)*E(i»$ie(i);

ACTP(i).. PV(i) ~E= PX(i)*(I.O -TX(i» -SUM(j, a(j,i)*PQ(j»;

PKDEF(i).. PK(i) =E= SUM(J, PQ(j)*b(j, I»;

*##PRODUCTION BLOCK

ACTIVITY(i).. X(i) =E= AD(i)*PROD(fSALPHA(i, f), .

PROFTMAX(i,f)$WFDISTO(i,f).. WF(f)*WFDIST(i, f)*FDSC(i,f) =E=

X(i)*PV(i)* ALPHA(i,f);

INTEQ(i).. INT(i) .=E= SUM(J, A(i, j)*X(j»;
r

CET(ie).. X(ie) =E= AT(ie)*(GAMMA(ie)*E(ie)**RHOT(ie)+
(1- ,'i

GAMMA(ie)*D(ie)**RHOT(ie»**(I/RHOT(ie»; ,j'" \.

CET2(ien).. X(ien) '=E= D(ien);

ESUPPL Y(ie)..~ E(ie) =E= D(ie)*«pE(ie)/PD(ie»*«1 -GAMMA(ie»

/GAMMA(ie»)**(I/(RHOT(ie) -I»;

EDEMAND(ied).. E(ied) =E= ECON(ied)*«PWE(ied)/PWSE(ied»**(-ERA(i~d»);

ARMINGTON(im).. Q(im) =E= AC(im)*(DELTA(im)*M(im)**(-RHOC(im» +
(1 -DEL TA(im»*D(im)**( -RHOC(im»)**( -1/RHOC(im»;

ARMINGTON2(imN).. Q(imn) =E= D(imn);

COSTMIN(im).. M(im)/D(im) =E= «pD(im)/PM(im»*(DELTA(im)/
(I -DELTA(im»»**(I/1 +

RHOC(im») ;

*## INCOME BLOCK

YFDEF(f).. YFCTR(f) =E= SUM(i, WF(f)*WFDIST(i,f)*FDSC(i,f);
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*##############~#~~#~,iii##### EQUATION ASSIGNMENT ###################¥######## 

.,' 1 ' 

*## PRICE BLOCK 

PMDEF(im) .. 

PEDEF(ie) .. 

ABSORPTION(i) .. 

SALES(i) .. 

ACTP(i) .. 

PKDEF(i) .. 

*##PRODUCTION BLOCK 

ACTIVITY(i) .. 

PM(im) =E= PWM(im)*EXR*(I + TM(im»; 

PE(ie) =E= PWE(ie)*EXR*(I + TE(ie»; 

PQ(i)*Q(i) =E= PD(i)*D(i) + (PM(i)*M(i)$im(i); 

PX(i)*X(i) =E= PD(i)*D(i) + (PE(i)*E(i»$ie(i); 

PV(i) =E= PX(i)*(I.O - TX(i» - SUM(j, a(j,i)*PQ(j»; 

PK(i) =E= SUM(J, PQ(j)*b(j, I); 

X(i) =E= AD(i)*PROD(fSALPHA(i, f), 

PROFTMAX(i,f)$WFDISTO(i,f) .. WF(f)*WFDIST(i, f)*FDSC(i,f) =E= 
X(i)*PV(i)* ALPHA(i,f); 

INTEQ(i) .. 

CET(ie) .. 

INT(i) • =E'" SUM(J, A(i, j)*X(j»; 
r 

X(ie) =E= AT(ie)*(GAMMA(ie)*E(ie)**RHOT(ie)+ 
(1-

GAMMA(ie)*D(ie)**RHOT(ie»**(IIRHOT(ie»; 
CET2(ien).. X(ien) '=E= D(ien); 

ESUPPL Y(ie).~ E(ie) =E= D(ie)*«pE(ie)/PD(ie»*«1 - GAMMA(ie» 
/GAMMA(ie»)**(II(RHOT(ie) - I»; 

• 

EDEMAND(ied) .. 

ARMINGTON(im) .. 

E(ied) =E= ECON(ied)*«pWE(ied)/PWSE(ied»**(-ERA(i~d»); 

Q(im) "'E= AC(im)*(DELTA(im)*M(im)**(-RHOC(im» + 

ARMINGTON2(imN) .. 

COSTMIN(im) .. 

RHOC(im») ; 

*## INCOME BLOCK 

YFDEF(f) .. 

(1 - DELTA(im»*D{im)**(-RHOC(im»)**(-IIRHOC(im»; 
Q(imn) =E= D(imn); 

M(im)/D(im) =E= «pD(im)IPM(im»*(DELTA(im)/ 
(I - DELTA(im»»**(1I1 + 

YFCTR(f) =E= SUM(i, WF(f)*WFDIST(i,f)*FDSC(i,f); 
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YHKDEI:,. 
YHLDEF .. 
TARIFFDEF .. 
INDTAXDEF .. 
EXPSUBDEF. .. 
HHTAXDEF .. 
DEPREQ .. 
HHSAVEQ .. 
GREQ .. 
TOTSAV .. 

YH(Ucap") =E=}jYFCTR(Ucapital") = DEPREC ; 

YH(Ulab") =E= YFCTR(Ururlab") + YFCTR(Uurblab") ; 

INDTAX =E= SUM(irn, TM(im)*M(im)*PWM(im» *EXR; 

INDTAX =E= SUM(i, TX(i)*PX(i)*X(i» ; ( '! 

EXPSUB ;=E'T SUM((ie, TE(ie)~E(ie)*PWE(ie»* EXR ; 

HHTAX =E= SUM(hh, ni(hh)*YH(hh»; 

DEPREC =E= SUM(i, DEPR(i)*PJ<.(i)*FDSC(I, Ucapital"» ; , 

HHSA V =E= SUM(hh, MPS(hh)*YH(hh)~ (I - TH(hh))) ; \ 'jl ~ 

GR =E= TARIFF + INDTAX +HHTAX - EXPSUB ' , . I 

SAVING =E= HHSAV + GOVSAV + DEP~C t fSA'V*EX~ ; 

*## EXPENDITURE BLOCK 
\ \ 

CDEQ(i) .. 
MPS(hh»*YH(hh) 

GDEQI(i) 
GRUSE .. 
DSTEQ(i) .. 
FIXEDINV .. 
PRODINV(i) .. 
IEQ(iJ.. . 

I 

PQ(i)*CD(i) =E= SUM(HH, CLES(i, HH)*(I -

*(1 - TH(hh») ; 

GD(i) =E= GLES(i)*GDTOT ; 

GR =E= SUM(i, PQ(i)*GD(i» + GOVSA V ; 

DST(i) =E= DSTR(i)*X(i) ; 

,I I ' l1xpIN,«( ,=E= INVEST - SUM(i,· DST(i)*PQ(i» ; 

PK(i)*DK(i) =E= KSHR(i)*FXDINV ; 

ID(i) =E'l SUM(J, BEi, h)*DKG)) ' ~ 'BIG J , R, I 

*## MARKET CLEARING 
{ )! 

I ,., . 

" 

EQUIL(i).. Q(i) =E= INT(i) +·CD(i) .+ GD(i) + ID(i) + D T(i) 

FMEQUIL(F).. SUM(i, FDSC(i,f) =E= FS(f) ; 
. I, (, i, ' I 

CAEQ.. SUM(irn; PWM(irn)*M(irn) =§;) SUM(ie, PWE(ie)*E(ie» + "", '] ) 

FSAV ; \ 

*WALRAS.. SAVING =E= INVEST .. 

*## GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT " 
,' .. j 

" ) 

, 
, 

GDPY .. 
, GDPR. 

GDPVA . =E;= StJtv1(i, PV(i)*a.(i» + INDT AX + TARIFJ1 ,;( ' :)2: ' 

RGDP . =E= SUM(i, CD(i) + uST(i) +lQ(i) + GD(i» 

+ SUM(ie, E(ie» - SUM(IM:(I .O.- TMREAL(i1ll»*m(irn» ; 

" • J, 

*#### ADDITIONAL RESTICTIONS CORRBSPONDING TO EQUA TIOSN 

*# PMDEF, PEDEF, EDEMAND, ESUP~L Y, COSTMlN, AND PR,OfITMAX .. ',' 

1# FOR NON-TRADED SECTORS AND SECTORS WITH FIXED WORLD'EXPORT 

PRICES .- ' ; ,f '\ ~' ' A 

PM.FX(irnn) , = PMO(irnn) ; 

PE.FX(ien) = l'EO(ien) ; 

1'WE.FX(iedn) = PWE.L(iedn) ; 

' E.FX(ien) , = 0 ; 

M.FX(irnn) = 0 ; 
FDSC.FX(i,f)S(WFDISTO(i,f) EQ 0) = 0 ; 

*#### V ARJABLE BOUNDS 
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·These are included to improve algorithm performance. They are not neces.~ary for model specification. . 
1J.I ,I 'oJ PQ.LO(i) = 0.0; PD.LO(i) = 0.0; PM.L9(1M) I.P.p.,; 

PK.LO(i) = 0.0; PX.LO(i) = 0.0; Q.LO(i) = 0.0,; 
X.LO(i) = 0.0; M.LO(im) = 0.0; D.LO(i) = Q,Q ; 
WF.LO(f) = 0.0; INT.LO(i) = 0.0; E.LO(ie) = 0.0; 
FDSC.LO(i,F)$(FDSC.L(i,f) ne 0) = 0.0 ; 
PV.LO(i) = 0.0; " 

) I • 

[1.( . ' . • ########################### MODEL CLOSURE ###############IUIIIIIIIIIIU#IIIIIIIIII#lIIII# 

.## NUMERAIRE PRICE INDEX 
• In this case, the GOP deflator. 

• PINDEX.FX = PINDEX.L; 

.I !VI , 

'. 
*##FOREIGN EXCHANGE MARKET CLOSURE • 
• In this version, the balance of trade (current account balance) and the exchange rate are fIXed exog • PINDEX is the equilibrating variable. 

EXRFX 
FSAV.FX 

=EXR.L; 
= FSAV.L; 

·##INVESTMENT-SAVINGS CLOSURE 
• This version specifies neoclassical closure. Aggregate investinent is determined by aggregate savin model is savings driven. 

MPS.FX(hh) = MPS.L(hh); 
• INVEST.FX = INVEST.L; 

.## EXOGENOUS GOVT EXPENDITURE AND GOVT CLOSURE RULE 
* Real government spending (GDTOT) is fIXed exogenously. The government deficit (GOVSA V) is determined residually 

GDTOT.FX = GDTOT.L; 
• GOVSAV.FX = GOVSAV.L; 

.## FACTOR MARKET CLOSURE 
* Capital stocks in this version are fIXed. Commented equations in capital stock section allow mobi capital version to be chosen. 
• Commented equations in the labor blocks allow a version with fixed wage for each labor type, wi employment endogenous. . . 

FS.FX("rurlab") = FS.L("rurlab"); 
WFDIST.FX(i, "urblab") = WFDIST.L(I, "utblab"); 
• WF.FX("unskill") = WF.L("unskill"); 
• FS.LO("unskill") = -inf; 
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* ~S.UP("unskill") = +inf; 

FS.FX("urblab") = FS.L("urblab"); 

WFD{ST.FX(i, "urblab") = WFDlST.L(I, "urblab"); 

* ' WF.FX("unskill") = WF.L("Unskill"); 

* FS.LO( " unskill") = -inf; 

* FS.UP("unskill"). = +inf; 

* FS.FX("capital") = FS.L("capital"); , 

* WFDIST.FX(i, "capital") = WFDlST.L(i, "capital"); 

WFDIST.FX("paoservs", "capital") = WFDlST.L("paoservs", "capita!':); 

FDSC.FX(i, "capital") = FDSC.L(i, "capital"); 

FS.LO("capital") = -inf; . ' I ,' :. c..' 
FS.UP("capital") = +inf; 

*##11#111#1111111#######111111111111111111##11## END OF MODEL ############################### 

, OPTIONS ITERLIM= I 000, LIMROW=O, LIMCOL=O, SOLPRINT=OFF; 
.. I 

MODEL TANZANIA IALU; 
, I; '?1.!" • <u I"u, (".iflll(cd J0140XltdnmU 

SOLVE TANZANIA MAXIMIZING RGDP USING NLP; 

*###############1111111111111111 SOLUTION REPORTS AND OUTPUT ####################1#l 

*#### T$EE REPORT AND OUTPUT BLOCKS X ." . 

*## I) TABLES OF RESULTS FOR VARIABLE IN MODEL 

*## 2) TABLES OF RESULTS FOR DlSPLA Y ,. II •• • 

• , *## 3) TABLES OF RESULTS FOR COMPARIS01Q"ImTWEEN BASE A~ EXPERIMENT 

*##############II##############II##########IIII#IIIIIIII########lIfJIIIIIIII#IIII###########1# 
I ,) J r 

.#### 1) TABLES OF RESULTS FOR VARIABLES IN THE MODE' of /t°i. 1 ( I l 

*## MACRO AGGREGA TE RESULTS 

'I ,?V . 'SCALRES("EXR") = EXI(L; 

SCALRES("PINDEX") = PINDEX.L; 

SCALRES("RGDP") = RGDP.L; 

SCALRES("GDPV A") = GDPVA.L; 

" \. 
~\;Jl;'; ,~:hTOmD 

,J.,VA2VOD = X':f .VA2VOD * 

SCALRES("INVEST') := INVEST.L; 
,SCA,-,RES("FXDINV") = FXDINV.L; U2UJJ T3.)l51AM ROT? A "i ~\\. 

t:l 'Ct "'<l.w ,~ol~e).\:LRESt"GDTorj "';;4:;dDTbT.t; ' . Xl J nom!)\{ wi! m vI.OOla ISllQI)J 

. • . " SCALRES("qR"t = GR.L· ,O!lZ()/b 50 01 aOJmv 1I)11qllJ 

;,., .~ (I 1,)',.,f , Ibli~' (' ,,~'. . -, '.' :;":" ::ci:;l::l'" Il WOlifi i." , ,Id , odt!! :lrU al WOilGUp5 bo:!/l!)mmOJ • 

SCALRES("T ARlFF") 

SCALRES("INDTAX") 

SCALRES("HHT AX") 

SCALRliS("EXPSUB") 

=TARIFF.L; 
=INDTAX.L; 

=HHT~.:b;, .. 
= EX'PStffi.t; 

,?u')n:tgoboS lo:tm,{oiqm:l 

;("dt;btn")J.21: E ("dshm")X'i,2, 

l)..l T2IG'!:'Jf "" ("dslthu" .i)X1,- - "~-·· 

"Hlllznu")J.1~· """·' __ ."\v"" 
... ~ 



SCALRES("SA VING") = SA VING.L; :;,,', "'", !(",
SCALRES("DEPREC") = DEPREC.L; ..C ,', ,

SCALRES("HHSAV:.') = HHSAV.L; ;:..;'~'i",';."";~"

t SCALRES(::GOV~~V") :GOVSA~.L; [61\1 ,;"",'
tl';"'.,'"""': ~CALRES( FSAV ) FSAV.L, \\\'\;7"~'"

*## FACTOR OF PRODUCTION RESULTS, '." i f
FCTRESI(i, f) = FDSC.L(i, f); c.,

*## TABLE FCTRES2(*, f) MISCE~LANEOUS FACTOR VARIABLE RESULTS;
\'

SET IFV AR IWF, FS, YFCTR/ ;

PARAMETER FCTRES2(ifvar, f) MISCELLANEOUS FACTOR V ARIAaLERESUL TS;
FCTRES2("WF", f) = WF.L(f); 'i ,c.

FCTRES2("FS", f) = FS.L(f)
FCTRES2("YFCTR", f) = YFCTR.L(f);

*## SECTORAL PRICE AND QUANTITY RESULTS
SECTRES("PQ", i) = PQ.L(r5;
SECTRES("PD", i) = PD.L(i);
SECTRES("PE", i) = PE.L(i); .
SECTRES("PK", i) = PK.L~\);
SECTRES("PM", i) = PM.L(i);
SECTRES("PV.L", i) = PV.L(i);

SECTRES("PWE", i) =P~.I,.(i);SECTRES( " PX" . )P ~XL " ( ' ) ..';,.' '..

, I '"' a ' =. .J; .',c '
, 'oJ I ,; ,',,' I':"'"

,",-"
S~CT.RES("Q", i) =Q.L(i)!/""'.;SE'tTRES("X", i) ," = X.L(i); .",

SECTRES("D", i) = D.L(i);
SECTRES("E", i) = E.L(j);

,," :-
SECTRES ("M" i) , , ,;;M.L (i ).Cj '" ~

, ,,'!.[ 'C, f " ~, , ...
SECTRES

('.'INT" i ) , = INTL ( ' ) ;' c,
,'.. I, " "

SECTRES("CD", i) = CD.L(i); 'J'J ..

SECTRES("GD", i) = GD.L(i);
SECTRES("ID", i) = ID.L(i);" 
SECTRES("DST", i) ,," , ,:;p~!,L(i.);!..,

~ SECTRES("DK", i) ," ;'DK,.t(i);"

f

:## HOUSEHOLD R;SUL TS ;' '1 513'f3t '
11# TABLE HHRES( ,hh) MISCELLANEOUS HQ:!J~EHOLD ~~ULTS ,., """'1n rl

SET HHV AR IMPS, YH/; ,,;

PARAMETER HHRES (hhvar, hh) MISCELLANEOUS HOUSEHOLD RESULTS;
HHRES("MPS", hh) = MPS.L(hh);

HHRES("YH" hh ) =YH.L:bh ) ', \ ,

Option decimals = 6; ""'" ~.,

DlSPl:-AY SCAL~~Ki5;r~~J,FCT~S2,SF;CtM~,,"~~

77,1'f, ,

SCALRES("SAVING") = SAVING.L; 
SCALRES("DEPREC") = DEPREC.L; 
SCALRES("HHSAV") = HHSAV.L; 
SCALRES("GOVSAV") = GOVSAV.L; 

,,:;CALRES("FSA V") = FSA V.L; 

.## FACTOR OF PRODUCTION RESULTS 
FCTRESI(i, f) = FDSC.L(i, tt 

.## TABLE FCTRES2(·, f) MISCE'-t~ANEOUS FACTOR VARIABLE RESULTS; 
SET IFV AR IWF, FS, YFCTRI ; , 
PARAMETER FCTRES2(ifvar, f) MISCELLANEOUS FACTOR VARIAaLE R6SUL TS; 
FCTRES2("WF", f) = WF.L(f); 'i '. 

FCTRES2("FS", f) = FS.L(f) 
FCTRES2("YFCTR", f) = YFCTR.L(f); 

.## SECTORAL PRICE AND QUANTITY RESULt~ 
SECTRES("PQ", i) = PQ.L(r); 
SECTRES("PD", i) = PO.L(;); 
SECTRES("PE", i) = PE.L(i); 
SECTRES("PK", i) = PK.L~i); 

SECTRES("PM", i) = PM.L(i); 
SECTRES("PV.L", i) = PV.L(i); 
SECTRES("PWE", i) =P~.L(i);, 

SECTRES("PX", i) :00, J = PX.qD;; 

St;:FTRES("Q", i) 
SECTRES("X", i) 
SECTRES("O", i) 
SECTRES("E", i) 
SECTRES("M", i) 
SECTRES("INT", i) 
SECTRES("CO", i) 
SECTRES("GD", i) 
SECTRES("ID", i) 
SECTRES("DST", i) 
SECTRES("DK", i) 

*## HOUSEHOLD RESULTS 

,'U:: 

, = Q.L(i):?:): , ; 
= X.LO); , 
= D.L(i); 
= E.L(j); , , 
'" M.L(i);' , '!" " 
= INT.L(i); , 

. = CD.L(i); 
= GO.L(i); 
= ID.L(i); 

! ,:=OSTL(ik" 
;., OKJ.-(i); ,. 

*## TABLE HHRES(*,hh) MISCELLANEOUS HOUSEHOLD RESULTS 
SET HHV AR IMPS, YH/; " ' 

• 

.' /', i~ /"; 

H3'f3t 
",,00'1'" rl 

PARAMETER HHRES (hhvar, hh) MISCELLANEOUS HOUSEHOLD RESULTS; 
HHRES("MPS", hh) = MPS.L(hh); 
HHRES("YH", hh) = YH.LJJh); . ' 

Option decimals = 6; . 
,~,J.'" _,i' 

DISPLAY SCALRE~rfl;:;r~s,I, FCTEES2, S~CT,M~,,:~~ 



Option decimal = 3; 

*############################f!III1t1I1III1I1#####################II##III1J1X:Vt'III1I1N########### 
*#### 2) TABLES OF RESULTS FOR DISPLAY . "u . . , 

*#############################################tI#i#II#i#IIII:Vt'III1##lIlItI####### 

*## DEFINE SETS FOR SOLUTION REPORT TABLES #### 
* For GDP Tabulations 

SET igdp rows Iconsumpt, Investment, Inventory, Government, 

igdpI (igdp) IGDPI 
igdp2(igdp) 
jgdp columns Inominal 

itar categories Ivalueadd 

ExpOrts, Imports, GDPI 

real 
nomshare 
realshare 
deflator I 

tariffs 
totalgdp I; 

igdp2(igdp) = NOT igdpl (igdp); 

\ 

PARAMETER gdptab(igdp, jgdp) GDP ACCOUNTS; 
PARAMETER gdptab2(i, jgdp) SECTORAL VALUE ADDED; 
PARAMETER sumgdp(itar, jgdp) AGGREGATE GDP; 
PARAMETER gdpratio GDP VALUE ADDED CORRECTION FACTOR; 

* for ABSORB 
set rar rows lag, non-ag, total I 

rac columns I GDP, C, I, G, E, M, NETE-M, T-G, ABSORB I 
PARAMETER ABSORB(rar, rac) ABSORPTION TABLE (REAL); 

* for FACTORS 

set rf I yf, yfcap, profit, rental, rdist, wdcap, yfrurlab, wdrurlab, 
yfurblab, wdurblab, pint, intinp / 

PARAMETER FACTORS(i rf) 
FACTOR RETURNS DISTRIBUTIVE PARAMETERS; 

* for COEFFS (shift and share coefficients) 
set rc I ALPHAR.ALHAU, ALPHAS, ALPHAC,RMD,DEL TA,AD I 

PARAMETER COEFFS(i, rc) 
SHIFT, SHARE AND DISTRIBUTIVE PARAMETERS; 

*## DEFINE EXTRA PARAMTERS FOR SOLUTION REPORT TABLES #### 
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PARAMETERS
agtotfd agricultural terms of trade
agtotva ag terms of trade value added
agtote ag terms of trade world export price
agtotm ag terms of trade world import price
avgprofit average profit rate
avgwf average factor price current weights
bot nominal balance of trade
botr real balance of trade
coling cost of living index
esum real exports
exring real exchange rate index
holdl holds value for end calculation
indhold holds value for end calculation
intinp(i) intermediate input demand by sector i
intinpl!(i) nominal intermediate input demand by sector i
msum real imports
ncdtot nominal cdtot
nex nominal exports -
nim nominal imports
ngdtot nominal govt demand
ngdp nominal GDP
pnagind nonag price index
pagind ag price index
pmind domestic import price index
peind .domestic export price index
pweind world export price ind~x ..

pwmind world import price index
psav private savings
pxind producer price index
pdind domestic supply price index
pind composite good price index
pint(i) cost per unit of intermediate inputs
profit(i) profit rate
rdist(i) capital rental proportionality factor
rental(i) rental rate of capital
shconsump consumption share of nominal GDP
shinvest investment share of nominal GDP
shex export share of nominal GDP
shim import share of nominal GDP
shgdtot govt consumption share of nominal GDP
shbot balance of trade share of nominal GDP
shfsav foreign saving share of investment
shgsav government saving share of iltvestment
shpsav private saving share of inve"tment
valadd(i) value added at market pri~
sectory(i) value added at factor cost
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PARAMETERS 
agtotfd agricultural terms of trade 
agtotva ag terms of trade value added 
agtote ag terms of trade world export price 
agtotm ag terms of trade world import price 
avgprofit average profit rate 
avgwf average factor price current weights 
bot nominal balance of trade 
botr real balance of trade 
coling cost of living index 
esum real exports 
exring real exchange rate index 
hold! holds value for end calculation 
indhold holds value for end calculation 
intinp(i) intermediate input demand by sector i 
intinpr.(i) nominal intermediate input demand by sector i 
msum real imports 
ncdtot nominal cdtot 
nex nominal exports • 
nim nominal imports 
ngdtot nominal govt demand 
ngdp nominal GOP 
pnagind nonag price index 
pagind ag price index 
pmind domestic import price index 
peind .domestic export price index 
pweind world export price ind~x ' 
pwmind world import price index 
psav private savings 
pxind producer price index 
pdind domestic supply price index 
pind composite good price index 
pint(i) cost per unit of intermediate inputs 
profit(i) profit rate 
rdist(i) capital rental proportionality factor 
rental(i) rental rate of capital 
shconsump consumption share of nominal GOP 
shinvest investment share of nominal GOP 
shex export share of nominal GOP 
shim import share of nominal GOP 
shgdtot govt consumption share of nominal GOP 
shbot balance of trade share of nominal GDP 
shfsav foreign saving share of investment 
shgsav government saving share of i/tvestment 
shpsav private saving share of inve~tment 
valadd(i) value added at market pri~ 
sectory(i) value added at factor cost 
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wtd(i) 
wtrn(i) 
wtx(i) 
yf(i, f) 

base year wt domestic in total domestic sales 
base year wt of imports in total trade 
base year wt of exports in total trade 
factor income 

• J J:)' ,,, J I 'IS G 
*#### SPECIFY EXTRA PARAMpW~ XpR §O""1f;r; f?N REPORT T t\!3. ES #### 

*## AG TERMS OF TRADE ## 
pagind = SUM(iag, px.l (iag)*x.l(iag»/SUM(iag, x.l(iag»; 

pnagind 
agtotfd 

pagingd 
pnagind 
agtotva 

pagind 
pnagind 
agtote 
pagind 
pnagind 
agtotm 

= SUM(iagn,px.l(iagn)*x.l(iagn»)lSUM(iagn, x.l(iagn»; 
= 100*paglindlpnagind; 

= SUM(iag. PV.L(iag)*x.L(iag»)lSUM(iag.x.l(iag» ; 
= SUM(iagn. PV.L(iagn)*x.l(iagn» ISUM(iagn, x.l(iagn»; 
= I OO*pagmdlpnaglind; 

= SUM(iag, pwe.l(iag)*e.l(iag»)I SUM(iag, e.l(iag»; 
= SUM(iagn, pwe.l(iagn)*e.l(iagn»)I SUM(iagn, e.l(iagn» ; 
= lOO*pagindlpnagind; 
= SUM(iag, pwm(iag)*m .. l(iag) I SUM(iag.m.l(iag» ; 
= SUM(iagn, pwm(iagn)*m.l(iagn»/SUM(iagn,m.l(iagn» ; 
= 100*pagindlpnagind; 

DISPLAY agtotva, agtotm, agtote 

*## MACRO BALANCES ## 
ncdtot = SUM(i, cd.l(i)*pq.l(i»; 
ngdtot = SUM(i, gd.l(i)*pq.l(i»; 
ngdp = SUM(i,pq.l(i)*(cd.l(i) + dst.l(i) + id.l(i) + gd.l(i» 

nex 
nim 
bot 
botr 
esum 
msum 
psav 
shbot 
sh.,onsump 
sbex 
shfsav 
shim 
shinvest 

+ pe.l(i)*e.l(i) - pwm(i)*exr.l*m.l(i» ; 
= SUM(ie, e.l(ie)*exr.l*pwe.l(ie»; 
= SUM(im,m.l(im)*exr.l*pwm(im» ; 
= nex-nim; 
= SUM(i,e.l(i» - SUM(i,m.l(i»; 
= SUM(i,e.l(i»; 
= SUM(i,m.l(i»; 
= invest.L - fsav.L - govsav.L; 

100*botlgdpva.L; 
100*ncdtotlgdva.L; 
100*nexlgdpva.L; 
I OO*fsav .Llinvest; 
100*nimlgdpva.l; 
100* invest.Llgdpva; 
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shgdtot 100*ngdtotlgdpva.L;
shgsav c 100*govsav.L/invest.L;
shpsav ~ IOO*psa,'/invest.L;

mSPLA Y bot, botr, nex, csum,.nim, msum, shconsump, shinvcst, shgdtot. shc\:~shiin. shoot'.

shlsav, shgsav, shpsav;

*"# INDEXES ## " ("'It..}L
c' * Notc that cost of living index(COLIND) is the simple average ovurllouschulJs,I

*, CARD(hh) is the "cardinal" .function which counts number of uilirius il;il~~ ~~;~::

()I.IND = SUM(I, pq.I(I)*(SUM(hh,cles(l,hh»)*IOO/CARD(hhl:"I' 
W,),[)(i~,r;! = DO(i)/SUM(j,DO(j»;
WTM(i), = MO(i)/SUM(j,(MO(j)+EO(j»);
WTX(i} ~ EO(i)/SUM(j,(MO(j)+EO(j»);
EXRIND = SUM(i, WTD(i)*PD.L(i»;

/SUM(i,(WTM(i)*PM.L(i»+(WTX(i}*PE.Uij»*IOO;pdind = SUM(i,DO(i)*pd.L(i»/SUM(j,DO(j»*IOO;

~; peil1Q e= SUM(i,eO(i)*pe,L(i»/SUM(j,eO(j»*IOO; ."pind 
= SUM(i,qO(i)*pq.L(i»/SUM(j,qO(j»*IOO;

pmind = SUM(i,mO(i)*pm,L(i»/SUM(j,mO(j»*IOO;

pwein\i ,= SUM(i,eO(i)*pwe.L(i»/SUM(i, eO(i»*IOO;
pwmind , = SUM(i,mO(i)*pwm(i»/SUM(i,mO(i»*IOO;
pxind = SUM(i,pwts(i)*px.L(i»*IOO;

DISPLA Y colind, exrind, ngdp, pdind, pind, peind, pmind, pweind, pwmind, pxind;

*#### SPECIFY SOULUTION REPORT TABLES ####I, 

(f *## GDP Tables ##I. 

:.q:;:Ji* Note treatment of tariffs.
* In U.S. NIPA, tariffs are included in the service sector. "!
* In the U.N, SNA, tariffs are treated separately. {
* Treatment below follows U.N. SNA practicc, c
* Note also that real GDP from expenditure side provides the control total
* And sectoral real value addeds are adjusted to match total using gdpratio. :] i

Gdptab("consumpt", "nominal") = SUM(i, pq.l(i)*cd.l(i»; .,~~ jd1old£
gdpab("co~t", "real") = SUM(i,cd.l(i»; j,ii!tOll')dlOld£
gdptab("investment", "nominal") = SUM(i,pq.L(i)*id,L(i»; :;,JOr')dlood1;
gdptab("investment", "real") = SUM(i,id.L (i» "!jlijOX;,cf1£
gdptab("inventory", "nominal") = SUM(i,pq.L(i)*dst.L(i»; .:,;w.-",'~(i;(J;clii
gdptab("government", "nominal") = SUM(i,dst.L(i»; , i' Cell",,:,;':':.!!
gdptab("government", "real") = SUM(i,pq.L(i)*,gd.L(i»; ("g ,
gdptab("exports", "nominal") = SUM(i,gd.L(i»; ':'g6(1;I!
gdptab("exports", "real") = SUM(i,pe.L(i)*e.L(i»;
gdptab("imports", "nominal") = -SUM(i,e.L(i»;
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shgdtot 
shgsav 
shpsav 

100*ngdtotlgdpva.L; 
100* govsav .Llinvest. L; 

~ IOO*psa,.'/invest.L; 

mSPLA Y bot, b~tr, nex, csum, nim, msum, shconsump. shinvest, shgdtot. shc"'~,hiin. ,hhut. 
shlsav, shgsav, shpsav; 

'/II/INDEXES 1111 ,.C"11,;', " 

Note that cost of living index(COLIND) is the simple average ovcr,I\Ousch"IJ,. 
* CARD(hh) is the "cardinal" function which counts number of cntrics in the $\:11" ' 

COLIND 
WTD(i)", 
WTM(ij' 
WTX(i) 
EXRIND 

pdind 
peind 
pind 
pmind 
pwein~ 

pwmind 
pxind 

= SUM(i, pq.l(i)*(SUM(hh,cles(i,hh»)*IOO/CARD(hhl:' 
= DO(i)/SUM(j,DO(j»; 
= MO(i)/SUM(j,(MO(j)+EO(j))); 
~ EO(i)/SUM(j,(MO(j)+EO(j»); 
= SUM(i, WTD(i)*PD.L(i»; 

ISUM(i,(WTM(i)*PM.L(i»+(WTX(i)*PE.L(i))* 100; 
= SUM(i,DO(i)*pd.L(i»/SUM(j,DOUJ)*IOO; 
= SUM(i,eO(i)*pe.L(i»/SUM(j,eO(j»* I 00; 
= SUM(i,qO(i)*pq.L(i»/SUM(j,qO(D)* 100; 
= SUM(i,mO(i)*pm.L(i»iSUM(j,mO(j))* 100; 

, ,= SUM(i,eO(i)*pwe.L(i»/SUM(i, eO(i»* 100; 
" = SUM(i,mO(i)*pwm(i»/SUM(i,mO(i»* 100; 

= SUM(i,pwts(i)*px.L(i))* 100; 

DISPLA Y colind, exrind, ngdp, pdind, pind, peind, pmind, pweind, pwmind, pxind; 

*1111#11 SPECIFY SOULUTION REPORT TABLES 1111## 

*1111 GDP Tables 1111 

* Note treatment of tariffs. 

• 

* In U.S. NIPA, tariffs are included in the service sector. "1<0",(:" 
* In the U.N. SNA, tariffs are treated separately. /'\i}J/;" ~, 
* Treatment below follows U.N. SNA practice"., 
* Note also that real GDP from expenditure side provides the control total. 
* And sectoral real value addeds are adjusted to match total using gdpratio. 

Gdptab("consumpt", "nominal") 
gdpab("conmnpt", "real") 
gdptab("investment", "nominal") 
gdptab("investment", "real") 
gdptab("inventory", "nominal") 
gdptab("government", "nominal") 
gdptab("government", "real") 
gdptab("exports", "nominal") 
gdptab("exports", "real") 
gdptab("imports", "nominal") 

= SUM(i, pq.l(i)*cd.l(i»; 
= SUM(i,cd.l(i»; 
= SUM(i,pq.L(i)*id.L(i»; 
= SUM(i,id.L (i» 
= SUM(i,pq.L(i)*dst.L(i»; 
= SUM(i,dst.L(i); 
= SUM(i,pq.L(i)*gd.L(i»; 
= SUM(i,gd.L(i»; 
= SUM(i,pe.L(i)*e.L(i»; 
= -SUM(i,e.L(i»; 
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gdptab("imports", "real") 
gdptab("gdp", "nominal") 
gdptab("gdp", "real") 
gdptab(igdp, "nomshare") 

gdptab(igdp, "realshare") 

/ gdptab("gdp", "real"); 
gdptab(igdp, "deflator") 

/ gdptab(igdp, "real"); 
gdptab2(i, "nominal") 
gdptab2(i, "real") 
sumgdp("valueadd", "nom inal") 
sumgdp("tariffs", "normal") 
sumgdp("valueadd", "real") 
sumgdp("tariffs", "real") 
sumgdp("totalgdp" jgdp) 
gdpratio 
gdptab2(i,"real") 
sumgdp("valueadd", "real") 
sumgdp("tariffs", "real") 
sumgdp("totalgdp", "real") 
gdptab2(i, "nomshare") 
gdptab2(i, "real share") 
sumgdp("valueadd", "nomshare") 
sumgdp("valueadd'~,'.'realshilre") , 
sumgdp("tariffs", "nomshare") 
"nominal"); 
sumgdp("tariffs", "realshare") 

= -SUM(i,pwm(i)*exr.L *m.L(i»; 
= SUM(i,( 1.0 - tmreal(i»*rrl.L(i» ;' I 
= SUM(igdp2gdptab(igdp2, "norrii~al"»; 

100.*gdptab(igdp, "nominal'() I' 
/gdptab("gdp", "~Q~,in~n; 

WO.*gdptab(igdp, "rea!1' I/O >' .11>'"., 

100. *gdptab(igdP, "nominal"} 
)' , JI r ',Ill 

I n nO.JJltl " 

= PV.L(i)*x.l(i) + tx(i)*px.l(i)*x.l(i); 
'1/ ),1/11 = lvarO(i)*x.l(i), J"l ')1< 

= SUM(i, gdptab2(i, "homin'al"» ,,! 

= tariff. I ; , I " • 

I I I ,I ~ 

" 

= SUM(i, gdptab2(i, "real"» ; , 
= SUM(i, tmreal(i)*m.l(i) ; I II : •. , " 

,: 5 mgdp(Valueadd", )gop) + sUfugllp("tariffs" jgdp); 
I "" l gdptab("gdp","real")/sumgdp(':tot~lgdp", "real") :" ': 

; ! g'dptatio*gdptab2(i,"real") ; ~. , , 
: , 'l b SUM(i,gdptab2 (i, "real"»; , 

e tQ(} =, isl:JM(i;'tmreal(i)*rit.l(i»; , lC" , 

~iXl .!,! 'sumgdp("valueadd", "teal") .f' ~umgdp("tariffs",' ''r~al''); 
J!O . ~ , iI'00*gdptab2(i;"nom inal")/sumgdp("totalgdp" ,:"htltii'in2 
, . = I 00*gdptab2(i, "real")/sumgdp("totalgdp", "real")';" , 

= SUM(i, gdptab2(i, "nomshare"» ; 
• • 1 "/I;, k :StrM (i , gdpfub2(i, " r'ealshare"» ; 

= I OO*sumgdp("tariffs","nomin'!I")/sumgdp("totalgdp", 
~ . " . . . .' . , . 

~ 100*sumgdp("tariffs", "real")/sumgdp("tot~lg~Jl"~ "r~l!I" 

gdptab2(i, "realshare") 100*gdptab2(i, "real")/sumgdp("totalgdp", "real") ; 
gdptab2(i, "deflator") I 00*gdptab2(i, "nominal")/gdptab2(i, "n:ill") ; ' , 
sumgdp("totaIgdp", jgdp) = sum'gdp("valueadd"; jgdp) .f si,gd[("tariffs" jgdp)' ; 
sumgdp(itar, "deflator") = 100*sumgdp(itar, "nominal")/sumgdp (itar, " real") ; 
DISPALY GDPAAB, GDPTAB2, SUMGDP, GDPRAT'IO ; J' . 

absorb{uag", "e") 
absorb("non-ag", "e") 
absorb("total", "e") 
absorb(uag", "i") 
absorb("non-ag", "i") 
absor'b{"total", "i") 
absorb("ag", "g") 
absorb("non-ag", "g") 
absorb("total", "g") 

.. .• j . ~r (I 'tfll" -, "td' ;./. ; -1""' -

{"I ll L ... · itJ:. ,. · ,·' : " ';"SUM(iag, CD.L(iag»); 
, 'I . . , ( iii ( 'J ;' , == SUM(iagn, CD.L(iagn» ; 

i{(i), l LI*i'.,iJ .~, ' !. :.,; SUM(i, CD,L(i» ; 
,.,' (I I ! !, " =' 'SUM(iag, ID.L(iag» ; 
~«(i)J.Jd.·, . 1 1., 1 ' ; =' SUM(iagn, ID.L(igan» ; 

,':, ((;)' ; ;'.' ." ,,; : SUM(i, ID.L(i»; 
. ;~( i > .. :Ll!i!> (i ~;J ,". . ;" SUM(iag,GD.L(iag» ; 

;«(!),l ~" , ::' = SUM(iagn, GD.L(iagiI»; 
' \(i~: ". ·i: ' " ;/ ", SUM(i, GD.L(i» ; 

i ' . ~. 
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11£11111", ' ,absorb("ag", "E") 
absorb("non-ag", "E") 
absorb("total", "E") 
absorb("ag", I'M") 
absorb("non-ag", "M") 
absorb("total", "M") 
absorb("ag", "NETE-M") 
absorb("non-ag",- "NETE-M") 
absorb("total", ';NETE-M") 
absorb("total", "T -G") 
absorb("ag", "GOP") 

,I'dlMI 

absorb("non-ag", "GOP") 
absorb("total", "GOP") 
absorb("ag", "absorb") 
absorb("non-ag", "absorb") 
absorb("total", "absorb") 

DISPLAY ABSORB; 

= SUM(iagn,E.L(iag» ; . 
= SUM(igan,E.L(iagn» : 
= SUM(i, E.L(i»; 
= SUM(iag, M.L(iag»; 
= SUM(iagn, M.L(iagn»; 
= SUM(i,M.L(i»; 
= SUM(iag,E.L(iag»-SUM(iag,M.L(iag»; 
= SUM(iagn,E.L(iagn»-:SUM(iagn,M.L(iagn» ; 
= esum -msum; 
= govsav.L 
= SUM(iag,cd.l(iag)+dst.J(iag)+id.l(iag) 

+gd.l(iag)+e.l(iag)-m.l(iag»; 
= rgdp.l- absorb("ag", "gdp"); 
= rgdp.l; 
= SUM(iga, cd.l(iag)+id.l(iag)+gd.l(iag»; 
= SUM(iagn, cd.l(iagn)+id.l(iagn)+gd.l(iag» = SUM(i,cd.l(i)+id.l(i)+gd.(i»; 

*### calculate and report selected parameters and coefficients ###11#### INTINPG) = sum(i, A(ij)*X.L(j)O; INTINPNO) = sum(i, PQ.L(i)* A(i, j)*x.lG)); PINT(i) I 
= SUM(J,A(J, i)*PQ.L(j»; YF(i, f) ' 
= WFDIST.L(i, f)*WF.L(f)*WF.L(f)*FDSC.L(i, f); PROFIT(i) 
= (WFDIST.L(i, "capital")*WF.L("capital")*FDSC.L(i, . "capital"» 

AVGPROFIT 

RDIST(i) 
VALAOD(i) 
SECTORY(i) 
RMD(i) 

;""'i . ... 0' . .: 

/(FDSC.L(i, "capital")*PK.L(i»; 
= SUM(I, WFDIST.L(i, "capital")*WF.L("capital") 

*FDSC.L(i, "capital")*WF.L("capital") = YFCTR.L(f)/FS.L(f); 
= (WFDIST.L(i, "capital")*WF.L("capital")*FDsd.L(i, \ , 

IFDSC.L(i, "capital"); 
= RENTAL(i)/AVGWF("capital"); 
= (pV.L(i)+(TX(i)*PX.L(i»)*X.L(i); = (pV.L(i»*X.L(i); 
= M.L(i)/D.L(i); 

DISPLAY AVGWF, AVGPROFIT, VALADO, SECTORY; 

FACTORS(i, "YF") 
FACTORS(i, "YFCAP") 
FACTORS(i, "PROFIT') 
FACTORS(i, "RENTAL") 

. FACTORS(i, "RDIST') 
FACTORS(i, "WDCAP") 
FACTORS(i, "YFRURLAB") 

= SUM(f,YF(i, f); 
= YF(i, "capital"); 
= PROFIT(i); 
'" RENTAL(i); 
,,; RDIST(i); 
= WFDIST.L(i, "CAPITAL j; 
= YF(i, "rurlab"); 
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t'ACTORS(i, "WDRURLAB:') = WFDIST.L(i, "rurlab"); 
FACTORS(i, "YFURBLAB"y i? = YF(i, "urblab"); 
FACTORS(i, " WDURBL~B")2 = WFDISt.L(i, "urblab"); 
FACTORS(i, "PINT') I U2 - = PINT(i); 
FACTORS(i, " INTINP';) ua ~ = INTtNp(i); 
COEFFS(i~ "A~PID\R") I .ua · = ALPHA(i, "rurlab"); 
COEl':FS(i, "ALPHAU") t!& ~ = ALPHA(i, "urblab"); 
CoEFFS(i, "AfpHAC") lU2 '" = ALPHA(i, "capital"); 

. COEFFS(i, "RMD") 1U2 ... = RMD(i); 
COEFFS(i, "DELTA") $ ., = DELTA(i); 
<;OEFF~(i "AD") 0 = = AD(i)' . . " ,. ).? ' 

DISP~..\Y FACTORS, COEFFS; 
1 

. .. . fJ ?:c! I; 

')riT<>"df; 

')dlmd~ 

': Jl*i~dl: . 
lon"l<:h02dc 
lIOl")dlOlrfG 
"gll")Ql')rril. 

lof\ '·)dlot.dn 

*#########################ff############################################### 
1,### ' I . ,) U2 ' . .1" c') 

I. . • IY-I ')M'J2 bI 1 L. " ( \ •. )~ I 

.#### 3) TAbLES OF~sUhs FOR COMPARING BASE AND EXPERIMEN-T ,i 

*#### DEFINE SETS FOR TABLES-#### 
. . , 

* for SCALRES I, SCA RES2, RSCALE 
~1\'-ttll1~;\ 21 !"II;;I ",," • h L ,._. .oq)l tnn I , . " I 

SETpds IB~ ~, EN~ .. f1~~f;~Ht1iGE?1 ~. .. I 

SET sc / EXR;'PINDEX;, R6t>~: GDP A; iNVEST, FXDINV, GDTOT, ] ,! rv< 
II 1-.\. , -. (If,'11I 

T '-r GR, TA.ruFF, INOTAX, HHRAX, EXPSUB, SAVING, DEPREC, . 
J:fuSAv,"'6qvSAV: FSAV, WF-RURLAB, WF-URBLAB/; (! l)lY 
"j-! ~ f.s 1j: I " '1; )\.! 

PARA~TER ,SCAJtMSI(sc, pds) 
AGGREG~ TE VAR)~l<ES; , . 
,., , ..... ~ ~ ~ j ( ~;, j' . " ai' 

I * for prut~s" 
'. ,1 'I I 

; , ' .~ET rq I PX, PV ... P~~~, PM, PWM, PD, PQ, PROFIT, RENT f-L, PINT I ; , I' 
• i \ PARAMETER PRI~&I(rp, i , pds) '~R1CE RESULTS BY SECTOR; (," 

t j " 

.###If· fJP.E~·IFY TAaI,.ES mR REPORTS #### 
t -....; '..,' i ....• ', • • 

~RIC~~~~I("Px' , 1, "~~h : ; , , = PX.L(i); 
PRICERESI("PV", i, "oase") '. ,; ' . = PV.L(i); 
PRICERESI("PE", i, " bash ' r ,; !'.,j = = PE.L(i); 

PRICERESI("PWE", i, "base"), ., ,. 0 '" ,.= PWE.L(i); 
PRICERESJ("PM", i, "base") " :>3~ ,.~AJ~' V ,' = PM.L(i); 

PRICERESI("PWM", i, "base") ,,' " . I' . ,~, = PWM(i); 
PRlCEDESI("PD" '''b ") .. ,' , '." ,_,M - = PD.L(·)· '" , I, ase I" ,~}' •• H :_."!) I , 
PkICERESI( .... PQ", i, "base") I .. hfll;:,;/t' = PQ.L(i); 
PRICERESI("PROFIT" i "base") , ('/ ..• ,~q - = PROFIT(i)' 

, , , 4. 11-' L. ' ....: .' 
PRICf;RESI(,"'RENTAL", i, " base")' .. , t = RENTAL(I); 
,PRICERESI ("PINT':r j , "base") • J ,1 ... ~ll = PINT(i); 
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QU~NTRESl("X", i, "base") , 
QUANTRESl("PROFIT', i, "base") 
QUAN'FRESl("SECTORY", i, "base") 
QUANTRESl("E", i, "base") 
QUAN:r~SI("M", i, "base") 
QUANTRESl("rurlab", i, "base") , 
QUANTRESl("urblab", i, "b~e") 
QUANTRESl("yAPITAL", l, ,"balle:'), " 
QUANWRE f(" Q", i, "base") 

, QU'XNtREsf("b", i, "base")' 
QlfAN'fRESi'("I'>K", i, "base") Il"! ':' 

- '1... .. \'" ..,,.' i, 

' *## . MACRO AGGREGA TE-RESt.Jlts' 
SGALRESl("ID<:R", "bas~") (lilw' ':~' " 

SCAll,R£SI('IPIDEX": "lMe")' " ,' " 
ScA'f.~S\ (\lRGDP", "base") , ,.,' 
SCALRESl(':6DPV!A", "base") 

SCALRES 1 ("INVEST', "base") 
SCALRES 1 ("FXDIMV", "base") 
SCALRESl("GDTOT', "base") 
SCALRES'f("GW': "base") ' ", 

SCALREst("l'ARIFF', "base") " 
SCALRES\ ("INDTAX", "base") 

,SCALRES 1 ("HHTAX", " base") 
SCALRES t(' £XPSUB:', "base") 

SCALRES 1 ("SAVING", "base") 
SCALRES If'DEPREC'', "base") 
SCALRES 1 ("HHSA V", "base") 
SCALRESl("GOVSAV", "base") 
SCALRES \ ("FSA V", "base") 

OSCALRESI C WF-RURLAB"; "base") 
SCALRES \ ("WF-URBLAB", "base") 

= , X.L(i); 
= IVALADD(i); 
= SFCTORY(i) ; 
= E.L(i); 
~ ~)-(i) ; 
=fDS.L(i, "rurlab") ; 
= FOS.L(i, "urblab"l ; 
= ~OS.L(i, "capital") \ .; 
= Q,L(i); 
= D-L(i} ; 
= DK.L(i) ; 

= EXR.L; , 
= PINDEX.L; 
= RGDP,L ; 
= GDPVA.L ; 

= INVEST.,L ; 
= FXDINV.L ; 

. = FDTQI.L ; 
~J" == GR.L ; 

. -.• :c. ~: 
, = TARIFF,L; 

_. ' .. = INDTAX.L; 
:. ( = HHTAx.L; 

= EXPSUB.L; 

= SAVING.L: 
= DEPREC.L; 
= HHSAV.L; 
= GOVSAV.L; 
= FSAV.L ; 

= AVGWF("rurlab") ; 
= A VGWF("urblab") ; 

I 

i1 
' I.' 1 , 

, :, 1,) 

',: ~· .T 

.: ~ ~ / -j 

*######Il########## Social Accounting Matrix #############:,'############ 

SAM,("ACnVITY", "COMMDTY") 
SAM("ACTIVITY", "WORLD") 
SAM("COMMDTY", "ACTIVITIY") 
SAM("COMMOTY", "GOVT') , 
SAM("COMMOTY", "KACCOUNT') 
SAMf'FACTORS", "ACTIVITY") 
SAM("HOUSEHOLD", "FACTORS") 

= SUM(i,(PD.L(i)*6.L(i»»; 
= SUM(i,(EXR.L *PWE.L(i») ; 
= SUM(i,(PQ.L(i)*CO.L(i»» ; 
= SUM{i,(PQ.L(i)*GD.L(i»»; 
= SUM(i,(PQ.L(i)~..(OST.L(i)+ID.~(i»» ; 
= S~f, YFCTR.L(f)M ; , , . 
= SUM(hh, YH.L(hh» ; 
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SAM("GOVT", "ACTIVITY") 

SAM("GOVt", (COMMDTYl") 

SAM("GOVT", "HOUSEHOLD") 

SAM("KACCOUNT", "FACTORS") 

SAM("KACCOUNT", "HOUSEHOLD") 

SAM("KACCOUNT" , "GOVT") 

SAM("KACCOUNT", "WORLD") 

SAM("WORLD", "COMMDTY") 

SAM("TOTAL", "COMMDT)"') 

SAM("TOTAL", "ACTIVITY") 

SAM("TOTAL", "FACTORS',) 

SAM("TOTAL", "HOUSEHOLD") 

SAM("TOT AL", "KACCOUNT") 

SAM("TOTAL", "GOVT") 

SAM("total", "WORLD") 

SAM("isam3, "TOTAL") 

option decimals=2 ; 

DISPLAY SAM; ' . 

= INDTAX.~; 

= TARIFF;.L-EXPSUB.L ; 

= HHTAX.L; 
= SWPEWX.L ; 

= HHSAV.L; 
= GOVSAV.L; 

= FSA V .L*EXR.L ; 

'M 

AlJO 
A,U9 
AU9 

I '>I I() 

= SUM(i, «PUM(i)*EXR.L)*M.L(i»» ; 

= SUM(isam2, SAM(isam2, "COMMDTY"»; 

= SUM(isam2, SAM(isam2, "ACTIVITY"» ; 

= SUM(isam2, SAM(isam2, "FACTORS"); 

= SUM(isam2, SAM(isam2, "lfOUSEHOLD") ; 

= SUM(isam2, SAM(isam2, "KACCOUNT") ; 

= SUM(isam2, SAM(isam2, "GOVT") ; 

= SUM(isam2, SAM(isam2, "WORLD") ; 

= SUM(isam2, SAM(isam2, isam2) ; 

*#########111011111111111###111111(#1111111 THE END ############################### 

*###########IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII##############################
######~########## 

*######## COMPARATIVE STATICS EXPERIMENT 

* TARIFF EXPERIMENT: TARIFF REDUCTION BY 90% • 

*######################,#########################;##################### 

GR.FX = 3864.53 ; 

TARlFF.LO = - INF; 

TARlFF.UP = + INF; 
I , lV' 

J " ~, 

INDTAX.LO = 0.0; 
HHTAX.UP =+INF; 

/c, . , l'~!'l (I· 
," .. _"",' A 

EXPSUB.LO = - INF; 

EXPSU~.UP = +INF; 

TARlFF.L 

INDTAX.L 
EXPSUB.L 
HHTAX.L 

= SUM(im, PM(im)*M.L(im)* .1 O*TM(im)*EXR.L ; 

, ',) I I 

= SUM(ie,TX(ie)*PX.L(i)*X.L(i» ; 

.= SV~(ie, TE(ie)*E . L(i~)*PWE.L(ie)*EXR.L ; 

= SUM(hh,TH(hh)*Ylf·L(hh» ; 

( I 

SOL VE TAN~A~IA MAXIMIZING RGDP USING NL~;1.' 

*###VSP'ECIFY !~A~Ll;:S FOR REPORTS #### ("1 ,~,~ "~I r 
, , , " r" , ,"?Sl,(JI JA 

PINT(i) = SUM'(J,A(j,i)*PQ.L(j); 
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PROFIT(i) 

RENTAL(i) 

= (WFDlST.L(i, "capital")*WF.L("capital")*FD,SC.!-(i,"capital"» 
/(FDSC.L(i, "capital")*PK.L(i» ; 

= (WfDlSr.L(i, "capital")*WF.L("capital")*FDSC.L(i,"capital"» 

VAl;ADD(i) 
SECTORY(i) 
AVGWF(f) 

/(FDSC.L(i, "capital")*PK.L(i» ; 
= (pV.L(i)+(TX(i)*PX.L(i»)*X.L(i) ; 
= (PV.L(i)* X:L(i) ; 
= YFCTR.L(tYFS.L(F); 

PRlC~~L("PX", i, "expmnt") 
PRlCRE!;/ I("PV", i, "expmnt") 
PRiCRESI("PE", i, "expmnt") 
PRiCRESI("PWE", i, "expmnt") 
PRiCRESI("PM", i, "expmnt") 
PRiCRESI("PWM", i, "expmnt") 
PRiCRESI("PD", i, "expmnt") 
PRiCRESI("PQ", i, "expmnt") 
PRiCRESI("PROFIT", i, "expmnt") 
PRiCRESI("RENTAL", i, "expmnt") 
PRiCRESI("PINT", i, "expmnt") 

QUANTRESI("PX", i, "expmnt") 
QUANTRESI("PV", i, "expmnt") 
QUANTRESI("PE", i, "expmnt") 
QUANTRESI("PWE", i, "expmnt") 
q UANTRESI("PM", i, "expmnt''r 
~UANTRESI("PWM", i, "expmnt") 
QUANTRESI("PD", i, "expmnt") 
QUANTRESI("PQ", i, "expmnt") 
QUANTRESI("PROFIT", i, "expmnt") 
QUANTRESI("RENTAL", i, "expmnt") 
QUANTRESI("PINT" , i, "expmnt") 

_ *## MACRO AGGREGATE RESULTS 
SCALRESI("EXR", "expmnt") 
SCALRESl("PlNDEX", "expmnt") 
-scALRES I ("RGDP", "expmnt") 
SCALRES I ("GDPVA", "expmnt") 

SCALRES I ("INVEST", "expmnt") 
SCALRESI("FXDINV", "expmnt") 
SCALRESI ("GDTOT", "expmnt") 
SCALRESI("GR", "expmnt") 

SCALRESI("TARIFF', "expmnt") 
SCALRES I ("lNDT AX", "expmnt") 
SCALRESIC'HHTAX", "expmnt") 
SCALRES 1 ("EXPSUB", "expmnt") 

= PX.L(i); 
= PV.L(i); 
= PE.L(i); 
= PWE.L(i); 
=PM.L(i) ; 
=PWM(i) ; 
= PD.L(i) ; 
= PQ.L(i); 
= PROFIT(-i); 
= RENTAL(i); 
=PRlNT(i); 

=X.L(i); 
= V ALADD(i) ; 
= SECTORY(i) ; 
=E.L(i) ; 
=M.L(i) ; 
= FDSC.L(i, "rurlab"); 
= FDSC.L(i, ''urblab''); 
= FDSC.L(i, "capital"); 
= Q.L(i); 
= D.L(i) ; 
=DK.L(i): 

= EXR.L; 
= PlNDEX.L; 
= RGDP.L ; 
= GDPVA.L; 

= lNVEST.L; 
= FXDINV.L; · 
= GDTOT.L; 
= GR.L ; 

= TARIFF.L; 
= lNDTAX.L; 
= HHTAX.L; 
= EXPSUB.L; 
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SCALREsT(fJS)o\VING", "expmnt") 
SCALRES I ("DEPREC", "expmnt") 
SCALRE~A HHSA V", "expmnt") 
SCAl-RES I ("FSA V", "expmnt") 

) '. = 'SAVING.L · 
iqs_= iDEPREC.L : 
').1 = HHSAV.L; : ,J 
;q~>;" VSAV.L ; 

SCAL~ESI("WF-RURLAB", "expmnt") 
SCALRES I (" WF-URBLAB", "expmnt") 

= A VGWF("rurlab") ; 
= A VGWF("urblab") ; 

SCALRESI(sc, "change")SSCALRESI(sc, "base") = 100* (SCALRESI(sc, "base"» - 1.0) 
QUANTRESI(rq, i, "change")SQUANTJRESl(rq, I, "base" = . 

IQO.*(QUANTRESI(rq" "expmnt") I QUANTRES1 (rq, , "base") - 1.0) ; 
PRlCRES I (rp, i, "change")SPRlCRES I(rp, "base") = 

IpO.*«PRlCRESI(rp, i, "expmnt")IPRlCRESl(rp, i,"base"» - 1.0); 

DISPLAY PRlCRE~I; 
DISPLAY QUANTRESI ; 
DISPLAY SCALRES I ; 

iJ ............ i 'I ....... 

~(_i)TVU1 {t ~ 

;' f}.!.".( ~ 
. n~l(jl,~.'tA,,~ ~ 
. i;I'(",~;nJ3P' ". 

. ;l:i)J.3'~··' . 

'fi.\.l.M di: " 
'-','Oc.'1lr'· .ji1,~~ '\", 

.' \:f,:/iiw".i).:1.~"" 
'!'.:";:l',:J .i).L)2<T'; ~ 

; (i)J.O" 
; (i)J.a = 

Ji)J.'zO '" 

j ··~\]i.l '·l '., 
: tl ~-'t'-Kh) ~ 

't,; 

.' J.T(:: :'fY~·H ~ 
. ; JVf~\(l.)(::\ '0': 

; JT6rcc .' 
: J.H':~ 
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APPENDIX AS

A Ot;TAILED 1976 SOCIAL ACCOUNTING MATRIX OF TANZANIA

(in million Tshs)

r agricacf consuact intgdact capitact com..seact paos..act
~ A('r~I¥--- agricact 0
" ..

consuact c--- --"--,. ." , '-0
, , "..,

') ..;-"""L",i intgdact .~ ---,-"...

:, 'capitact
V': comeseact L C
, ~ ;' paoseact ..,
~ 'eo~t'i10ptT't agricuco 371.32 T7r4:9B' f7(.S6 0 159.5~ 332.82

.; -;-";,-; congdsco 122.76 671,33 439.04 143.92 707.59 4f2.83
';'i=."~'c, intgdsco 128.99 85.21 21~.95 6235 )~5J5" 3'0.23

j;t J-- capgdsco 31.99 220.98 496.09 386.83 345.26 23-2.81
4 comeseco 287.00 ~79.73 77.1.06 47139 2534.68 1039.90

~ paosevco 19.63 154.55 119.28 134.61 434.28 859.01
,~ !-"ACToRS rurlabor 132.08 198,~! 169.88 52.08 426.25 916.68
! urblabor 396.22 596.70 509.62 156.22 1278.75 2748.22
1- captifct 9282.47 1145.61 264.69 86.82 559836 385:42
I. INSTITUTIONS labourhh

..capitlhh .

.govemmt 512,~7 ~~3...57 204.49 103.30 "'586:05 398.42
1 SAVINGS capital ,

REST OF WORLD world
j, -'- TOTAL 11284.73 5971.06 3361.66 1"tj75Z1Itj".~1 169,.74

ACTIVITY agricact 9975.79

consuact 4959.51 -"'-
.intgdact 3139.39

capitact 1492.07 .1,

comeseact 9896.74
paoseact .7418.58

COMMODITY agricuco

congdsco .
intgdsco
capgdsco
comeseco

paosevco
FACTORS rurlabor

urblabor

captifct
INSTITUTIONS labourhh

capitlhh
govemmt .16.76 117.88 52.05 79.03 17.88 76.93

SA VING capital \

REST OF WORLD world 237.48 866.41. 1584.20 796.02 756.23 1437.86

TOTAL 10230.03 5943.86 477~32 2367.12 1067085 893337
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APPENDIX AS 

A DETAILED 1976 SOCIAL ACCOUNTING MATRIX OF TANZANIA 
(in million Tshs) 

.~ ..• - .. -.-~" agricact consuact intgdact capitact comeseact 
AFnVI¥-· .. agricact 

........ _l.c .. · - consuact : -'-' ~ ... -~ .. ~ '--¥'-" 

I , "' .. ·, ... l.L .. :' intgdact .. • _,_ ".,~ _ •• w~ ~ "" .,,~ 
" . ' 

I capitact . .... -....... _ . 
( .. ' comeseact ... ... ,"( paoseact 

'"("()JI;lI\10ptTY agricuco 371.32 17[4:911'"" 17if.S6 ° 159.54 
congdsco 122.76 671.33 439.04 143.92 207.59 

. ' . ,·",.,.", .... ,., ....... 'r- . intgdsco 128.99 85.21 212.95 62.35 385,15 

.J .. , .. , capgdsco 31.99 220.98- 496.09 386.83 345.26 
comeseco 287.00 879.23 771.06 471.39 2534.68 
paosevco 19.63 154.55 119.28 134.61 434.28 

FACTORS rurlabor 132.08 198.~,' 169.88 52.08 426.25 
urblabor 396.22, 596.70 509.62 15622 1278.75 
captifct 9282.47 1145.61 264.69 86.82 5598.36 

INSTITUTIONS labourhh 
capitlhh 
govemmt 512.-P ;103.H 204.49 103.30. 586.05. 

SAVINGS capital 
REST OF WORLD world 

TOTAL 11284.73 5971.06 3361.66 rS91."S2 1195:'.91 
ACTIVITY agricact 9975.79 

consuact 4959.51 
intgdact 3139.39 
capitact 1492.07 .1. 

comeseact 9896.74 
paoseact 

COMMODITY agricuco 
congdsco 
intgdsco 
capgdsco 
comeseco 
paosevco 

FACTORS rurlabor 
urblabor 
captifct 

INSTITUTIONS labourhh 
capitlhh 
govemmt J6.76 117.88 52.05 79.03 17.88 

SAVING capital 
REST OF WORLD world 237.48 866,41. 1584.20 796.02 756.23 

TOTAL 10230.03 5943.86 477~.32 2367.12 10670.85 
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ACTIVITY agricact 
consuact 

" intgdact 

'" capitact 
, comeseact 

[ paoseact·· 
COMM<?D1TY agricuco 

I .. - congdsco 

r- '- intgdsco 
- capgdsco 

"" comeseco 
paosevco 

FACTORS rurlabor 
>- urblabor 

I captifct 
INSTITUTIONS labourhh , capitlhh 

\ governmt 
CAPITAL - capital 
REST OF WORLD world 

TOTAL 
I 

---"- -- --r" .~ • ~
&;~~II' -r 

-~~- ~~i--'. ---- f-

,~L-='=~_:'~~ ~._-:~-~ . ! 

~~=~~=-·-~~1--~~=~~~: -: .. 
--.-- r"--'---: 

_____ __ ·1. _ _ • ______ .. + 

~-~ ... _-- _ ... ---" ~ 

agricact 

II 

f.:' " 

) 

J 
,4-
.... 
'J' 

' ,t 

!:t 
-'J' 

:.:t 
'I 

1 " 
1895.27 

1 

-+-
11 II ., 
18951.27 

consuact intgdact capitact comeseact paoseact 

'1 111 » ), , ., I <I I III I Ifl 

- . - _.- --1 

1 
- , " - 1 

3363.57 3792.96 0 
1798.35 2027.93 10 

i 325.82 371.75 ] 0 
r< 63.69 71.81 17;70 

J" 1601.87 1806.34 1 0 

?- 836.84 943.67 543 l1.50 

1'4 ~- I 
r -ill: -

~, 

- .- I ~ 

I 'I .. , . .. :.._ <I, I 
5685.73 ... 

- j 

15514.97 I 

460.65 935.25 
-869.79 5565.26 -1528.67 

-
• 5685.73 16763.37 7581.00 15514.97 3864.53 

" < 
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, 

capital world TOTAL ACTIVITY agricact 1308.94 11284.73 
consuact 1011.49 5971.06 
intgdact 222.59 3361.66 
capitact 105.45 1597.52 
comeseact 2059.17 11955.91 
paoseact 277.16 7695 .91 

COMMODITY agricuco 320.28 10230.03 
congdsco 120.11 5943.86 
intgdsco 2832.87 4775.32 
capgdsco 501.96 2367.12 
comeseco 1279.38 10670.85 
paosevco 0 8933.37 FACTORS rurlabor 1895.27 
urblabor 5685.73 
captifct 16763.37 

INSTI11JTIONS labourhh 7531.00 
capitlhh 15514.97 
govemmt 3864.53 

SAVING capital 693.40 5054.60 
REST OF WORLD world 5678.20 

TOTAL 5054.60 5678.20 
Source: CompIled usmg data from the 1976 Input Output Table o/Tanzama and vanous 

issues of Economic Surveys and National Accounts. 
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APPENDIX A6
f-=:~ _." ~=
1..., QUESTIONNAIRE
i'
\

t ; FOR

1..-"-.
HOUSEHOLD SURVEY OF RURAL AND URBAN TANZANIA

1990

REGION: VILLAGE: HOUSEHOLD NUMBER: NAME OF CELL LEADER: NAMEOFHOUSEHQ~PHEADNOW: 1. Household Composition .

Members who are resident. List all members of the household who are living in the house at

tIie time of the interview. Include any guests who have been staying for more than 2 weeks

and who share meals.

1.1: Serial number of household member

1.2: Name of household member

1.3: Relation to household head (a) ( I = head; 2 = wife; 3 = son; 4 = daughter; 5 =

father; 6 = mother; 7=other relative; 8=a non-'relative)

1.4: Sex (I =' male; 2=feale)

1.5: Age (number of years)

1.6: Education [Type = (b); Standard = (c)]

(b) ( 0 = none; I =primary; 2=govt. secondary; 3=private secondary; 4=university;

5=adult literacy; 6=other(specify)

(c){O =not applicable; I =Standard/Form 1; 2=Standard/Form 2; 3=Standard/Form"

4=Standard/Form 4; 5 =Standard/Form 5; 6=Standard/Form 6; 7=Standard 7;

8=Standard 8;
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QUESTIONNAIRE 

FOR 

HOUSEHOLD SURVEY OF RURAL AND URBAN TANZANIA 

1990 

REGION: 

VILLAGE: ............................................................................ . 

HOUSEHOLD NUMBER: ......................................................... . 

NAME OF CELL LEADER: ....................................................... . 

n'~' 

NAME OF HOUSEHOLD HEAD NOW: ........................................ . 

1. Household Composition 

Members who are resident. List all members of the household who are living in the house at 
tlie tinie of the interview. Include any guests who have been staying for more than 2 weeks 
and who share meals. 

1.1: Serial number of household member 

1.2: Name of household member 

1.3: Relation to household head ...... (a) ( I = head; 2 = wife; 3 = son; 4 = daughter; 5 = 
father; 6 = mother; 7=other relative; 8=a non-'relative) 

1.4: Sex (I =' male; 2=fea1e) 

1.5: Age (number of years) 

1.6: Education [Type = ....... (b); Standard = ........ (c)] 
(b) ( 0 = none; I =primary; 2=govt. secondary; 3=private secondary; 4=university; 
5=adult literacy; 6=other(specify) 
(c){O =not applicable; I =StandardIForm 1; 2=StandardIForm 2; 3=StandardIForm' 
4=StandardIForm 4; 5 =StandardIForm 5; 6=StandardIForm 6; 7=Standard 7; 
8=Standard 8; 
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4=Standard/Form 4; 5 =Standard/Form 5; 6=Standard/Form 6; 7=Standard 7;

8=Standard 8;
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1990 
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NAME OF CELL LEADER: ....................................................... . 

n'~' 

NAME OF HOUSEHOLD HEAD NOW: ........................................ . 
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tlie tinie of the interview. Include any guests who have been staying for more than 2 weeks 
and who share meals. 

1.1: Serial number of household member 
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1.7: Does he/she read and write? 
1.8: Occupation [Main (d);Any other job? (d)1 (d){I=farmer on famity farm; 2=Labourer 

'on other shambds; 3=Labourer on estate(target/arm); 4=employee working/or rural 
private employer; S=employee working for an urban private employer: 6=employee 
working for government, or parastatal (rural). 

, (e) (I = read and write; 2=read only; 3=neither read nor write;). 

1.9: Have any of these people ever left to seek work (for at least a season?) 
Where did he/she go? (a){l=another village; 2=agricultural estate; 3=Local town; 
4=major town (specify); 5=Dar-es-Salaam; 6=outside the, country} 
Year of departure 
Year of return 
Did you get work? YESINO 
Nature of work [See 1.8(d)1 
How much did they eam in cash value or goods in kind? TShs per month 
How much did you send back? (TShsimonth or value of goods in kind) 

, -,. . ~<L _ , . 

pO: Are there spouses, sons and daughters of the head of the household who are now. 

' i f)\,rh 1" ,ivipg,lelse\yh~r~? , ' , 
, .' Relailon t~'h6useJl.old headlSee l.3(a)1 

Sex ..... ................... MalelFemale 
Age ..... : .................. Years I 

Education: Type .... .... ......... ; ... StandardIForm ............... [See 1.6 '(b),(cjl 
Where is he/she living now? [See 1.9(a)1 
When did he/she leave the household?: Year .......................... . 
Have they been given land by th'is' household? If so, how much? 
(he) .................... .... ~ . ' ,-, ' 

Why did he/site go? (f){1 =to took forwork; 2=to take up ajob offer; 3=marriage; 
4=Land s,/lqrtage; 5 =oth'ef(specify)} 
About ho~ much does he eam'in his present occupation? 
(TShsimonth) ,_ 

Does he send money back to the household? .. ................... YESINO. \ 
Do you send money to himlher? If so, how much? ........... (TShsimonth) 
How often does he visit the household ~d how long are these visits? (stay (days» times 

a year; average , , 
Doe$ he take decisions about the shamba? ..... (9){O=no; I=choice of crops planted only; 
2=purchase of inputs only; 3=both planting arid purchases of inputs} 
Do you expe~t he will return to liv~in this hou,sehold? if so, when and why? .. .. 
(h)(O=no; I=on retirement;'2=ifhe losesjob; '3=when they inherit land; 4=when they 
have saved enough} 
Do you receive ariy remittance from anyone other than your spouse or children? If yes, 
how much? .......... TShsimonth 

2. Work (W. ~J11bers who are resident only) 
I,.i \·-.1 

;mwoH 
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(b) 

.! . L lil .. I I~!) . I • \ H,-~M:] !10U£('f :')")') 

" I =expenence;,7 rlrammg p nly;)=quabficatlons/educatlOn on :r; , 
. 4rexperienc~ aqd trai!1ing 5F.el'peri~*e'lll1d "qualifications; traini~ and 

qualifications; 7=all thtee 8=none. . ,. ; n ;' 

If more than 95, then 96=96-149; 97= 150-199 98=200-299; 99=300 

or more. .(;,In.'' "', ' 
1,( ... ' . 

t ... ~ '1\, t ') , J' ~ LJ ~, 

(d) I =cash; 2=payment in kind to take home; 3=meat; 4=use of plough. 

( <1f'1 ") ~ t J (j r • I! r 'If '( P, ~ 1 

· (e) I =brewing; 2=handicrafts; 4=duka; 5=bar, 6=market stall; 4.oth,t;r. 
." \ r .. , .. n 

, . 

2A: Did any household members work in off-farm wage employment {n the Last 12 

months? Did he need qualifications/experience/training education in order to get it? 

(a) For how many years has he worked for the employer? 

How much did he earn per month? TSHs 

How many days per month did he do this work? 

How far away was this work? r . 

(b) If still doing this work, for how long does he expect to continue in wage 

employment? . ... Year 

28; Did any household member work on other peoples's shamba in the last 12 months? (list 

them) ' . 

Typically, how man~ days per month? .... ................... . 

How many hours a day? .. .............. . ~ ( .. 

How. many hours a day? 
How was he paid? , : 

(d) What was the value of this payment per day? TShs 

How far away is the holding where he worked (kilometres) 

. "~:' 
2 : Has any household member done any work 'as his own boss in the last year, other 

than working on the shamba? Examples are handicrafts, business market stall, bar, 

setting food . 
Typically how many days a month does he work on the business? 

How many hours a day? 

Type of business 
· (e) What were the sales of the business last year? TShs 

What were the costs of the business Last year? (TShs) of which labour costs were ... 

and all other costs were TShs.... . . . 

2D: Jias. any household member worked o~ estate~ commercial farm or state farm in the last 

12 month Typically how many days rP'month? 

· How many hours a day? 

How much did he earn per day? TShs .-

How far away is the estate or farm on which he worked? ........ ......... .... . .. .. .. 

(kilometres) 

2E: Did any household member work on the communal shainba in the Last 12 months? 

Typically how many days per month? 

How many hours a day? 
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How much did he earn from this work? (include value of payments in kind) 
TShs............ .. ..... • 

2F: Did any household member work on any communal non-shamba activities in the last 
12 months? 

Typically how many days per month? I • (. 'r 

lOnll ~njJi9w many hours a day? • ~ 3W 1: '<:I 
How much did he earn from this work? (include value of Payments in kind) 
TShs .. .... ...... .. . 

2U. FOR URBAN HOUSEHOLDS ONLY 
, 't j 

(ub) I =grain milling; 2 =bread making; 3=tailoring; 4=brewing; 5=shoe repair/making; 
6=fumitpre making 7=basket making; 8=carving(woodlstone); 9=soap making; IO=brick 
making; II=building; 12=car mechanic; 13 =hawking; 14=kiosk or stall ; 15=duka, restaurant; 
16=shoe-shine; 17=transport (mikokoteni) 18=transport (dala-dala); 19 professional 
services (e.g. consuitancies); 20 = others (specify). 

(uc) I =maize; .2=rice; 3=cassava; 4=beans; 5=bananas; 6=oranges; 7=sweet potatoes; 
II/hi i ..... 
8=groundnuts; 9=other 

lllJ?' ~ :) )'" 

·2U.l : Has any household member done any work as his own boss in the last year? 
Typically how many days a month does he work on the business? 

'r! If. H9W many hours a day? 
Type of business (ub) . 
What were the sales of the business last year? TShs 

/I~, What were the costs of the business last year? (TShs) of which labour costs 

2' • 
2U.2: . Do you have a shamba nearby on which you grow crops or keep livestock? 

YES/NO. If YES, 

• 

ere .. 

I How far is the shamba? .... .. .... ....... .......... ...... km 
How big is the shamba? .............. .. ... .... ........ . ha 

/. V (I) 
J II 

When did you acquire it? Year 
Did you have to pay for it? YES/NO ....... .. ; If yes, how much? .. .. ....... .. ............ TShs 
When did you start farming it? Year 
List the main crops grown Last year: 
Crop type (uc) 
Own consumption (qty) ........... . 

I ' \ ' I 

SaJes(qty) ...... .. .... .. Revenue .......... .. ... (TShs) 

2U.3: Do you keep any livestock in the shamba? YES/NO \ 
.... .. .... .. .... Ownership (number) Own 
...... .. .... .... Now One year Consumption Net Sales 
................ ago (number)[Qty.(no.)] , ... Total value (TShs) 
Hens 
Pigs 
Goats 

/ 
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n n" 

Cattle 
Eggs (dozens) 
Milk (titres) 
Other 

2U.3: What were the costs of running the shamba during Last year? TShs ... ....... .. . 

How many hours per week do the household members typically spend in looking after 

the shamba? 

3. The Shamba 

(a) I =allocated by Village Council (not held before operation Sogeza): block farm; 

2=allocated by Village Council (not held before operation Sogeza): non-block farmlholding; 

3=held by household before Operation Sogeza; 4=borrowed from another household; 

5=acquired by exchange for land or goods with another household 

(b) 0 =no; 1= yes,(owned); 2=yes,(hired) 

(c) I =Iocal m'aize; 2=hybrid maize; 3=beans; 4=milllet; 5=sorghum; 6=cassava; 

7=groundnuts; 8=wheat; 9=rice; IO=yams; II = sweet potatoes; 12=peas; 13=mchicha; 

14=other vegetables; 15=coffee; 16=bananas; 17=tea; 18=tobacco; 19=cotton; 

20=pyrethrum; 21 =cashewnuts; 22"'Coconuts; 23=sesame;74=~unf\ower; 25=castor 

seed; 26=sugar cane; 27=onions; 28=other; 

(d) 1 =cash; 2=payment in kind; 3=meat, pombe at the place of work; 4=use of plough; 

5=a combination of the above payments(specify) 

(e) 0 =no contact; I =visit of extension worker to this shamba; 2=no visit, but I attended a 

demonstration; 3=both visit (s) and I attended a demonstration; 4=attended Farmers 

Training Centre 

(f) 0 =no contact; 1 =only once; 3= two or three times a year; 4=more than three times a 

year. 

(g) 

(h) 

o =not applicable; 1 =othe"rs 'were doing it; 2=ti1ore profitable; 3=because the 

government wanted me to change 

l=traditional method (from father) ; 2=from demonstration; 3=from extension visit; 

4=by try-and-err-method; 5=from neighbours; 6=from relatives; 7=others . , 

(j) 1 =yes; 2 =no 
j'~ ". II-. 

3A: Area and ~ 

How many parcels of land does the household operate? 

How big is each parcel?(ha.): 1st Parcel .. .. ... .... 2nd ParceI... ..... 3rd Parcel 
\ 

..... ........ .... Other Parcel , 

Tenure of each parcel:(a) 1st Parcel... .. · .. . 2nd Parcel ...... ..... 3rd Parcel... ........ ; ~I 

Other Parcel '.' ,7 
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How far is the Parcel from the house?(km): 1st Parcel 2nd Parcel 3rd Parcel... Other Parcel

Use of Land owned by the household:

for homestead only (ha.):

for crops (ha.)

for grazing (ha.)

unused, suitable for crops (ha.)

unused, suitable for grazing only (ha.)

Not suitable for either(including woodland) (ha.)

Does the household own any land which it tends to other households? If YES, how

much? (ha.)

Do you use a tractor? (b) Have you ever been a member of a co-operative

society? YES/NO

3B: What crops were produced on (each of) the holding in the last year?

First crop (c)

Second crop (c)

Output (kg.)

How was hired labour paid? (d) Value of payment per man-dayTShs .
3D: Knowledge of Techniques

How did you learn about the knowledge you are using? (h)

Have you changed your method in the last 5 years? (i)

If YES, why? (9)

Have you ever received any extension advice about the crop or livestock? YES/NO

Nature of extension contact (e)

Frequency of contact (f)I 

3E: Inputs --,

Own produced inputs; value, TShs: (i)Seeds (ii) Others

Purchased inputs; value, TShs:(i) Seeds (ii) Fertilizer (iii) Others

3F: What crops were marketed "Mwaka Jana" (Last year)?

Crop type (c)

official sales: quantity (kg) price(TShs/kg) Revenue: TShs

Delay in payments: months Amount not yet paid (TShs)

Unofficial sales: quantity (kg) price(TShs/kg)

Revenue:Tshs

4. LIVESTOCK '~}\fl~~jn~aQW

4A: Stock now owned: (i) Lo<;albreedNumber: Total value- (ii) "Mifugo bora" (hybrids)

Number; TQtal value.

";;",; "
Bulls ~...,.. \.

.Steers \ "'I

\ (
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How far is the Parcel from the house?(km): 1st Parcel ...... .2nd Parcel.. ... . 
3rd Parcel ............. Other Parcel 
Use of Land owned by the household: 

for homestead only (ha.): 
for crops (ha.) 
for grazing (ha.) 
unused, suitable for crops (ha.) 
unused, suitable for grazing only (ha.) 
Not suitable for either (including woodland) (ha.) 

Does the household own any land which it tends to other households? If YES, how 
much? .......... (ha.) 
Do you use a tractor? (b) Have you ever been a member of a co-operative 
society?................. YESINO 

3B: What crops were produced on (each of) the holding in the last year? 
First crop (c) 
Second crop (c) 
Output (kg.) 
How was hired labour paid? (d).......... Value of payment per man-day 
TShs.................... • 

3D: Knowledge of Techniques 
How did you learn about the knowledge you are using? (h) 
Have you changed your method in the last 5 years? (i) 
If YES, why? (9) 
Have you ever received any extension advice about the crop or livestock? ..... 
YESINO 
Nature of extension contact (e) 
Frequency of contact (f) 

3E: Inputs --, 
Own produced inputs; value, TShs: (i)Seeds (ii) Others 
Purchased inputs; value, TShs:(i) Seeds (ii) Fertilizer (iii) Others 

3F: What crops were marketed "Mwaka Jana" (Last year)? 
Crop type (c) 
official sales: quantity (kg) ...... price(TShslkg) ............. Revenue: TShs 
Delay in payments: months ...................... Amount not yet paid (TShs) 
Unofficial sales: quantity (kg) ......................... price(TShslkg) 
Revenue:Tshs 

4. LIVESTOCK 

4A: Stock now owned: (i) Loc;al breed Number: Total value_ (ii) "Mifugo bora" (hybrids) 
Number; Total value . 

Bulls ...........................•.....•••••••.•.••.••••................................... :. .. ., .. \ 
. Steers .........................•••••....•...•......•............................................... 

\ ;'<' 
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... ........ ... ...... .... ..................... ............... ... .......... .... ....... .... ...... 

w 

'I Received Given tOtF' Deaths & 
Purchases 

4E: 'Livestock products 

(J 
Own consumption 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 
Mi.~t), \ ·I. •• ., .. . ..... .. .? • • • •• ·: ••• • •••••• • •• • •• l . .• ~ .. .. .... ... . .. . ... : • • ~ ••••••• . •••• • • • • •• •.••• • •• 

Eggs ... .......... ... .. . ... .. : ... .. ... ... .... ..... ... ..... . .... ..... ... .. ............. ...... .. .. .... . 

~i~:tS·:(~~~\·::: :: : ·: : :: ·:: : :':: : : : :: : ;: :: ::: :~::: >l~: : : :' : : ': : : : :::: : : : : : : : ::;: :: : :: :::~: : : : :: ::; : : : : : : :. 
4F: Inputs used for livestock during last year (indicate quantity and/or value) r 

Purchased feed ... .. . .. .•. .... .... ; .... . , ... ~(.i.. ,' ; ..• . , o •••• 1 . . · . .. 'w ..... . .... ? ...... .. 
Own produced, feed (iii s,tall fed) ..... .. .... .. .. ,. ,: . :!"? .... , ..... .. ... ... .. ! .. .. .. . .. ' .. ...... .. 

Other cash expenses ... ..... . .... ..... : .. ......... . ............ .. ... .. ... . ... .. . ...... .. .. .... .. . . 
j) 'i /'J, qol:>l rNI ;':j t. 

.""q ., "."." .. 
Notes 

I. Economic adjustment policies can be broadly categorized" into two components.: . 
stabilization and structural adjustment. Stabilization policies are aimed at reducing 
e~pel"\ditl!re, . principally by ,using fiscal and, nwn~ta~ , policie -J ~e ~econd . coll)ponent • 
(or structural adjustment) is concerned wi~ supply-side, growth-oriented, expenditure 
and production switching policies. ' 

! 
~ . / ! ; 
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2. The "Dutch Disease" describes the impact of resource discoveries (or a boom in export 
prices or aid inflows) in an economy which produces both traded or and non-traded 
goods. It is a trend of events describing a process of de-industrialization [Corden and 
Neary (1982)] . When traded goods comprise both a booming (coffee or other cash crops) 
and non-booming (manufacturing) sectors, the shift in prices brings about a reallocation 
of resources from the non-booming to the booming sector and thus leading to ..de~ 
industrialization. 

3. Tanzania is a republic fonned by the 1964 union of the mainland, then Tanganyika, 
which gained its independence in 1961, and the isles or Zanzibar. 

4. Computed from GDP data in URT (1991), National Accounts of Tanzania, Table \. t 

5. Current account deficit as percentage ofGDP during 1977-1990 is shown in Table 2.3 in 
the next Section while for the 1973-75 period it was computed from International 
Financial Statistics, Vol. XXXIII, No. 12 t 

6. The high rate of growth in money supply in 1979 was most likely due to the need to 
finance the war with Amin's Uganda. The growth in money supply is shown in Ta~e 2.1 ,. 

7. The Gini coefficient between 1969 and 1976177 for Mainland Tanzania increased from 
0.45 according to Wagao (1981) and from 0.39 to 0.44 according to Bukuku (1988). The 
corresponding fig the 110 (1982) study were 0.57 and 0.51 for rural and urban TanzAma 
respectively during 1969 while during 1976177 the coefficients were 0.49 and 0.44 for 
rural and urban Mainland Tanzania. 

8. The exact ntlmber ofhbuseholds surveyed by region is as follows: 
Dar-es-Salaam Dodoma Iringa Kilimanjaro 

(Households) 287 199 198 202 
Ruvuma 

200 

9. The inequalitY'tatio'~or rural Tanzania was 0.20. 

10. The degree of openness may ·be defined as the ratio of the sum of absolute exports and 
imports to domestic jlroduction, that is C(E+M)/(X) I * I 00. 

II . The degree of openness for all the sectors is as follows: 
Agricult Consuq& lniqoods Capitqds Commerse Paoservs overall Degree of openness (%) 14 t 33 " 55 61 24 23 26 

• 12. The study by Harrison & Kimberley (1985) used a computable general equilibrium model 
for ten countries: Australia, Canada, Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, 
Thailand, Korea, Japan the U.S.A, and EEC. 

• ,; "WI. ,( 

., . j ~ 
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